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Dear Extension Friend:

This report represents a few highlights of our major educa
tional activities for the 1965 calendar year. The information has
been condensed to keep the report brief. If time is limited, a

reading of the headings will give a good idea of the contents.

As we of the Extension staff extend to the people of Maricopa
County the latest information on research from the University of

Arizona, the United States Department of Agriculture, and other

sources, many of you have volunteered to help us plan and carry out

the many Extension activities. �e are particularly grateful for
your participation and support.

Historically, the Extension Service had its beginning in

Maricopa County in 1915, shortly after the Smith-Lever Act went
into effect. In 1935 the office was moved to its present loca
tion - 1201 West Madison Street, Phoenix. At present a staff of
eight agricultural agents and three home economists are housed
here. The office is open 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 8:00 a.m. to noon on Saturday.

We of the Extension Service have enjoyed working with the

people of Maricopa County during the past year and look forward
to the coming year. Come in and see us. Your calls, visits,
requests and suggestions are welcomed.

Very truly yours,

Ivan J. Shields

Agricultural Agent in Charge

IJS/a
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I. EXTENSION ORGANIZATION, PROGRAMMING, AND EVALUATION

A. COUNTY STAFF AND THEIR MAJOR AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

During the period covered by this report, the Extension program in this

County was conducted by the following staff members, each in a majOr area

of responsibility.

EDNA H. WEIGEN, Home Economist, coordinator of the total home economics

program with specific emphasis on adult work.

PEGGY H. PUTNAM, Home Economist, works with 4-H and adult programs in the
foods and nutrition area. She also works on special 4-H programs which are

general in nature. (On Sabbatical Leave September 1 - December 31.)

LUCY LOGSDON, Home Economist, 4-H Club work with responsibilities in the

clothing, child care, home furnishings and home management areas.

MARGARET A. NESBITT, Home Economist, temporarily assigned to assume the

responsibilities of Miss Putnam (September through November).

BETTY JO BARNEY, Home Economist, temporarily assigned for a study on the
low income family programs (June and July).

Agricultural Agents:

*CHARLES R. FARR, Field Crops Production;
*BOYCE R. FOERMAN, Vegetable Production and Ornamental Horticulture;
ROBERT L. HALVORSON, Information on all phases of the County program;
*OTIS G. LOUGH, emphasis on Dairy and Poultry Production;
*HEROLD V. LOUGHEAD, emphasis on Livestock Production;
ELDON E. MOORE, supervising the over-all 4-H program;

*LOWELL F. TRUE, emphasis on Citrus and Grape Production and Ornamental
horticulture;
IVAN J. SHIELDS, Agent in Charge, supervision and administration, specialty
plant diseases;
THEDA M. APEL, Office Secretary, in charge of office operation with

stenographic staff consisting of:
CORA M. CALVERT (resigned September 15); replaced by
ANNA E. JENSEN, September 1;
EUNICE M. ARCHER, stenographer;
LESLIE EDSON, stenographer;
DORIS Eo AMBERSON (nee Mount) resigned October 1 replaced by
HAZEL M. OLSON, October 1;
TWYLA J. STEWART, employed June 15.
Sheila Ransford and Marjorie Hardwick were employed for short periods of
time during the year.
RICHARD GREEN serves as janitor.

�Agent-for-the-Day is an arrangement where the agent is assigned to one

day a week to answer office and telephone calls for that day. Most of the
calls concern horticulture and home improvement problems. During peak
periods and/or absences, the, Agent in Charge serves as alternate.



B. STAFF CHANGES

Miss Peggy H. Putnam was on sabbatical leave from September 1 through
December 31, to attend Graduate School at Columbia University, New York.

Miss Sheila Ransford, stenographer, resigned to re-enter school on

January 31, 1965.

Mrs. Marjorie Cook Hardwick was employed February 3 and resigned May 13
to move to California.

Miss Twyla J. Stewart was employed June 15 to fill the vacancy created by
Mrs. Hardwick's resignation.

Mrs. Anna E. Jensen was employed September 1 to fill the vacancy caused

by the resignation of Mrs. Cora Calvert, who moved to California.

Mrs. Hazel Olson was hired September 27 to fill the vacancy left by
Mrs. Doris Amberson when she resigned to accept another position.

C. HOW THE EXTENSION PROGRAM IS DEVELOPED

The Home Economics Extension program for the affiliated groups is developed
with guidance from the Extension Home Economists and State staff. The
members of the Extension Clubs review the past programs and plan a continuing
phase for future years. They evaluate the past programs through written
and oral questionnaires. They identify their problems, needs, and goals and
how we should meet them. The Executive Board of the Council (presidents
and secretaries of each Club) meet to make the final selection of projects
for the coming year (1966) and project the program for the succeeding
year (1961). The theme this year will be the "Family and the Home".

The balance of the Home Economics Extension program is planned by the

Agents in cooperation with key people from other agencies such as Welfare,
Public Health, Migrant Ministry, Economic Opportunity Act personnel,
sbhools, churches, and other agencies as time and staff allows.

The agricultural program is based on expressed needs and interests of the

people in the County. The Agricultural Agents work formally or informally
with various commodity and other agricultural groups in the County. They
receive suggestions or recommendations from these groups or note where

emphasis is needed during the year. From this experience the Agents formulatE
their plan of work which they feel will best serve all the persons concerned.

The 4-H program is developed cooperatively by the County 4-H Leaders' Council:
the county and state Extension staffs. The Leaders' Council has an

Executive Board serving as advisory committee to the County Extension staff.
Several county and state organizations assist the county 4-H program by
sponsoring certain activities.

The Extension information program is distributed through the available
channels -- person-to-person; person-to-groups; and through mass media.
It is set up to help carry forward the over-all County program and at the

same time assist the various staff members in their programs of work.
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An inventory of public address units, slide and movie projectors, and

similar equipment is available to staff members. Editorial, photographic,
and visual aid assistance is offered. Choice of communication methods
used and frequency of use is left up to each staff member.

D. ADVISORY GROUPS

An Agricultural Extension Board, composed of seven members, was authorized

by legislative action in 1964. This law instructs the County Board of

Supervisors to appoint this Board, which is to be the official sanctioning
agency of the Agricultural Extension program in the County. Previously the

County Farm Bureau functioned in this capacity. This Board agreed to meet

quarterly and elected a chairman and a secretary. Members of the Board
are:

Chairman - Robert Snedigar, Tempe, a director of the Maricopa County
Dairy Herd Improvement Association;

Secretary - Mrs. Othel Narramore, Palo Verde, executive committee
member of the County Homemakers' Council;

Member Thomas L. Stallings, Phoenix, first vice president of the
Maricopa County Farm Bureau;

Member Norbert Abel, Glendale, president of the Peoria-Glendale
Farm Bureau;

Member Lovell Rousseau, Phoenix, a director of the Maricopa County
Farm Bureau;

Member Mrs. Robert Birchett, Tempe, executive committee member of
the Maricopa County 4-H Leaders Council; and

Member Marvin MOrrison, Higley, past president of the Arizona Farm
Bureau Federation.

No county-wide committees have been formed for the express purpose of guiging
Extension programs. A number of the commodity groups in agriculture have
committees with whom members of the staff are in contact. In Extension

information, individuals were contacted informally to obtain guidance and to

evaluate the on-going informational program. This included the various
members of the County staff, radio station personnel, representatives of
the various agricultural commodity groups, newspaper editors throughout
the County and certain key farmers.

The 4-H program is operated by the Maricopa County 4-H Leaders Council.
All 4-H leaders in the County are members. This Council elects four standing
committees who function as advisory as well as operational in carrying out
the County 4-H program. The officers of the Council and members of these
committees who served the club year are as follows:

President - Robert Sowers, Madison
Vice President - Charles Hilgeman, Tempe
Secretary - Mrs. Martha Keck, Palo Verde
Treasurer - Mrs. Evaline Reed, Lafayette.



Standing Committees

� Economics

Mrs. Elmer Woodward, Roosevelt
Mrs. Betty Gregory, Washington
Mrs. Joanna Reismann, Thunderbird
Mrs. Myrna Birchett, Tempe
Mrs. Estelle Stevens, Washington
Mrs. Paul Bessey, Mesa
Mrs. Louise Hinkle, Liberty

General Agriculture

Mrs. Shelia Horan, Scottsdale
Mrs. Margie Hamilton, Glendale
Mr. Armon Cheatham, Laveen
Mr. Alan Miller, Laveen
Mr. Gerald Keating, Madison

Livestock

Mr. Douglas Todd, Kyrene
Mr. Gerald Goodman, Mesa
Mr. Luke Parr, Phoenix
Mr. John Williams, Laveen
Mr. Frank Bergero, Paradise Valley
Mr. Tony Ciskowski, Roosevelt (alternate)

Citizenship

Mr. Bill Hall, Kyrene
Mr. Calvin LaSalvia, Laveen
Mrs. Betty Accomazzo, Laveen
Mrs. Teresa Tompkins, Roosevelt
Mrs. Loretta Hawker, Tempe

The Extension Homemakers Council acts in an advisory capacity to the Home
Economists. All members of the 15 clubs in the county belong to this organ
ization. The officers of the Council are:

Mrs. Max Green, Sr. - President (Washington Club)
Mrs. Robert Marshall - Vice President (Creighton Club)
Mrs. Dewey Ard - Secretary (Sunnyslope Club)
Mrs. T. J. Turner - Treasurer (Palo Verde Club)
Mrs. LeRoy Campbell - Ex-Officio (Sunnyslope Club)

The Extension Homemakers Council selects the educational programs to be
studied by the clubs for the coming year. They promote and sponsor the
Extension Service program. They assist with county-wide activities and

sponsor 4-H Clubs in the County. They also present a sweepstakes trophy
to an outstanding 4-H Club.
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The Council has five meetings a year, four of which are special events
although some business is conducted. They are:

1. Installation of Officers and officer training;
2. Rally Day;
3. Program Planning;
4. Business;
5. Achievement Day.

The Council is affiliated with the Arizona Extension Homemakers Council.
The two representatives to the Executive Board are the president and secretar�
of the county council. The County Council has participated in the two main

projects sponsored by the State -- Arizona Beautiful and Safety. Mrs. LeRoy
Campbell was chairman of the first mentioned and Mrs. Thelma Mueller the
latter.

E. ASSISTANCE OF INDIVIDUALS, GROUPS. ORGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES

The 4-H program has been greatly assisted by local businesses, associations,
civic and service organizations in Maricopa County. There were eighty
known sponsors during the past year which does not include the eighty-seven
buyers at the fat stock auction. At least fifteen schools contributed
meeting space for county activities. The support of the local news media
has been good and will be itemized in a later paragraph. (See appendix
for list of sponsors.)

Four dairymen were most cooperative by serving as "guinea pigs" in the

developing phase of the project to combine the Dairy Cost Analysis and

Dairy Herd Improvement Association records. (details reported in
Section III) They were Von Tenney and Paul Shore, of Chandler,
Neil Hoffman, of Buckeye, and Calvin LaSalvia, of Laveen.

Poultrymen Bill Hickman, of Glendale, and Seymour Hesche, of Mesa, gave
sincere cooperation and evaluation in the trial period of the Poultry Cost

Analysis. (details in Section III)

Managers and personnel of the United Dairymen of Arizona and the Federated
Producers Association were extremely helpful in lending direct and promo
tional support to county dairy expension projects.

The officers of the Federal Milk Marketing Administrator and the Arizona

Crop and Livestock Repo�ting Service gave much assistance in supplying
statistical information concerning the dairy and poultry industries.

Mrs. Kay Jacobsen, Salt River Project Home Service Advisor, has loaned the
use of their demonstration kitchen for our use in presenting educational
lessons. The Arizona Farm Bureau has loaned the Extension Service the use

of their meeting room for many events. Rev. Dailey Sapp, Methodist minister
in Liberty, has loaned the use of their Community Hall for many meetings.
The Arizona Public Service kitchen in Buckeye has been used for demonstra
tions. Without the cooperation of these fine organizations we would have
to pay rent for such facilities as we do not have any other available space.
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Misses Dorothy Bradfield and Rose Gover, Home Service Advisors of Arizona

Public Service, have assisted in judging activities at 4-H events.

Whenever their programs permit, the Extension Home Economists take advantage
of the educational programs sponsored by the Arizona Public Service and Salt
River Project to learn about new products and appliances. Such meetings help
to keep us up to date.

Mrs. Carol Vosha11, Food Editor of the Phoenix Gazette, has been most coopera
tive in working with the Extension Service. Not only does she write feature
articles for the home economists, but also for the individual clubs.
Mrs. Henry Listiak, of the Creighton Homemakers Club, has been county publi
city chairman. She has had good cooperation from the Arizona Republic as

well as the Phoenix Gazette. She has also had contacts with the radio and
television stations.

With regard to the Extension information program during 1965, excellent
cooperation and valuable assistance was obtained from the Arizona Republic,
Phoenix Gazette, Chandler Arizonan, Arizona Farmer-Ranchman, Farm Journal,
California-Arizona Cotton magazine, and the Tempe Daily News. Radio stations

KOY, KTAR, KUPD, KPHO and KOOL, and television stations KPHO, KTAR, KOOL and
KTVK have all been very cooperative.

The Soil Conservation Service and Agent Farr have cooperated on the study of
soil compaction and water penetration in field meetings and the investigation
of field problems.

The agriculture division of the Salt River Project participated in the
Extension sponsored cotton tour and the Farm Machinery Day, demonstrating their
soil coring machine. Various machinery dealers and their personnel were
helpful in supplying equipment for the Machinery Day.

F. 1965 EXTENSION EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS BY COMMUNITIES -- AN OVERVIEW

Communities are not well defined in Maricopa County. Metropolitan Phoenix
with some 850,000 residents is the main_trade and cultural center. Many of
the farm families live in Phoenix and not on the farm. Surrounding Phoenix
there are some 40 small towns or residential concentrations that might be
classed as communities. Some are incorporated but many are not. There are

fifty elementary school districts and fifteen high school districts in the

County, but many of these are not headquartered in these rural communities.
Thus, people of these communities have only limited local activities and very
limited meeting facilities. This greatly influences the manner in which we

can carryon an educational program.

On the following page is an overview of some of the communities and their
involvement in the Homemaker and 4-H Club programs.
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FAMILY LIVING
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�omemaker Clubs (16) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1 1

Personal Figure Analysis 6

(Seecial Interest)

Line and Design* 4

(Special Interest)

Color Workshop* 9

(Seecial Interest)

Laundering 2

(Special Program)

Home Management 6 4

(Special Program)

New Fabrics 1 1

(Seecial Program)

Nutrition Council 6

(Seecial Program)

Foods Judging 2

,(Special Program)

Economic Opportunity Act 1 5

(Seecial Program)

Money Management 1

(Seecial Program)

Textiles - Cotton 1

(Seecial Program)

Pattern Selection 1

(Seecial Program)

*It should be noted that the bulk of the special programs and/or special
interest meetings are listed as Phoenix or Tempe. This is due to the nature

of the meeting, sponsoring group, and/or lack of meeting place in other areas.

It does not mean that the audiences were limited to these communities.
Thirteen of these programs were open meetings and county-wide in nature.
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4-H CLUBS - COMMUNITY LOCATIONS

Community or Town No. of Clubs

Avondale

Buckeye
Gila Crossing
Glendale

Goodyear
Kyrene
Laveen

Liberty
Maryvale
Mesa
Palo Verde
Paradise Valley
Peoria
Phoenix
Scottsdale

Tempe
White Tanks
Wickenburg

1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
4
1

13
4
3
1
1

Total 44

G. PROGRAM EVALUAnON PROJECTS

Evaluation of programs for the Extension Homemaker Clubs is carried out by
the project leaders, members, and home economists. The leaders return reports
to the office as soon as the lesson is given telling how the meeting was

conducted -- whether it was a demonstration, member participation, or by
telling about the program to their members.

Evaluation is a continuous process. Many times an evaluation of a project
cannot be made until several months, or even a year, after the lesson is

given. At this time the home economist usually has a survey of each of the

projects asking questions pertinent to each subject. We find out how many
have changed their techniques of doing special skills, whether they helped
others, and how many they have helped. We also find out whether they need
more information on certain subjects.

Another method used is visiting with individuals to find out what they have
learned and how they use the information. Self-evaluation is also used by
the agent of project materials and methods used to put across the educational

program.

On several occasions during 1965, a special effort was made to evaluate the
worth of the daily radio reports which Agent Halvorson prepared and distributed
to radio stations. KOY, KUPD, and KTAR. In one instance, to test out the value
of the programs as a means of reaching urban and suburban people, a circular
on the processing of grapes was offered. In excess of 200 responses were

recorded. A similar test was run, using a circular on bulbs. Again, the

response was good.
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In another instance, Agent Halvorson took one of the programs off the air
for two weeks. According to the program director at the radio station,
approximately 500 inquiries were received from farmers and others who were

regular listeners and who said they missed the program.
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644
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4 Television Broadcasts
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238 Circular letters prepared
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II. EXTENSION INFORMATION

A. METHODS USED AND PEOPLE REACHED WITH AGRICULTURAL AND HOME
ECONOMICS INFORMATION

The Maricopa County Extension staff used many methods of communication to

reach people and carry forward the county extension program during 1965.

Most effective and most extensively used were the various forms of person-to
person communication, including office calls, farm visits, and telephone calls.
The agricultural agents in particular relied on this type of communication,
having found it to be the best way to acquaint growers with the highly techni
cal information needed in agriculture today.

Agents engaged in 4-H Club work and home economics work depended to a greater
extent on person-to-group communication, although even in this instance a

great deal of person-to-person communication took place, especially with local
volunteer leaders and other cooperators.

Again, as can be seen by the pictorial graph, numerous bulletins and circulars
were distributed and numerous circular or commodity newsletters were prepared.
By and large the newsletters were aimed at a specific audience and dealt with
a specific subject of �ediate interest. For this reason, they proved to be
second only to person-to-person communication so far as effectiveness is con

cerned. While an impressive number of bulletins and other prepared material
received distribution during the course of the year, this method of putting
information into the hands of the various extension publics continues to be a

big question mark. For one thing, it is difficult to measure the worth of
these bulletins in terms of changes in behavior on the part of those receiving
them. Secondly, seldom if ever is any serious attempt made to see that ma

terial of this type receives maximum distribution. This last is understandable,
for if an attempt were to be made along this line With, say a circular on grow
ing roses, requests for 100,000 or more could come from the Phoenix area alone.

Newspapers, radio, and similar forms of mass communication also were used ex

tensively during 1965. In view of the complex situation that exists in Maricopa
County and in view of the rapid changes that are taking place in agriculture,
home economics, and related subjects, members of the county extension staff
have found it expedient and necessary to communicate quickly and effectively
with many persons and publics, some of which can be reached only through the

newspapers or by means of radio.

To enable staff members to reach this segment of the public and also to help
staff members bring about in people the desired changes in attitude, skill,
and knowledge, Agent Halvorson set up a well-rounded and flexible program of
information publicity and public relations.

This included a press service wherein Agent Halvorson prepared and distributed
news and feature material each week to some 12 daily papers, 18 weekly papers,
22 periodicals, 16 radio and TV stations, and 25 other interested persons.

In addition, Agent Halvorson submitted at least one full-length feature article
complete with photos, each week to the Arizona Republic Sunday Farm and Ranch
Life Section and furnished radio reports of two to four minutes duration each

day to three radio stations.
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The schedule of the radio reports was as follows:

KOY (550 k.c.) ••••• 5:45 a.m. Monday through Saturday
KTAR (620 k.c.) ••••• 5:55 a.m. Monday through Friday
KUPD (960 k.c.) ••••• 5:50 a.m. and 12:25 p.m. Monday through Friday

Subjects treated in these articles and radio reports were selected on the
basis of need as expressed by other staff members, as requested by editors,
or as the need was seen through contact with farmers and others.

In the course of the year, Agent Halvorson prepared some 340 news and feature

articles, 800 radio reports, and 20 TV programs.

Other staff members assumed responsibilities in extension information in a

number 0 f ways.

In vegetable production, Agent Foerman, in addition to personal contacts,
circular letters, news releases, and publications, continued his weekly column
of "VEGETABLE NOTES.II

"Vegetable Notes" Now in 10th Year

This column appeared each Sunday on the Farm and Ranch Page of the Arizona

Republic. The extensive circulation of this widely read newspaper in the
Southwest's farming areas has afforded "Vegetable Notes" an opportunity to

develop its diversified following. Readership response continues to come from
nearly all areas of the state and a surprising amount from out of state.
"Vegetable Notes" has not only been instrumental in establishing Agent Foerman's
responsibility in vegetable crops and home gardening but a point of contact at
the Maricopa County Extension Office and for the University of Arizona College
of Agriculture. The public relations contributions of "Vegetable Notes" is
Significant. Attempts are made to inform all of the diversified readership as

well as instruct the specific clientele.

"Cotton Progress" and "Cotton Monitor" Initiated

A series of circular letters on soil compaction problems and production factors
were used as an educational tool by Agent Farr (See A Campaign Against Soil
Compaction, Appendices). A weekly five minute radio tape was prepared on

KPHO's Farm Hour program. Special news stories were prepared for the Chandler
Arizonian, The Arizona Republic and The Arizona Farmer Ranchman.

"Good" and "Bad" Leucocytes Discussed

In September, Agent Lough prepared a series of newsletters discussing the
California Mastitis Test. In this series the complex and confuSing story of
mastitis was clarified. (See Mastitis Control Program Started, Appendices).

Seven articles were prepared for the "United Dairyman" and a weekly five minute
radio program was taped for KPHO Farm Hour. Agent Lough also contributed to
an article for uFarm Technology" on the Dow Study Tour in which he partiCipated.
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Garden KOY Still Popular

A Sunday morning radio program of long standing is still actively responding
to listeners questions regarding Horticulture. Jack Williams, Mrs. Iva

Corpstein, Agents True and Shields cooperate with the Valley Garden Center
and radio station KOY to furnish information on gardening and landscaping
over radio each Sunday October through May.

Circulars Popular in Home Economics

The number of Home Economics Extension bulletins and circulars continues at

an all-time high. This year there have been approximately 14,864 distributed.

Many of these are used by other agencies such as: Maricopa County Health De

partment, Home Economics teachers, Arizona State University teachers, Hospital
Dietitians, Medical Profession, Vista Directors and Economic Opportunity Pro

grams.

Method Demonstration Reaches Many

Many methods are used in the Home Economics Extension program. Sometimes it
is a combination of two or more methods. Agents use the method demonstration
which is showing how to perform a skill. This is also used in the workshop
where participants do the same thing. They learn by doing. Another type
frequently used is the illustrative talk where we use illustrative material,
visuals, and models to show by doing. Other methods and materials used are

bulletins, mimeographed lessons with leaders guides, news media, circular
letters, radio and television.

People reached through the home economics extension programs are members of
the homemaker clubs and their guests, special interest groups who are not

members of clubs, low income groups in the migrant labor camps, welfare re

Cipients, YWCA groups, L.D.S. Relief Societies, home economics and science
classes in schools, public health groups, public service home economists,
medical and dental societies.

B. SPECIAL EXTENS ION INFORMATION PROJECTS

PhotographY Helps

Photography played an important role in Maricopa County's extension educational
program. USing a Crown Graphic press camera, Agent Halvorson took more than
200 photos in 1965, nearly all of which were used in one way or another. The
bulk of these were taken to accompany feature articles which appeared in the
Arizona Republic or the various agricultural periodicals that enjoy a circu
lation in the area. However, many also were taken for other purposes, either
at the request of other staff members, state extension specialists, or ex

periment station personnel.

For example, in February Agent Halvorson took a series of photos to be used

with an article on electronic data proceSSing prepared by Western Farm Manage
ment, Inc., in cooperation with Extension Specialist Dave Brueck.
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In May at the request of Research Entomologist George Wene, Agent Halvorson
took a series of photos showing the injury that thrips can do to long staple
cotton plants in the seedling stage.

In September, Agent Halvorson took photos of leaf-burn on cotton at the

request of County Agent Charles Farr for use at a later date. Another series
of photos in color also was taken of sorghum at Farr's request for the same

purpose, as were photos on soil profile, tillage, and irrigation trials.

Visual Aids Too

Good visuals and good equipment can spell the difference be�een the success

and failure of any meeting. For this reason, Agent Halvorson undertook to

keep in repair the inventory of equipment charged out to the County Extension
office. This included a public address system, two movie projectors, two

slide projectors, an overhead projector, and two tape recorders.

In addition, Agent Halvorson prepared charts, graphs, and other visuals for
use in meetings and signs for use on the statewide cotton tour in September,
the machinery field day in October, and the Cotton wives field day at the
Cotton Research Center that same month.

tty'all Come !"

That essentially was the message contained in perhaps 15 per cent of the news

articles and radio reports prepared by Agent Halvorson during 1965.

As in past years, other staff members continued to use the various forms of
mass communication primarily to publicize the events and activities scheduled
in the course of the year. This includes field days at the experiment stations
in the area, demonstrations, and informational meetings.

In the interests of good public relations, Agent Halvorson also helped publi
cize meetings called by other groups, including the Commission of Agriculture
and Horticulture, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, County Health Department, Arizona Cotton Growers
Association, Arizona Cattle Feeders Association, Arizona Cattle Growers, Cal
cot, Ltd., Arizona Poultry Federation, Citrus Institute, and many others.

In the interests of good press relations, Agent Halvorson in each case also
turned in a follow-up story, giving a recap of the meeting in question and
whenever possible stressing those principles and facts calculated to help
staff members in their program of work.

Public Relations Included

Press agentry and public relations is as much a part of the agricultural picture
today as is the tilling of soil or the feeding of livestock, and the need for
advice and assistance in these fields is great.

During 1965, Agent Halvorson worked with a number of commodity groups and or

ganizations on this matter, offering his advice, counsel, and on occasion his
services.
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In January, at the request of Extension Director Dr. George Hull, Agent
Halvorson began working closely with the State Screwworm Eradication Com�
mittee. Details concerning his activities in this regard are to be found
in Sections III-E and VII-D.

Throughout the year, in cooperation with the Agricultural Council of
Arizona and similar groups, Agent Halvorson sought to instill in the minds
of urban people a kindlier, more understanding attitude toward farmers, the

problems they face, and the problems they create. Details concerning Hal
vorson's activities in this regard are to be found in Section VII-D.

"Accent on Agriculture" Heralded

A new column was born in June of 1965, when Agent Halvorson began sending a

two-page, double-spaced, personalized report to newspapers and radio stations
in the area each week. Entitled "Accent on Agriculture," the column is written
for perusal by the general public and generally is concerned with new develop
ments and interesting facts about agriculture. By and large, this column has
been well received, and news and feature editors at the Chandler Arizonian,
Glendale Herald, Buckeye Valley News, Tempe Daily News, Mesa Tribune, Spur,
Arizona Republic, Radio Station KOOL, and Station KYND, already are using
it regularly.

During 1965, Agent Halvorson lent editorial assistance to staff members in the

preparing of newsletters, radio reports, and publications. Similar assistance
was offered to several newspaper editors and feature writers and reporters.

In the case of newspapers, Agent Halvorson on occasion re-wrote wire dispatches,
commercial handouts, and government press releases so as to make them more

meaningful and so as to give them greater local application.

In the case of feature writers and reporters, Agent Halvorson supplied useful

background information and photos, and in several instances actually re-wrote

the articles to insure their accuracy.

Assists With Three Farm Bureau Awards

With justifiable pride it can be noted that Agent Halvorson was either directly
responsible for or closely associated with three of the five press awards pre
sented by the Arizona Farm Bureau Federation at their annual meeting in Phoenix
during November.

The Flagstaff paper received an award for the special section on screwworms

which it ran during the year. Most of the pictures and articles in this section
were prepared by Agent Halvorson.

Free lance writer Blake Brophy received an award for an article on the agricul
tural revolution, which appeared in the Republic Sunday Supplement, "Arizona
Days and Ways.1I Again, Agent Halvorson provided most of the photos and a good
share of the information.

Republic Reporters Albert Sitter and John Bolles received an award for the series
of articles they did on the cantaloupe harvest and the farm labor problem in

Arizona. In putting together this series, Sitter and Bolles worked closely with

Halvorson, relying on him for leads, background material and technical information.
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Other Activities, Too

In November, Agent Halvorson assisted with

Agricultural Plastic Conference in Phoenix.
this regard can be found in Section III-C.

press coverage of the National
Details of his activities in

At the request of editors or other interested persons, Agent Halvorson pre
pared a number of special articles during 1965. This includes a comprehensive
report on the cotton disease situation in Arizona, which appeared in "Cotton",
an article on the outlook for vegetables in the Salt River Valley, which
appeared in the "Western Growers Yearbook," and an article about agriculture
in the county, which was submitted to "Progressive Agriculture."

Agent Halvorson also ghost wrote articles for a number of individuals. One
of these appeared in a National Retail Foods Trade Publication under the by
line of Colone� J. G. Holloway, Resource Officer for the Arizona Department
of Civil Defense.

Farm safety is an �portant subject in this age of fast moving machinery
and potent chemicals, and at every opportunity Agent Halvorson emphasized
this fact. Details concerning Halvorson's activities in this regard can be
found in Section VII.

4-H T.V. Show gets Mileage

KTAR filmed and programmed a 30 minute T. V. show of the Maricopa County 4-H
Fair. Len Burkland of KTAR served as moderator and interviewed 4-H winners of
most of the deparbments. This was not only given valley wide coverage on

April 10th but it was shown at a number of 4-H Club meetings.

The Maricopa County 4-H Junior Leader's Council in cooperation with station
KTAR filmed this during the 4-H Fair. The Council assumed the responsibility
of organizing the members and their displays to be presented. KTAR assumed
the responsibility of getting the Salt River Project to sponsor the show.

The 4-H Staff has also given five minute radio reports once a month over KPHO
for their Farm Hour Program.

National T. V. Program Aired

Home Economist Putnam appeared as a resource person on the Nancy Parker T. V.

program. This was on Convenience Foods. She also appeared as a guest on the

Open House TV program showing the use of bountiful foods.
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III. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, MANAGEMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE

A. COTTON GROWERS

Cotton Yield Decline Disclosed

A ten-year decline pattern in cotton yield was demonstrated by Agent Farr in
the Gilbert area. The alfalfa-cotton crop system, now prevalent, is in contrast

to the 1930-1950 crop system which included less cotton acreage and far more

fibrous-rooted crops. This rather uniform area near Gilbert of 19,000 acres

of heavy soils has been submitted to intensive machine traffic in the two crops
and show both compaction layers and dispersion of surface soil. The dispersed
surface condition was singled out by the difficulty which cotton farmers ex

perienced in obtaining first-year cotton stands following alfalfa. The over

all breakdown of structure is serious since compaction at 16-24" depths is

very expensive to correct with tillage.

A Campaign Against Soil Compaction

The effect of the disclosure of large-scale acreage figures has been impressive.
Many farmers have essentially ignored crop rotation and only limited local re
search data was available for rotational benefits to cotton until February
1965. Consequently, the decline disclosure has been very effective in changing
farmers' practices in the Gilbert area and other areas where soil types are far
more variable. (See photographs in Appendix).

A series of "Cotton Progress" letters, meetings and news articles were devoted
to soil compaction after cotton roots were found to have tap roots only 20-24
inches long. (See Appendix). The phrase "Remember compaction is progressive,
accumulative, and sneaky" was used to headline the campaign. The many growers
who had poor yields readily accepted illustrated letters entitled, "Soil Tillage
Can Reduce Yields", "Plants Display Warnings", "Watch Your Step", and others.

Soil moisture was so high in heavy soils that farmers could not shatter deep
compaction layers with ripping and many fields were plowed too wet. Neverthe

less, many cotton farmers then tried to avoid compaction by growing grain sor

ghum this summer and fall. A Mesa dealer sold five times the sorghum seed in
1965 as in 1964 and Gilbert dealers sold far more sorghum seed. Such results
are very encouraging.

Lifting the Lid on Soil Aeration

A second emphasis in soil management was presented in the "Cotton Progress"in
such letters as "Potted Plants With Lids". Visualizing a plow sole layer is
much easier than identifying the progressive and accumulative breakdown of soil
structure in the top 12 inches of soil. The term "lid" was repeatedly used in

meetings and letters for surface crusting and shallow layers as well as gener
al dispersion in the tOJ layer. Soil aeration was discussed at all opportuni
ties to identify a condition vaguely realized by many.

A penetrometer was manufactured for use in conjunction with bulk density tests

to demonstrate both shallow and deep layers in the soil. Use of the penetro
meter gave more specific or quantitative identification of soil problems for
the farmer.
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Bulk density determinations were made on a demonstration field on Morrison
Bros. ranch to illustrate soil porosity and changes. High moisture prevented
ripping of deep layers and a plowing 14 inches deep was completed late on

February 25. Delayed plowing and careful tillage displayed the Lmprovement
by tillage timing in the plow layer in 1965.

Soil Depth Bulk Density Bulk Density
Inches Jan. 1964 Se2t. 1965 Remarks

3-14" 1.5-1.6 1.2-1.3 Improved

15-21" 1.5-1.6 1.5-1.6 Below '64, '65
plowing depth

22-24" 1.8-1.9 1.8-1.9 No cotton roots

in this layer

Display of bulk density tests and the lack of cotton root penetration below
dense zones aided identification of soil problems and poor aeration. Further

display of poor aeration was illustrated by extensive shallow root systems in

heavy soils baving high moisture retention in the soil at 15 to 30" depth.
Consequently, the repeated display of soil characteristics and plant symptoms
with specific figures hastens the farmer's decision to take corrective action.

If ")C) '" 'f r;"" '..fl
� 1 .. 1.,...More Measurement Needed .J

Another objective has been to create an awareness of the need for measurement

of production factors. Recommendations for soil, water, and petiole analysis
along with some method of periodic inspection of soil moistu�e have been en

larged upon in broadcasts and letters to create acceptance of test values and
their proper application.

A definite organizational approach to measurement was made in July to James
R. Carter, research coordinator for the Arizona Cotton Growers Association.
The Association had just voted to assume full sponsorship of the Hi-Yield
Club and it was suggested the major objective of the club be re-directed to-

�rd measurement of efficiency and profits in production while recording
practices at gin company offices for group summarization. Better measurement

and control of production factors could be encouraged and recorded practices
related to tmproved cotton culture.

Mr. Carter called a meeting of Carl Teeter of Western Cotton Products, Inc.,
Charles Robertson, David Brueck, Robert Dennis, and Charles Farr together in
early September to discuss preliminary approaches to a workable program for
the 1966 crop •. Those attending were asked to examine suggestions and develop
working procedures individually. Charles Robertson has devised suggested
standards and a record system for appraisal at a future meeting.

The adoption of this type of program by an organization as influential as the
Arizona Cotton Growers Association will be a positive move toward increased

production efficiency. Extensive participation will develop interest in
measurement and provide the st�ulus for improvement.
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County Cotton Tour

Over 125 people participated in a tour of Maricopa County cotton the afternoon
of September 20. The tour was preceded in the morning by talks by Dr. George
E. Hull and extension specialists at the Cotton Research Center.

The Maricopa County tour was planned to outline the advantages of measurement

through tests and comparison plantings on the farm. Lloyd Howland explained
the Salt River Project's new program by the Agriculture Division in measuring
soil moisture to improve irrigation control. Two stops were made at the
Kenneth Houston and Art Dobson ranches.

The other stops included rip-listing, long-staple strip plantings, and a short

staple strains test on the John Warren, Woodrow Lewis, and Norman Knox farms

respectively. Harris Cattle Company at Queen Creek gave an extensive tour of

strip plantings. Varied irrigation scheduling, different irrigation cut-off

dates, thinning, topping, and variety comparisons were covered.

The tour covered a great deal of comparisons and can be improved by more ex

planation of practices by limiting the tour to fewer stops.

Farm Progress Round-up
_, • , J,

Il � I r! '.

This machinery field day was held six miles west of Chandler on Trimble Farms
to feature new machinery methods of increaSing tillage efficiency. This activity
used the attraction of "machinery in motion" as a vehicle for an educational
program.

Both the Soil Conservation Service and the Salt River Project's new Agriculture
Division were invited to discuss soil and water management on the program. This
was a first step in combining activities of several organizations in one activity
atmed at helping the farmer with his farming problems. The advantage of several

groups concentrating on farming efficiency can accomplish far more than indi
vidual activities at cross-purposes. Agent Foerman cooperated with Agent Farr
in planning with the idea that all cropping systems be included •

.-Unpaid--bills . from -1964-65- cro,.·made-machinecy:_q�a�e:J;� :�eluctant to =spend-money
on a-1arge-demonst�ati�wever��ealers were asked to .supply one to three
combinations of equipment which would illustrate increased efficiency and pos
sible savings in operational cost. Surprisingly, Iquipment valued over $200,000
was demonstrated showing improvements through new design; new methods, or com

bination of operations. Farmers stated that to have these comparisons in the
same field was an advantage and allowed them to see units in action not pre
viously viewed.

The intention of this quickly organized field day was to run a trial activity
and set a precedent to help organization of a completely coordinated field gay
in 1966. Additional groups like seed dealers and agricultural chemical compa
nies should be involved to contribute to the total picture of an efficient
farm operation.

This 1965 Round-up was favorablY'accepted and manufacturers are currently
inquiring about plans for 1966.
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"Cotton Monitor" Gives Needed Emphasis

This weekly report during most of the 1965 cotton irrigation period was

initiated to highlight climatic influences on cotton. It is subtitled,
"Weather Trends and Cotton Management". This guide can help both irrigation
and general management of the cotton crop.

Even though the author has realized the need for some years, the confusion of
cotton growers in the fall of 1964 accentuated the need. The report can,
when properly developed, guide �armers and eliminate some of the guessing
which may lead to unnecessary expenditures as they search for the production
factor which leads to poor yields. Many farmers were saying in the winter of
1964 that they must have missed detecting insect injury, however this was not

true in many cases. Fields with excellent insect control in these same low

yielding areas also yielded poorly so other factors were responsible.

The 1965 Cotton Monitor was preliminary to an improved version in 1966 when
recommendations will be much more specific. Microclimatology is a newer study
with most research having been done in the last IS years, so one of the needs
this year was to find acceptable sources of evapotranspiration rates. During
this past season maximum daily temperatures and pan evaporation figures were

used to focus on changes in weather and the cotton water requirements. As
stated in an early Cotton Monitor the farmer is so involved by the many large
and small decisions daily that he needs a packaged weekly record of weather
to relate trends to past years and the farmer's experience with cotton plants •

.--(.s.ee.-.examples of .cotttnI-Monit:OT in Appendixh

This year's attempt was to supply the record and create a specific awareness

of climatic effects while pointing out dangers of over-irrigation. The harm
of under-irrigation may be more dramatic and dangerous but the general vague
ness of vegetative growth from improper irrigation timing needs more exposure.
For this reason the Cotton Monitor will supply records and prescribe practices
more specifically in 1966.

Gin managers and farmers commented favorably on the Cotton Monitor and some

were emphatically enthusiastic. Others were interested even when they were not

quite sure what was intended or wanted the author to 'supply more specific recom

mendations or interpretations.

The limitation of such a report is, quite naturally, that it cannot tell each
farmer what to do on his field and this is what he wants it to do. 1965 was

an exploratory year and the task in 1966 will be to confidently and reliably
specify the general management practices in relation to weather trends. The
next phase will be to explain how the farmer should relate this information to

his varying production factors. The author is prepared to do this with added
information now available and the cooperation of the Salt River Project's
Agriculture Division supplying evapotranspiration rates on many fields and
several soil types.

Seedling Diseases of Cotton on T.V.

Olin Matthieson have produced a color film on cotton seedling diseases explain
ing the kinds of diseases and the manner in which they are controlled.

In the spring this 25 minute film was shown over KTAR color T.V., in Phoenix
and over KTUC for the Tucson area. Agent Shields was asked to participate in
the final 5 minutes of the program to give local application and recommendations
to cotton seedling disease control. This film has been shown at a number of
growers meetings as well.
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Growers Urged to Get their Seed Orders in Early

At the request of Jack Clayton, manager of Arizona Cotton Planting Seed
Distributors, Agent Halvorson in October prepared several articles urging
growers to place their orders for Hopicala Seed early. These articles

appeared in the Arizona Republic and several farm magazines, and according
to Clayton, the response was very gratifying. Clayton's interest in re

ceiving orders was occasioned by the fact that only enough certified and

registered seed to plant about 25,000 acres was destined to be saved.
Sufficient "Select" seed to plant an additional 50,000 acres could be
saved providing a demand for it existed, but under the by-laws of the
Seed Distributors, Clayton could not save it on the off-chance that

growers might want it come planting t�e.

Every Farm an Experiment Station

This was one of the points which Agent Halvorson attempted to stress in
each of the more than two dozen articles written about cotton during 1965.
It was done at the request of Agent Farr to help drive home the fact that
there is no such thing as a recipe for growing cotton and that growers need
to check out ideas before adopting them.

Cotton - Herbicide Problems

The city of Mesa had treated their sewage processing plant grounds with 2,4-D
for weed control. Shortly thereafter, they burned the ditch banks. In a few

days leaf distortion was evident on Bob Birchett's cotton. A field meeting
was held with all of the principal people involved. Several subsequent meetings
were planned to check the progress of the 2,4-D effect.

The Southern Pacific Railroad sprayed their right-of-way with an herbicide
called Fenac. A drift of this material was evident on the cotton east of the

right-of-way south of Chandler. A field meeting was held with the claims

adjuster, farmer and railroad representatives all present. All of the field

problems of cotton were discussed and information on the effects of 2,4-D and
similar herbicides was distributed.

The Salt River Project had sprayed the stumps of salt cedar last winter to

kill the roots. This spring 2,4-D symptoms became evident on the cotton to

the south of each treated salt cedar. A representative of the Salt River

Project was called and contact was made with the cotton farmer.

Agent Shields, after being contacted, called the above field meetings to in
form all principals on the proper handling of these herbicides.

B. FIELD CROP GROWERS

1. Alfalfa Growers

Work with alfalfa producers consisted largely of field calls diagnosing
physiological and disease symptoms. A variety demonstration with two repli
cations was conducted in cooperation with Goodyear Farms with a fall planting
in 1964. Since there are only two replications the planting should not be
evaluated until two or three crops have been produced. The following table
shows yields in bales per border.
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ALFALFA DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
on

GOODYEAR FARMS

1965 Cuttings - Bales per border
VARIETY 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Total

Sonora 9.5 l2.5 19.5 19.5 14.0 14.0 92.0

Mesa Sirsa 10.0 12.0 20.0 20.0 17.0 14.0 91.5

African 10.0 13.5 20.0 20.5 15.0 14.0 93.0

Joaquin 10.5 13.5 20.5 23.0 15.5 13.5 96.5

Observations on insects, diseases and stand depletion will be made from time
to time. These plots were "sheeped off" twice during the winter with no

apparent preference for anyone variety.

Alfalfa Tour - A.S.U. Forage Class

Twenty members of Dr. Judd's alfalfa forage class were taken on a tour by
Agent Shields. A number of diseases were observed in the Tempe area such as

Texas Root Rot, Crown Rot, Bacterial Wilt, Rhizoctonia canker, Pseudopeziza
Leaf Spot and Downy Mildew. A general stunting of a number of alfalfa fields
was evident after the August stress suggestive of three-cornered alfalfa

hopper injury.

2. Small Grains

Varietal considerations and diseases have been of little importance in small

grains, so extension work with these crops has been with fertilization and

irrigation practice.

3. Sorghums

"Cotton Progress" newsletters have stressed sorghum advantages to soil
structure and subsequent cotton production. In meetings participants have
stressed the �portance of this crop in a rotation. Sorghum demonstration

plots were grown at two locations on Morrison Bros. ranch. One plot con

tained 20 varieties and the other involved 6 varieties. The smaller demon
stration was replicated four times and results are shown in the following
table.

GRAIN SORGHUM DEMONSTRATION PLOT
Morrison Bros Ranch, Higley: Arizona

Lbs. Per Acre Yield
5294
4895
4533
4170
3541
3330

Pioneer 820

Asgrow Double TT

Lindsey 788
N-K 310
Advance 14
Dekalb C 45



Sorghum Success Stories Show the Way

In October, Crop Farmer Joe Sheely harvested a field of NK-3l0 sorghum that

yielded an average of 11,05l� pounds, or more than 5\ tons of grain to the
acre. The field was planted in March, giving it a seven-month growing
season.

Earlier in the year on a piece of ground five miles away, Charlie Roer of
Glendale harvested a field of NK-3l0 sorghum that yielded four tons of grain
to the acre. Again, it was planted early and had a long period of cool
weather to help the crop get off to a good start.

A year ago, the Bruce Church Co. at Aguila harvested 213 acres of NK-3l0
sorghum that yielded an average of 10,640 pounds of grain to the acre.

And again it was planted early.

These three instances of grower success provided material for a series of
articles written to point out that it is possible to grow sorghum profitably,
providing a grower plants early and grows it properly. In preparing these
articles, Agent Halvorson received splendid cooperation from Northrup King
representatives and from the growers themselves.

4. Safflower

The program with safflower has been primarily one of field calls on problems
in weed control, insects and irrigation. Advisement of farmers about planting
method, seed rates and fertilization has been another aspect of work with
farmers producing this crop.

In August and again in October, Agent Halvorson prepared articles which explored
the benefits to be gained from planting safflower. In both instances, splendid
cooperation was received from Carl Teeter of Western Cotton Products Company.

Safflower - Salt Effect

On several occasions, telephone and office calls were answered on safflower.
The several problems included an early dying of plants or portions of plants
from Verticillium Wilt. Certain seed sources seem to carry a small percentage
of this disease. A field call was made to the farm of Bill Roer, of Buckeye,
where several fields were dying early from what he thought to be a disease.
Field examination showed some Verticillium Wilt and Phytophthora, but the

majority of the problem was due to a build-up of salt in portions of the field
which caused stress and early maturity. This was aggravated by insufficient
frequency of irrigation during bloom and maturing stages.

5. Sugar Beets

"How to Grow Sugar Beets" is the Question

In the fall of 1966, 20,000 acres of sugar beets are to be planted primarily
in Maricopa and Pinal counties. In order to learn how to grow these beets

Agent Shields helped the Spreckels Sugar Company locate 17 test plots in

various parts of the county. Twelve were brought through for harvest data.
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Meanwhile several manuscripts were reviewed in preparing information for
the prospective grower. One entitled, "Sugar Beets - Estimated Costs and
Returns" and the other, "Growing Sugar Beets in Arizona." Two growers
informational meetings were held at Chandler November 10 and at Riverside
School November 12 at which time applications were taken for allotments
and the harvesting and processing of the crop were discussed.

According to representatives from the Spreckels Sugar Company, Arizona has
been given a production quota of 50,000 tons of sugar annually for at least
three years beginning with the crop planted in 1966. Converted to acres,
this has been set at 20,000 acres, which is to be divided up into individual

grower allotments of not more than 80 acres per grower. Ideally, growers
should be in position to rotate their land out of sugarbeets for at least
three years before planting it back to the crop. The 1966 crop will be har
vested in the spring and early summer of 1967. Value of a grower's crop
will be calculated on the basis of gross tonnage, sugar content of the beets,
and the market price of the refined sugar produced from the beets.

Interest in the crop ran high at the meeting, and many growers indicated
that they will seek a sugarbeet allotment.

In April and again in November, Agent Halvorson prepared news stories and
radio reports having to do with sugar beets and sugar beet production,
stressing the potential advantages and disadvantages this new crop may offer

growers when they get around to planting it in late 1966.

C. VEGETABLE PRODUCERS

Wise Growers Understand Plant Functions

It continues to seem paramount that growers and handlers of fresh produce,
in particular, have a basic understanding and a zeal for increasing their'

knowledge in plant physiological functions. For, with these people, the
culture of living plants does not cease with growing the crop but becomes
even more critical and involved at harvesting and during shipment, storage,
and marketing. Realizing, too, that our local commercial vegetables are

often grown out of season in order to supply less competitive markets magni
fies the importance of such knowledge, since the culture of each crop becomes
more critical. A thorough understanding of plant responses to environment is
the only sound basis for cultural application and the key to successful pro
duction and handling of produce.

Agent Foerman's program during the year was accordingly planned and conducted
to best utilize talents, abilities and resources in an effort to improve the

knowledge and understanding of plant physiological functions among all contacts
in general and vegetable growers and handlers in specific, in order that the

advantages might benefit all from producer to consumer.

"Vegetable Notes" Sti11 on Top

This weekly column appearing on the Farm and Ranch page of the Sunday Arizona

Republic continues to be an effective way of getting a message to the people.
The readership response and the recognition and respect this column continues
to gain is indeed gratifying.
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"I sometimes clip it and carry it all week as the authority", said one farm
chemical company representative. Another reported, "I wouldn't miss it on

Sunday morning, I read it right after I finish the funnies." Any anymore,
its rare to find a vegetable grower or farm foreman that does not read it

regularly. It presents a real challenge to make it always worthwhile to the
most readers possible. Frequently, Agent Foerman will receive a call or
office visitor who will open the conversation with "I read your column every
week" or "I am not a farmer but I follow "Vegetable Notes" and thought perhaps
you could advise me on my gardening." Others will cal1 to say, "I'm visiting
from the east and your Vegetable Notes helps me to understand agriculture in
Arizona much better."

Each article is purposefully written to offer technical instruction, or

announce current and pertinent events and in general improve relations with
factual information all the way from the grower to the consumer.

Circular Letter Warns of Improper Insecticide Use

Vegetable growers in some areas by early June had used low volume, undiluted
insecticide sprays that were neither approved by proper authority nor not

known to be safe. Agent Foerman �ediately consulted with Specialist Roney
and upon learning the exact limitations mailed the message of caution to

local growers and commercial personnel servicing them.

This experience was typical of the way circular letters were used. They must

serve a definite purpose and carry a timely message lest they gain a reputation
of being trash mail and loose the readership of our clientele. Circular letters
were also used to introduce or qualify publications, and to announce pertinent
events or meetings.

A special situation report was circulated by Agent Foerman on a trial basis

during late spring and summer. Its purpose was to inform interested fellow
extension agents and specialists of commercial vegetable activities in the
central Arizona areas. These situational letters seemed to be well received
and ought to be tried by more agents.

Best Instruction by On-the-Spot Contact

Desert vegetable .:production areas in Maricopa county are somewhat different
in that operationS are large and individual contacts often have influence

upon several hundred acres and many thousands of dollars. Such a contact can

be a very efficient use of an agents time. Also, vegetable growers of local
caliber are extremely observant of activities of their contemporaries, quick
to adapt an idea or practice that they see or hear about that may be beneficial
to them. So if a good idea is exposed, its quick to spread.

When a problem is fresh in mind and before us, representing a sizable gain or

loss, we are most receptive to learn. For an example, a local potato grower
with approximately 500 acres requested a visit by Agent Foerman last spring.
It was evident that he was confused about plant symptoms resulting from disease,
insect and salt injury, even with his considerable experience. After a brief
field visit this matter was clarified.
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Often due to busy schedules personal contacts are the only way to reach
several local growers with needed instruction. There is such demand on

their time, its nearly impossible to get many of the key people to attend

meetings or, sometimes, even to give serious thought to a potential problem
until it confronts them in their operation, but these people usually welcome
a visit by the agricultural agent.

Mulching Trials Spur More Interest

Mulching, an age old practice, is getting more attention from vegetable
growers as economical synthetic materials prove their worth. Perlite and
vermiculite show promise as germination aids and anti-crustants as growers
are driven more and more to precision plantings.

This past spring, field trials were continued using plastic film as a mulch.
The process of application and disposal of the fiLm after the season is over,
as well as economic feasability, have limited adoption of plastic mulches

beyond limited trial use. Advantages of stand establishment, weed control,
uniform maturity, less irrigation requirements all encourage further experi
mentation. Agent Foerman followed these trials closely again this year with

Lynn Dunkin of Spencer Chemical Company cooperating with Garin Farms.

In July, a field trial Loamite was used in an attempt to improve summer

emergence of parsley and green onions on Tanita Farms near Glendale. This
material, a processed sawdust, demonstrated its advantage as an anti-crustant
but needs more research in method of application. ConSiderably more research
is needed in specialized uses of mulches, particularly as new materials be
come available.

Sprinkler Irrigation in Specialized Uses

With local production geared to furrow or flood irrigation, its understandable
that sprinkler acceptance has been slow among most local growers. But the
J. A. Wood Company and others have realized their benefits in specialized uses.

Low volume, high pressure systems were used again for the second year to con

dition and regulate potato fields for harvest. The fine mist applications
moisten the soil without wetting, reducing the clod problem during digging
conSiderably. As harvest becomes mechanized, clods become more difficult to

sort from the tubers. These sprinkler applications also cool the soil during
June and July harvests when hot soils deteriorate tuber quality.

One of the most promising uses of specialized sprinkler irrigation is in

germinating vegetable plantings. This is an area that needs more research.
Agent Foerman has followed the introduction of growing use of sprinklers and
has encouraged further investigation by growers and researchers.

More Interest in Greenhouse Tomatoes

By the close of 1965 there were at least ten growers in the Phoenix area

seriously considering growing tomatoes in plastic or fiber glass greenhouses.
Four experimental houses were in production and one established operation was

into its fifth year. Investment and risk is high but potential great, so

interest continues to increase. Interest nearly doubles each year. Because
of a lack of local information and experience, Agent Foerman has contributed
a good bit of time and effort to these pioneer efforts. Nearly all resource
information has had to be gleaned from work done in other states, then, in
terpreted for local conditions. But as experience is gained, it appears more

and more that this new enterprise is here to stay, and quite possibly grow
to significant proportions.
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Agent Goes to Las Vegas

Because of the pressing need for more technical knowledge and experience in

greenhouse production of tomatoes, Agent Foerman felt the urgency to visit
other sLmilar operations. So, during August he took leave and visited two

establishments near Las Vegas, Nevada. He also visited the Southern Nevada

Experiment Laboratory at Logandale, Nevada, where greenhouse research is

going on. The visit was mutually beneficial and particularly interesting
and informative because of frequent reference made to these operations by
local growers.

Mimeographed Leaflets Fill In

In the absence of published information mimeograph leaflets are prepared to

supply the need. These can be produced with a minimum of protocol and delay
and serve the purpose satisfactorily--if resource is available.

In January, Agent Foerman prepared a chart relating the growing and harvesting
seasons and planting guide for central Arizona fruits and vegetables, which

supplies numerous demands for such information. Also, in August he prepared
another, "Temperature Influence Upon Seed Germination and Plant Growth and

Development", that local vegetable growers found helpful.

Insecticide Alert

Crops must be protected against insects, but safely. Caution is the byword.

Agent Foerman and Specialist Roney have felt a particular urgency about keeping
local growers and their service agencies currently informed of changing insecti
cide registrations and recommendations. To do this they annually compile and
disseminate current listing with recommendations and limitations for all in
secticides registered for use on local vegetable crops. Also, during August,a
special notice on Endrin was sent out because it had been restricted from

use on lettuce then later released.

New Varieties Always in Demand

Local vegetable growers are continually searching for better varieties, cur

rently, Agent Foerman has requests with Specialist Oebker to obtain seed

samples of curly top resistant tomato variety and varieties having potential
under greenhouse production for trial plantings in 1966. Also a new sweet

corn variety is currently on request for a test planting.

An Agricultural Agent is a Middle Man But Can't Ride the Fence

One of the key services of an agricultural agent is to convey the needs of

growers to research personnel. This is of particular concern since the cost

and dependability of the field labor supply is forCing vegetable growers to

mechanization. Close communications have been gained and maintained by Agent
Foerman with Bill Harriott, Research Agricultural Engineer at the UofA Mesa

Experiment Station which have paid off with the initiation of precision
planting studies, uses of mulches and anticrustants to name only a couple.
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Needs of growers must be known by researchers in order that research have
immediate, practical application. It was with this thought in mind last

September when Agent Foerman planned for a meeting of UofA potato researchers
with leaders of the local potato industry to review current research and plan
for future needs. The meeting held October 13, was quite successful and as

a result of discussion there, intensified investigation into evaluation and
use of weed control chemicals will be forthcoming in 1966.

National Agricultural Plastics Conference a Gratifying Success

On November 16, 17, and 18 the 6th Annual National Agricultural Plastics
Conference was hosted predominately by UofA Extension Service personnel at the
Ramada Inn, on East Van Buren, Phoenix, under the general chairmanship of

Specialist Oebker. Several planning meetings and lots of work preceded the
conference but the turn-out and program was gratifying.

Agent Foerman assisted with various phases but assumed responsibility for a

half-day tour held on the second day of the conference. The tour program in
cluded a narrated tour through Phoenix, a visit to the Sunshine Exposure
Laboratories where plastics and numerous other materials are tested, a nar

rated tour through Deer Valley commercial vegetable growing areas, South
Phoenix citrus, cotton and flower produCing areas, a visit to cotton mulch
plots at the UofA Cotton Research Center and then to the U. S. Water Con
servation Laboratory. The tour was clLmaxed by a lunch at the Salt River

Project Recreation Center followed by a historical and operational discussion
of the Project by Henry Shipley, Assistant Water Manager for the Salt River

Project.

"I've planned tours and I have been on lots of them, but this was the best",
volunteered Kenneth S. Philip, a retired vegetable grower from Pennsylvania.
Just one of many such favorable comments offered after the tour.

The tour committee consisted of Agents True, Farr, and Foerman as chairman.
An enthusiastic 89 conference participants went on the tour. Narrations on
the tour buses were by Agents Foerman and True.

An eight-page brochure that was given to tour participants was prepared by
Agent Foerman. More than a hundred extra copies were quickly taken up by
other conference participants. This brochure contains pertinent information
relating to Arizona's agriculture and a historical story of Phoenix and the

surrounding area.

In November, at the request of State Extension Vegetable Specialist Norman

Oebker, Agent Halvorson arranged for and supervised press coverage at the
National Agricultural Plastic Conference. In connection with thiS, advance
stories were written for local and wire consumption, photo-copies of some of
the more important talks and papers were provided, the press room was manned
and supervised, interviews for TV reporters and magazine editors·were set up
and photos for use in follow-up stories were taken.
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D. FRUIT GROWERS

1. Citrus

Weed Control Demonstrations Require Cooperation

To gain needed information on the use of various herbicides in citrus, after
initial Food and Drug clearance, cooperative tests have been run for the

past several years. Agent True with Mr. Fred Arle, ARS, and commercial rep
resentatives initiated four such demonstration type trials in cooperation
with commercial citrus growers in the county. Results of these trials are

evaluated in terms of effectiveness of the chemical, safety to trees and
costs.

Citrus Bud-Wood Improvement Remains Long Range Goal

A citrus bud-wood improvement program was initiated by grower organizations in
the state two years ago.

Despite some differences of opinion within the state citrus industry, the

program took several steps forward during the past year. Agent True, and a

county committee of three growers met on several occasions with Agent Grounds
and a similar committee from the Yuma area to formulate and discuss future

plans for the program. The combined committees met with the Arizona Crop
Improvement Association Board to discuss the operation of the program under

Crop Lmprovement, when money becomes available for its operation.

Insect Control Information Important to Growers

The dissemination of timely insect control information continued to be an im

portant part of Agent True's citrus program. Much of this work was in cooper
ation with Specialist Roney and Mr. Harold Lewis, Sunkist Entomologist. Local
packing house fieldmen also cooperated in making insect control recommendations
based on grove inspections by True and Roney. Particularly during the spring
bloom period, frequent inspections were made of groves in various parts of the

county and information disseminated on thrips populations and control recom

mendations. Newsletters and personal contact were used as communication methods.

Varied Activities Contribute to Extension Program in Citrus

Other activities contributed in large part to the total citrus program in

Maricopa county. True acted as unofficial secretary of the Citrus Institute,
helping obtain speakers for the Institute meetings and announcing meetings in
newsletters. Newsletters to citrus growers were mailed periodically through
the year, with recommendations on insect and disease control, cultural practices
and notices of Citrus Institute and University of Arizona meetings. True co

operated with Federal Crop Insurance Corporation personnel in informing growers
of the availability of frost insurance and calling a meeting of packing house
managers to discuss the program. True cooperated with Dr. Hilgeman of the
Citrus Experiment Station, on citrus field days in February and November, in
establishing a minor element spray trial and evaluation of variety and root

stock grower cooperative plantings. Agent True established two fruit thinning
spray trials with grower cooperators, a continuation of work done the two pre
vious seasons. Enough information is now available on the results of these

thinning trials to make recommendations as soon as the chemical is cleared by
the Food and Drug.
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True wrote two articles for Citrograph Magazine, during the year, both

relating to citrus production and management in the Salt River Valley.

Fruit Thieves Beware

In January and again in December at the request of the Citrus Institute and

Agent True, Agent Halvorson prepared articles and radio tapes warning winter
visitors not to pick fruit from commercial groves without first obtaining
consent. At one t�e, some growers lost thousands of dollars worth of fruit
to fruit thieves every year. In 1957, the Citrus Institute began offering
a reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of fruit thieves,
and this together with t�ely articles in the local papers has helped to

eliminate this loss.

2. Grapes

Grape Variety Planting Reduced to Most Promising Varieties

On the basis of evaluations made the previous year, the demonstration grape
variety planting, which has been maintained in cooperation with the Arizona

Grape Growers Association, was reduced to only two varities. True in co

operation with Specialist Tate and Mr. Sharples and Mr. Bowers of the Hor
ticulture Department held a field day for growers in June, to obtain obser
vations and comments on the above mentioned two varieties. Cuttings of these
varieties will be released to growers, on a limited basis, for propagation
this winter.

Demonstration Plots in Vineyards are Effective Tool

Again during the past year Agent True and Specialist Tate cooperated with

Experiment Station people in establishing demonstration type plots in coop
eration with commercial grape growers. These included: a phosphate fertilizer
trial, the final of three yearly app1ications.'to determine phosphate responses
in grapes. Although phosphate uptake by the vines has been determined by
tissue analysis, no significant differences have appeared in terms of yield or

ripening date. Gibberellic acid was applied to Thompson Seedless grapes at

various concentrations to recheck the berry spotting effects of gibberellin
observed in prior years. It was again determined that the spotting was an

effect of the gibberellin and not the alcohol carrier or spreader agent used
in commercial mixes. The cluster tipping work started in 1964 on the Exotic

variety was continued during the past season. On the basis of these trials
it now seems certain that the greatest effect on cluster shape at the lowest
cost can be achieved by tipping just prior to bloom. This practice will be
recommended to Exotic growers next season.

True and Specialist Davison established a small demonstration trial of

fungicides in cooperation with a Litchfield Park grower. The objective of the

application, evaluation of bunch rot control, was not realized because of the
lack of bunch rot in the vineyard.

Grower Meetings Afford Opportunity for Idea Exchange

Agent True and Specialist Tate were again instrumental in arranging a spring
meeting for grape growers where research and demonstration plot results are

presented and discussed. Dr. Hewitt, Plant Pathologist with the University of
California at Davis presented information on bunch rot research in California
which was correlated to the limited information available in Arizona. A

thorough discussion of the problem, by attending growers developed during and
after the meeting. True discussed the cluster tipping work on the Exotic
variety at this meeting.
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Special Assistance Very Helpful on Specific Problems

The assistance of Specialists is much needed and appreciated on problems
where specific technical training is a must. During the past year, Specialist
Halderman was contacted by Agent True regarding a rather complex problem of
water measurement and irrigation efficiency in a vineyard in the Litchfield
Park area.

Specialist Halderman spent considerable time on the project and submitted a

complete report on his findings to Agent True and the grower. Specialist
Amburgey also assisted on portions of the study concerned with the evaluation
of soil amendments and tillage practices.

Extension Program in Grapes Affords Opportunity for Close Grower Contacts

Because of the relatively small number of grape growers in the county, some

contact with each grower is possible during the year. Agent True's contacts

with grape growers included the identification of and suggestions on insect
and disease control, with Mr. Sharples, the collecting of leaf samples from
several vineyards for tissue analysis, vine training, suggestions on irri

gation and fertilizer practices and the use and application of gibberellic
acid. True arranged a meeting of grape growers with Mr. Fazio and other
members of the Horticulture Department, concerned with grape work to discuss
future research projects in grapes.

E. LIVESTOCK PRODUCERS AND FEEDERS

1. Cattle Feeders

1965 brought some tmprovement in fat cattle prices but cattle feeders are

still trying to recover losses of 1963-64. Before the cattle feeding industry
will be on firm ground cattle numbers will have to be reduced to match the

present population and future increase in numbers follow the population growth
instead of the present hit or miss pattern.

Agent Loughead assisted with the Junior divis'on of the Arizona National
Livestock show, giving special assistance to the judging contest, calf
scrambles, and fat steer auction.

Electronic Data Processing is Moving Into the Feedlots

The Farm Enterprise accounting�rogram developed by the Extension Service is

being studied by cattle feeders with the view of adopting it or developing
a similar program for their use. The leader in this field is Spur Feeding
Company, working with Dave Brueck and Henry Tucker. It is hoped that as the

program is developed it will be adaptable and available to other cattle
feeders. Electronic data proceSSing has been explained to other cattle
feeders and two or three are ready to give it a try.

Cattle Feedlots are Not for the Birds

Although birds are loved by the bird watchers, most cattle feeders view the

sparrows, starlings, and pigeons as an expensive overhead in their bUSiness.
The amount of feed consumed by birds is tremendous but the amount they foul

up with their droppings is even larger.
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While there are materials available that will control birds, Agricultural
Agents can be of very little help to the cattle feeders because of the legal
and emotional problems involved.

Something needs to be done to change both attitude and policy so that

pestiferous birds can be classed as such and controlled and that so-called

game or migratory birds that move into feed lots lose their protected status.

Slotted Floors

Beef cattle at the Hughes-Ganz feedlot and Erwin and Associates Experimental
feedlot performed as well or better than similar cattle in conventional feed
lot environment. The same old problem of how to dispose of the manure reared
its ugly head. The small amount from the experimental pens was not a real
serious problem but how does one handle the manure from a feedlot of twenty
thousand head. The problem of pumping from the pits under the slotted floors
is great but where to put the tons and tons of semi-liquid material is the
question.

2. Cattle Growers

Higher than average rainfall along with cooler weather was beneficial to
cattle growers. Weaning weights of calves were higher than usual. Weights
were as much as fifty pounds heavier in some cases. Any increase in calving
percentage as the result of better feed will not be realized until next year.

Prices for calves and yearlings improved along with fat cattle prices.

Range improvement and water development is needed.

3. Swine Growers

While there has been very little change in the swine industry in the county,
interest has been increasing. Promotional programs of one feed company, and

hog growers from other areas moving here are mainly responsible for increased
interest. The favorable prices in 1965 have no doubt bad some influence.

Pork Producers Association?

The Arizona Pork Producers Association that attracted about 60 interested
people at the start and less than a dozen actual members appears to have
vanished from the scene.

The death can be attributed to lack of any goals and the attempt of one man

(not a hog grower) to dominate 'the organization. Agent Loughead attempted,
without success, to get some goals established and an educational program
underway. If things are allowed to remain quiet for a while the Extension
Service can do the hog growers a service be re-organizing the Association
or helping the hog growers start a new one with possible goals for improving
markets, obtaining hot weather feeding and breeding research.
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Much Needed Hog Publication Near Completion

The rough draft of a publication on Swine Breeding, Feeding, and Management
was completed for Maricopa county, and should be ready for distribution soon

after the first of January. This publication has been needed for several years
and the increased pressure for printed information during the past year made
it necessary.

Increased Interest in Hog Growing

Agent Loughead received an increased number of inquiries about Swine Feeding
and Management in Arizona during the year. Most of the potential growers
were either presently or formerly engaged in hog growing in some other area.

4. Sheep Growers

The sheep situation is fairly static with the numbers and growers remaining
about the same year after year. Lamb prices were good in 1965 and gave
growers a higher than average return. Losses from stomach worms were down
due to the use of Thibenzol drench prior to turning sheep onto valley
pastures.

5. Horsemen

Horse Breeders Looking to Extension for Help

Horse breeders have long lived with secret feeding methods, cures for ailments,
"Old wives tales" and superstition. This seems to be slowly giving way to

enlightment. Several calls were answered regarding feeding problems, and
parasite control. The screwworm program provided contacts for additional work
with the horsemen and breeders.

The Bulletin on Horse Feeding byAI Lane filled a void and is very helpful in
working, especially with the amateur horsemen.

6. Livestock - General

Screwworm Eradication Underway

After a slow start the Maricopa County Screwworm Eradication Committee really
went to work. Dairymen, cattle feeders, sheep growers and swine growers con

tributed in good fashion but horse owners and sportsmen fell down in their
contributions.

Maricopa County committee consisted of Charles Lakin, Lakin Cattle Company,
Chairman; Gilbert Rogers, representing the Farm Bureau, Vice Chairman; James
Armer, First National Bank Livestock Loan Department, Secretary-Treasurer;
Jerry Goodman, Valley National Bank and Levi Reed representing the cattle

growersj Carl Whitten representing Federated Producers (Dairy); James Cooper,
United Dairymen; Louis Espil, sheep growers; Wade Lacey, Cattle feeders; Dr.
Pat Lynch, D.V.M., horse groups and veterinarian association; Robert House

holder, sportsmen groups; Joe F. Cooper, hog growers; and Agent Loughead,
advisor and educational director.
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Educational material on screwworm eradication was mailed to all cattle
feeders, cattle growers, swine growers, dairymen, horsemen and other in
terested parties. Over 400 kits for mailing in suspected screwworm larvae
were distributed. 5,000 copies of the publication prepared by Al Lane,
Extension Livestock Specialist and L. W. Dewhirst, Animal Pathologist,
entitled "The Screwworm" were furnished for distribution at the State Fair

by U.S.D.A. Animal Disease Eradication veterinarians. This speaks well of
the publication since they have publications of their own but preferred
the University one.

The movie on Successful Eradication of the Screwworm in the Southeastern
United States was shown to Farm Bureau members, horsemen associations, Kiwanis

clubs, 4-H Clubs, and on two T.V. stations. Material was provided for ad
ditional spot programs on T.V. and radio.

Throughout the year Agent Halvorson worked closely with the state Screwworm
Eradication Committee, the USDA ARS Animal Disease Eradication Division, and
with extension agents in other counties pn the screwworm eradication program.
In connection with this, a series of articles were prepared which appeared
along with suitable photos in several papers throughout the state. In late

February, Agent Halvorson prepared a full-page spread on screwworms for

Agent Allen in Yavapai, and in March a similar spread was supplied to Agent
Brechan for use in the Flagstaff Paper.

At regular intervals, a progress report was prepared on the screwworm eradi
cation program and fund drive, which was sent to all county agents in the
state, members of the various county screwworm committees and other interested

persons.

In May, Del Deterling",Extension Information Specialist at Mission, Texas was

contacted and a supply of posters, film strips, movie shorts, and similar
visual aids were distributed to county agents.

In April, Agent Halvorson journeyed to Mission, Texas, where he toured the
USDA's Screwworm Plant, taking photos and gathering material for future use

in connection with the screwworm eradication program.

In all instances, Agent Halvorson worked closely with Screwworm Chairman John

Hays, Screwworm Secretary Bill Davis, and other members of the screwworm com

mittee. At the request of Agent Lougbead and County Screwworm Chairman Charles
Lakin, posters and news articles were prepared in June to publicize the screw

worm fund drive being put on by local livestock companies.

In the course of the year, Agent Halvorson prepared at least six radio reports
each month on the subject of screwworms and the eradication program, and on

two occasions he provided material to TV stations.

Tape recording also were prepared for use by Agent Brechan in Coconino County,
Agent Allen in Yavapai County, and Agent Gray in Gila County. For more details

concerning Halvorson's activities with regard to the screwworm eradication prea
gram, see Section II-B and Section VII-D.
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Flies are A Sticky Problem

Flies were a serious problem throughout the year. The usual hot weather
respite did not occur this year as summer temperatures were lower than normal.
Assistance was given cattle feeders, horse owners, and others on materials to
use and methods of application by Agent Loughead.

Read and Heed the Label

One dog breeder is sadder and we hope much wiser after the misuse of a Tick
control material. Several dogs were lost and the owner called Agent Loughead
who discovered that the Tick control material had been applied at five to ten

times the recommended strength and repeated at intervals much shorter than the
label called for and had been applied to puppies in spite of the label caution

ing against it.

Weeds Need Eradicating, Too

With an increase in horse owners comes an increase of Bermuda pasture and
with an increase in Bermuda comes an increase in weeds. The problem weeds
are White Horse Nettle and Russian Knap along with some less persistent
species.

Agent Loughead received numerous calIon -- I have some weeds in my pasture,
how do I control them? Until recently there was little hope for control.
Some new products on the market look impressive but some work is needed in
this area before the materials can be recommended.

Pasture Mimeograph Revised

Agents Lough and Loughead revised a mimeograph on Winter Pasture. The pamphlet
gives cultural varieties and fertilizing and management information.

Beef Cattle Science and Stud Managers School

Agent Loughead acted as chairman and discussion leader for four sessions of
the Beef Cattle Science School presented by AgriServices Foundation. Other
sessions were attended to increase the agent's knowledge in both cattle and
horse nutrition and management.

F. DAIRYMEN

L Dairy Records Projects

Accountants Accept FEDP as a Dairy Records Aid

Accountants must broaden and extend their scope to service the business
record needs of dairymen. Electronic Data Processing (EDP) is the tool that
can make this service possible. Agent Lough has been firmly convinced that
the two preceding statements are the key to adequate records for county
dairymen. For the third year he has worked with and encouraged Farm Manage
ment Specialist Dave Brueck to develop the FEDP program with these basic

premises in mind.
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While no sweeping changes can be cited, several individual accountants and

accounting firms have accepted the EDP concept. They are presently using
some portion of, or the complete FEDP and Dairy Cost Analysis programs.

They are: Dairy Bookkeeping Service, Ray Rebert; Stallings Accounting
Service, Tom Stalling; Norman and Seeley Accounting & CPA Service; Western

Farm Management; Southwest Flour and Feed Dairy Accounting Service (in
formative stage). This trend is most encouraging.

Dairy Cost Analysis

Dairy Cost Analysis (DCA) is an excellent tool for teaching as it can be

applied quickly, providing good insight into financial and production problems.
A brief case history follows: A $500,000 dairy investment was found to be in

very poor financial condition when the basic credit line was transferred from
a branch bank to the home office. Agent Lough was consulted by both parties.
The Dairy Cost Analysis (computed manually) indicated adequate earning power.
Agent Lough was then confident to recommend a drastic management reorganization.
The owner turned over all business responsibility to the manager. The manager
pays an agreed monthly interest per cent on the $500,000 investment to the
owner first. Then he pays the other bills. At the end of the business year
the manager and the owner will share in a prescribed per cent of net profit.
This arrangement necessitated a complete set of business records. A local

bookkeeper is USing the UofA FEDP service for the operation. The trend in
financial health of this operation tmproved in a remarkably short time.

Individual Cow Financial Records Nearing Reality,

A long sought goal of developing financial records for individual cows moved
nearer reality. Dr. Gerald Stott, Head of the UofA Dairy Service Department,
threw his support behind this concept at a FEDP Records Review meeting in

May. As a result of this meeting Dave Brueck, Farm Management Specialist and
W. R. Van Sant, Dairy Specialist, started a project to combine monthly pro
duction records and the Dairy Cost Analysis Program. Agent Lough secured
four dairymen to cooperate in this project. They are Von Tenney and Paul
Shore of Chandler, Neil Hoffman of Buckeye, and Calvin LaSalvia of Phoenix.

By the years end, creditable progress had been made in this most difficult
but worthwhile project.

Is the Maricopa County DHIA a Mickey Mouse Operation?

'�en are we going to get rid of this Mickey Mouse operation and get some

service'?" This embarrassing question and other _similar situations has

prompted Agent Lough to push steadily for a complete re-organization of the

Maricopa County DHIA Inc. He has recommended a name change and a broadening
of service offered. The greatest need is for a strong full-time manager.
The Board of Directors were in general agreement, with the possible exception
of the president. Several meetings were held in an attempt to institute

action along the suggested lines. Little was accomplished except to alert

the Directors as to the serious nature of the present organfaat.Lons.rmany
responsibilities and weaknesses.
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The Annual DHIA meeting was held February 27. It featured a panel dis
cussion. Each panel member explained why he used a .given type of production
record. Agent Lough arranged and moderated this program to call attention
to the fact that the DHIA is a service organization offering various types
of production records to suit the individual dairymen's needs. This same

theme was re-emphasized when Agent Lough guided a new reporter for The
Arizona Farmer Ranchman, Guy Price, in preparing a feature article on this

subject for the June Dairy Month issue.

On August 27, Director George Hull, Dairy Specialist W. R. Van Sant, Agent
in Charge, Dr. Ivan Shields and Agent Lough met to study and redefine Ex
tension-DHIA policy_ This was a most helpful meeting in bringing about
internal understanding. It is hoped that 1966 will show improvement in
this Extension sponsored project.

2. Production Management Projects

Artificial Insemination School Requested

Several persons requested that Agent Lough arrange a workshop for artificial
insemination of dairy cattle be held in the Phoenix area. Dr. Gary Stott,
UofA Dairy Department Head and W. R. Van Sant presented the formal classroom
material. Practice sessions were hastily arranged at the James Cooper dairy
and the James Painter dairy. Dairymen attending chose to pay the $10.00 fee
rather than furnish practice cows as had been planned. Fourteen men attended
the workshop. A follow-up evaluation by Agent Lough indicated the sessions
were satisfactory_ However, more emphasis on pregnancy palpation was in
dicated.

Dairy Cattle Nutrition in Depth Series "Satisfies Longer"

The Dairy Cattle Nutrition short course conducted in April and May is having
a lasting effect on dairy feeding practices. Although the anticipated en

rollment did not materialize as indicated by a mail questionnaire, fourteen

dairymen and ten field men enrolled. Interest and participation increased
with each session. Agent Lough arranged an afternoon and evening session
each Thursday over a six-week period.

In this course, Dr. Gerald Stott made public a general outline of recommended
feeding principles supported by the UofA Dairy Department. This is turn

aided the revision of the mimeograph, Summer Feeding of Dairy Cows, by Agent
Lough.

An evaluation questionnaire indicated that the course was definitely in

fluencing dairy feeding practices. The questionnaire also indicated the

desire, on the part of dairymen, for more emphasis on the economics or

business making decisions of dairying.

The president of the Young Cooperators, Phil Greer, (organization of dairymen
and their wives under 35 years of age) was approached to sponsor the Nutrition
School. His hesitation and rejection after reviewing the proposed course out
line may have played a significant role in the success of the course. He was
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afraid it might not be "practical enough." This reaction spurred Agent
Lough to insist that all sessions start with "everyday" dairymen feeding
problems. A later request that this Young Cooperators group appoint a

committee to help Agent Lough plan a Business Management Series for the

coming year was fulfilled.

Developmental Stage of Dairy Layout and Design Project Completed

Agricultural Engineer Ted WeIchert and Agent Lough reviewed the Dairy Layout
and DeSign project on the 3rd and 4th of November. They concluded that the

developmental phase of the project could be de-emphasized as new dairies

being constructed show evidence of excellent planning. Basic recommendations
will be finalized and put into plan or written form. It is difficult to

know how much this Extension project has influenced present-day dairy layouts.
However, it has been more satisfying than many projects as physical changes
made during the past ten years are so easily visible.

Mastitis Control Program Promotion Started

In September Agent Lough launched the long delayed promotional project which,
if successful, will lead to a mastitis control program capable of servicing
all dairymen in the county. He coordinated his efforts with those of the

County Health Department, The United Dairymen of Arizona, and the Dairy Science

Department following a series of meetings. These meetings were held to discuss
and develop an over-all research education and service program for mastitis
control.

In anticipation of the revised U. S. Public Milk Ordinance, the County Health

Department started a survey and related studies of leukocyte levels in milk
of all county dairy herds. During September, the United Dairymen held a

series of area meetings at which time the future leukocyte milk quality
standards were discussed.

Agent Lough prepared a series of weekly letters discussing the leukocyte story.
The first letter was mailed September 12. The idea was to get across two or

three simple but important concepts or facts in each letter related to the

complex and confusing mastitis story. Hopefully this will help give dairymen
the understanding needed to support the development of a mastitis control

program. (See Appendix for sample copy of letters).

A leukocyte screening test has been found to be most effective as the first step
in a mastitis control program. This leukocyte screening test (CMT) can be
made most economically when tied in with the production testing program. This
is because DHIA supervisor already has a milk sample from each cow every month.

Getting the DHIA to offer a screening test thus becomes an important step in

developing the mastitis control program. So, at the DHIA Board meeting in

September Agent Lough urged the Directors to seriously consider offering the
California Mastitis Test (CMT) as an additional service to dairymen. The
suggestion was favorably received.
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Agent Lough was asked to obtain information relative to conducting a CMT

program. He complied by writing to six Farm Advisors in California who have
DHIA's offering the CMT service to their dairymen. This information was

passed on to the directors and manager. Implementation of the program
must be carried out by the DHIA manager. Lack of t�e by the present part
time manager presents a real problem at this point. Unfortunately the end
of the year found us at this point.

On the applied research front, Dr. James Schuh and Dr. Gene Nelson of the

Dairy Science Department will make case studies of individual herds. This
research work will establish a basis for developing an effective trouble

shooting program for herds showing problems on the CMT screening program.
Agent Lough will assist by acting as liaison between the Dairy Science De

partment, the County Health Department and the dairymen.

Public Relations Role Deemed Important

With 85% of Arizona's dairymen located in the county, Agent Lough feels a real

responsibility to help maintain strong and healthy relations between the in

dustry and the University of Arizona. He maintained frequent contacts, and
schedule permitting (where the UofA needed a representative), attended and

supported activities of the United Dairymen of Arizona, The Federated Pro
ducers Association, Arizona Milk Inc., The Young Cooperators, The Federal
Milk Market Administrators Office, The State Dairy Commissioner, Farmers
Home Administration, State Vocational Education Division, financial insti
tutions, feed and supply firms, and service personnel such as veterinarians.
In turn, he solicited their support of local Extension programs and such
activities as the very successful Dairy Science Field Day held in October.

He also attended and/or participated in meetings, sales, shows, judging events,
classification programs and other activities held by the Holstein, Guernsey,
and Jersey Breed Clubs.

Pesticide Problem More in Perspective

While the seriousness of the problem of pesticide residue in milk still

existed, it was maintained in a more realistic over-all perspective during
the year. Agent Lough continued to urge testing of feed, and careful use

of pesticides by dairymen.

The mimeograph, Time to Consider a Years Supply of Hay, was mailed to all

dairymen and others on the dairy mailing list as soon as it was received.
It was prepared by Leon Moore, Residue Specialist and Dr. Gary Stott, Head
of the Dairy Science Department.

In October Extension Entomologist Dr. J. N. Roney received notice of the

extension of indemnity payments for milk separated from the market due to

pesticide content beyond the control of dairymen. This information was mailed

out �ediate1y. Agent Lough took this opportunity to remind dairymen of the

importance, not only of USing chemicals. properly, but also of having proof of
right action.
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In October, Agent Halvorson wrote stories and prepared radio reports
publicizing the annual field day at the University's Dairy Research
Center. At the field day, he interviewed Dairy Department Head Dr. G.
Stott on tape, using said tape on three occasions as a follow-up report
and transposing it to paper for distribution to local papers in the area.

G. POULTRY PRODUCERS

Agent "Lays an Egg" with Poultry Cost Analysis

The Poultry Cost Analysis developed in 1964 by Dave Brueck and Agent Lough
got off the ground, on the nest and the proverbial egg was laid early in
1965. Two or three poultrymen participated in a reluctant manner for a

couple of months. At this time an honest evaluation indicated that they
felt the PCA held little promise and that they were going along mostly to

be cooperative. The project was dropped.

Public Relations and Trouble Shooting

With only about ten serious commercial poultrymen in the county, Agent Lough
filled to major roles. He maintained contact with these producers and called
in Specialists when technical advice was needed. Dr. Frank Rollins, Dr. Ned

Rokey and Ted WeIchert were most in demand.

Agent Lough also represented the University of Arizona at Poultry industry
functions. He participated in all meetings of the Central Arizona Poultry
Association and most of the Arizona Poultry Federation meetings serving as

an advisory director of the Central Arizona Poultry Association.

He also assisted directly in the Egg Cooking demonstration given at the State
Fair and in servicing the chick incubation and brooding Educational Exhibit
located in the Poultry building.

Agent Lough shared a real concern for the local poultry industry's future as

competition from California eggs continued to increase.
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IV. AGRICULTURAL MARKETING AND UTILIZATION

Micronaire Readings an Educational Tool

The New Mexico Extension Service presented the results of a study on fiber
quality in that state and some preliminary work in Cochise county. While
this study may have greater implications in New Mexico it is still regarded
as a tool for helping Arizona farmers.

Agent Farr made initial plans to use these readings in a broad survey of

Maricopa county to detect unfavorable cultural practices. A smaller in
tensive analysis is'planned for three gins or more if time permits. The

improvement of quality by better cultural practice will increase the

probability that Acala varieties will be better managed and more quickly
returned to the cotton growers farming program. This change will certainly
strengthen the Arizona farmers' marketing position.

Through "Vegetable Notes" and personal consultations in particular, Agent
Foerman has encouraged more active participation by growers in merchandising
their produce. Much encouragement has been given to local greenhouse tomato

growers toward a unified approach in promoting and marketing of their top
quality fruit. Maintenance of quality of produce at harvest, in shipment
and storage, and in the home were some other points repeatedly stressed.

Agent True and Specialist Farrish cooperated on a publication on "Grape
Production in Arizona" during the year. True and Farrish also met with four
commercial citrus growers from the county and a representative of the Uni

versity of California to develop citrus "Cost of Production" figures to be

published by the Arizona-California Citrus League. True attended two annual

meetings of citrus marketing cooperatives during the year. Speakers em

phasized the problems and responsibilities of marketing cooperatives.
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V. FAMILY LIVING

A. HOMEMAKER CLUBS AND THEIR PROGRAMS

Organization

One new club, ten miles east of Mesa, was organized this year. Membership
comes from Mesa, Apache Junction, Queen Creek, and Chandler. The Avondale
Club went on the inactive list. Lack of cooperation and leadership among
the members were reasons given for inactivity. There are now fifteen clubs
in Maricopa County -- seven in the suburban Phoenix area; five in the rural
areas of Cashion, Palo Verde, Liberty, Laveen, and Tolleson; and one each in

Tempe, Maryvale and Mesa.

Club membership is relatively steady in the County. Approximately 50% of
the members fall into the 35-45 years age group; about 30% are over 45 years;
and 20% are under 35 years.

Maricopa County Homemakers Council Active

Officer Training

Seventy-five members of Homemaker Clubs participated in the officer training
school sponsored by the County Council. Prior to the training, council
officers were installed by Miss Jean M. Stewart, State Leader. Mass installa
tion of club officers was conducted by Home Economist Weigen. Mrs. Robert
Marshall gave an interesting report on the National Extension Homemakers
Council meeting held in Hawaii.

The officer training was conducted by Mrs. A. W. Spence and Mrs. Jerry Wade,
from the Federated Women's Clubs. Miss Stewart led the discussion and

training for project leaders.

Rally Day

The 24th Annual Rally Day was attended by 100 members and guests. This day
is set aside to hear the president's report of their club's activities, to

have fun, and to get better acquainted with each other.

Achievement Day

Members and guests, riumbering�125, attended the 6th annual Achievement Day.
The purpose of this Day is to enable the club members to demonstrate and

exhibit things they have learned during the year. Eight clubs put up educa
tional exhibits which included:

Line and Design in Dress;
Important Papers- What and Where to Keep;
Food Buymanship;
Household Insects - Identity and Control; and

Figure Analysis.

The exhibit on Food Buymanship was selected to be displayed at the Arizona

State Fair. This educational exhibit was sponsored by the Liberty Club.
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Special guests of Achievement Day included Director George E. Hull, who gave
an informative talk on the "Relationship of the University to the Homemaker
Clubs." He stressed that they were an important part of the University.

Sgt. Arthur Schuster, Maricopa County Sheriff's Department spoke on "Arizona
Beautiful" and "Safety on the Highway." Many questions were asked of him
on both subjects. He stated that the Sheriff's Department could be contacted
at any time -- it is always open.

As per the Constitution, two officers were elected. Mrs. Ernest Davis, of
the Isaac Club, was elected president and Mrs. C. M. Mancuso, of Liberty,
treasurer. They will take office in January 1966.

Arizona Extension Homemakers Council

Maricppa County Extension Homemaker Clubs are affiliated with the State
Council. The two county representatives are Mrs. Max Green, Sr., and
Mrs. Dewey Ard. Mrs. Charles Rulapaugb was the State secretary until
June of 1965. Mrs. LeRoy Campbell was appointed corresponding secretary
in June, 1965. Mrs. Othel Narramore served as State Safety chairman of the
Council for the 1963-65 term.

The Homemaker Clubs in the County have participated in the state project,
"Arizona Beautiful." The Clubs have planted trees, shrubs, and flowers;
have had clean-up campaigns in their own areas; and have urged the use of
litter bags.

State Fair

Five Clubs presented educational demonstrations at the 1965 State Fair.
This annual event is enjoyed by all the women. They tell the Extension

Story to their listeners.

Leadership Training

The educational program for the Extension Homemaker Clubs is carried out

through leader training. This method develops the leadership ability of

many women. �ach of the clubs appoint at least two members for each major
project area to take the training and then present the program to their
own club. This method pays dividends in that the leaders develop confidence,
they learn by doing and they gain satisfaction in helping others.

Mrs. Othel Narramore, of Palo Verde, conducted a tailoring workshop for ten

women in this community. "Classes" met in the school library twice a week.

Suits, coats and dresses were made.

Mrs. Hal Farnham, of Paradise Valley, was instrumental in organ1z1ng the

monthly craft day for women in the county. She said, "I never would have
had the courage to start this if I had not the leader training experience
in project work." She does not teach all of the crafts but secures others
to do it.

Mrs. Henry Listiak and Mrs. Robert Marshall, of the Creighton Club, are

working in South Phoenix to try and organize a club.

Each leader works a little differently. Many times we do not hear of their
accomplishments until long after it has been done. I am sure that each Club
wou�d.te11 of outstanding members who have learned more through the leader
tra1n1ng than any other way.
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HOMEMAKER CLUB EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
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Avondale*- Avondale X

Cashion - Cashion X X X X X X X

Creighton - Creighton X X X X X X X X

Isaac - Phoenix X X X X X X X X

Laveen - Laveen X X X X X X

Libe�ty - Liberty X X X X X X X

Pins & Pans - Maryvale X X X X X X X X

Hi Neighbors - Tolleson X X X X X

Palo Verde - Palo Verde
•

X X X X X X X

Palo Verde Manor - Phoenix X X X X X X

Paradise Valley - Phoenix X X X X X X

Roadrunners - Mesa** X X

Saguaro - Tempe X X X X X X X X

Sunnyslope - Phoenix X X X X X X X

Washington - Phoenix X X X X X X X

Westwood - Phoenix X X X X X X X X

*Inactive
**Organized November 4, 1965
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HOME MANAGEMENT

Keeping up with Family Records was an important lesson to Extension Homemakers.
Homemakers became more aware of the necessity to know the value of important
family records and papers. They became aware of the fact that some papers
should not be kept in the safety deposit box, but that they could have a place
at home for certain papers.

Twelve clubs reported that a total of 203 women attended the meetings when
this lesson was given. Each member was charged to do at least one thing
within the next six months as a result of the lesson.

Results of this lesson follows.

No. who had this No. who planned No. who
when lesson given to do this accomplished
to Club their goal

Have birth certificate 123 36 20
Have a will 65 41 16
Have safety deposit box 47 67 38
Have household and personal 27 157 64

inventory
Have fire resistant box 17 9 4
or safe

Have file box for miscellaneous 106 54 35
items

Have health records of family 55 3 1

It is planned that another follow-up will be done to remind homemakers of the

importance of "Keeping Up with Family Records."

Social Security

The lesson on Social Security was a timely one although members had no idea
there would be so many changes in the laws. The pUtpose of the lesson was

to have homemakers aware of the scope of Social Security and to explain the

program to them and to make them aware of the services offered by the local
office.

Mr. Sheldon Dodge was secured by the home economist to present the project.
In his discussion he included:

I. Three major types of benefits -- Old Age, Disability, and Survivors

II. New Social Security laws

A. Medicare - takes effect in 1966

1. Hospital benefits - expenses that would and would not be

covered.
2. Supplemental benefits - out-patient care.
3. How to apply.
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B. Other changes included:

1. New age, 60, for widows,
2. Widows who remarry,
3. Age 72, and benefits,
4. Age 18 - 22, for students,
5. Disability definition,
6. 7% increase and new tax rates.

In summary Mr. Dodge said, "In order to safeguard your Social Security
rights, be sure you have your card. It's your most important investment.
Social Security covers the whole family. Check your Social Security
periodically, just as you would any other investment."

Five clubs reported that they had obtained a speaker from the local office.
The remainder of the clubs used the information prepared by Mr. Dodge and
the home economist. The clubs also reported on the number of members who
are now receiving Social Security benefits. Two clubs have not reported
as having the lesson.

Other Home Management Projects

Home Economist Weigen cooperated with the Public Health Department in pre
senting a series of homemaking lessons for the disadvantaged families in

Gua4a1upe. The series included:

Health in the home,
Use of commodity foods - two sessions,
Household tasks made easier,
Sanitation, and
Graduation.

Home Economist Weigen presented the lesson on household tasks. In this
lesson the "teacher" and the IIpupi1s" showed how to use both hands in working;
the importance of good posture when working; and storage of items used in
the home to make housekeeping easier. Due to the language barrier, it was

gratifying that during the graduation "ceremony" the women connnented that

they liked this lesson the best.

In an evaluation session with the instructors of these classes it was found
that 38 families had participated. These families want further information
on ways to improve their homes, and to make the home beautiful. The main
barrier is the language since there are Mexicans, Yaquis, Puerto Ricans,
and Anglos. Another barrier is religious beliefs. However, these two

barriers are not insurmountable and we will probably be working there again.
Rever@nd Peter Samano said that by September they would have a 40x60' building,
sponsored by the World Council of Churches, and the building would be used
as a day care center.

Reverend Samano contacted Home Economist Weigen this fall about another series.
He said the women wanted to know when the "teachers" were coming back again.
After a discussion with Rev. Samano and Public Health personnel, it was

decided to offer a similar series. Miss Weigen will be responsible for a

lesson on household tasks and a lesson on ''Making My Home Prettier."
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Classes at Tanita's Labor Camp

Home Economist Weigen cooperated with Public Health Nutritionist Anita Yanochi�
in setting up a class at the Tanita Camp in "Household Tasks Made Easier."
The same material as given for other low income areas was presented. The
material had to be modified to some extent as the class was held out of doors
under a "lean to", the wind was blowing and it was hot. However, the partici
pants did respond, including a Navajo couple. One bit of humor -- when the
home economist was asking them to list the housework they did she forgot to

include washing hands and face before preparing breakfast. A Mexican woman

spoke up to remind her.

Home Economists Keep Abreast of the Latest Development�

This proved true when Home Economist Putnam spoke to 25 members of the Phoenix
Home Economists in Homemaking group in January. They had requested a discus
sion on the problems in consumer buying. Miss Putnam spoke on guideposts to

buying (general and specific; i.e. reading labels, use and care, figuring
cost per serving, etc.); legislation to protect the consumer; and new and
future products on the market. Clothing and samples of new fabriCS, and
newer food products were shown.

See Section VI, Youth Development, for 4-H Home Management.

HOME FURNISHINGS

Using "Color in the Home" was selected as one of the educational programs
for this year. This lesson was scheduled for the fall so the Home Economist
could have the benefit of the new tools in teaching color learned at the
in-service training.

This lesson was decided upon so homemakers would have more confidence in

using color. They wanted to know or feel confident that they had selected
colors that would "go together". The leaders attended the color workshops
along with the other special interest groups.

In relating the teaching of color in the home the following was Dcluded:

1. Fixed backgrounds or furnishings in the room -- things that could
not be changed.

2. Size and shape of room.

3. Purpose of room.

4. Room exposure.
S. Likes and dislikes of individual or family.
6. The home is a unit and not a group of rooms.

7. Unified color plan in a home brings spaciousness.
8. Use of textures.
9. Use of color charts in selecting pleasing color combinations.
10. Inexpensive ways to use color.

Each participant analyzed one room in her own home using the color charts
and colors cut from magazines or materials to show what was in the room.

They made a composite color guide for their rooms. The lesson was given
in all the clubs. Since then, members have indicated they are looking
forward to next year's lesson on "Inexpensive Decorating."
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Housing - including Household Equipment

Home Economist Weigen worked with four families on housing problems. One
was for a new home and the.rothers were on remodeling problems. The new

home planner used the USDA plans to incorporate ideas into their plans.
The remodeling plans included plans and suggestions for the handicapped
homemaker, particularly the widened doorways and working heights. The others
used suggestions for kitchen conveniences.

The home economists were invited to attend a utility company sponsored pro
gram on new models of ranges and diswashers. This courtesy extended to us

keeps us up to date on new equipment.

See Section VI, Youth Development, for 4-H Home Furnishings.

NUTRITION AND FOODS

Maricopa County Nutrition Council_§ponsors Seminar

This annual event was co-sponsored by the Arizona Republic this past year
with superb publicity. Eight hundred and fifty people attended two nutri
tion seminars. The first was an all-day meeting planned specifically for the

professionals and was technical in nature. The evening program, open to the

public at no charge, was similar in content but geared to laymen's language.
Standing room only was a tribute to the outstanding speakers on the program.

The purpose of the Council is to have a uniform knowledge of what's new in
nutrition and to work for the betterment of nutrition education. The lecture
series is geared to the hundreds of p£ofessional people in the county who are

teaching nutrition in one way or another. These include teachers, dietitians,
nurses, doctors, dentists, school lunch personnel, and home economists in
business and Extension.

Home Economist Weigen was the 1965 program chairman. The following speakers,
and their topic, gives a picture of the program.

Frederick J. Stare, M. D. - "Nutrition in Geriatrics"

Rosalyn Alfin-Slater, Ph. D. - "Dietary Fat in Health and Disease"
Seymour Lionel Halpern, M.D. - "Nutrition-Medication Interrelations"
John H. Karam, M. D. - "Nutrition of Diabetes"

At the evaluation meeting following the seminar, questionnaires were reviewed
and it was unamiously agreed that the one-day program was well received.
Suggestions for the 1966 program were reviewed and were taken under advisement.

Family Nutrition and Diet and Disease will be topics for the 1966 program
scheduled for March 15. The following speakers have been secured --

Dr. Ercel Eppright, Iowa State University; Miss Virginia Beal, University
of Colorado Medical Center; Dr. Roy Atcheson, Medical Center, Connecticut;
Dr. Robert Donaldson, University of Wisconsin Medical Center.

The daytime session will be at the Ramada Inn and the open meeting at the
West High School auditorium. The Arizona Republic will again co-sponsor.
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Decisions! Decisions! Decisions!

Families today are faced with decisions in making the best selection and
use of foods on the basis of food budgets, nutritional needs of family members,
and time and energy involved. Decisions are difficult when the family food

purchasers are always confronted with various forms of food and nutrition
information and the method of presenting it. With as many as 8,000 - 10,000
items in the supermarkets today, and the prospect of another 6,000 or so in a

few years, consumers' decisions become more difficult.

Because they are aware of this situation, Extension Homemaker Club members
selected as one of their lessons "Food BuymansliliLp" for getting the most into
the market basket. Thirty-three Homemaker and 4-H project leaders participated
in one of three meetings conducted by Home Economist Putnam, in Phoenix and

Liberty, February 16 - 18.

The objectives of the lesson were to have homemakers learn the importance of

recognizing what they want the food they buy to provide and to learn about
foods and food buying to make wiser 'decisions - and better use of the family
food dollar.

Visuals greatly aided the presentation. Newspaper ads, various food labels,
posters and charts, and actual food items helped to illustrate some 16 basic

principles to help make shopping more meaningful.

Mr. "Chick" Johnson, manager of a Bashas' Market, loaned non-perishable goods
so that a small grocery could be set up. Leaders "shopped" for various foods,
selecting those that would give them the most for their money. Home Economist
Putnam selected and arranged these foods in such a manner that each group
would re-emphasize major points stressed in the discussion.

During the meetings the Home Economist involved the leaders in discussions
of the purpose and functions of Extension Homemakers Clubs, the role of the

project leader, the objectives and values to be gained from the lesson, and

procedures for presenting the material to their respective clubs.

Materials made available to the clubs included a ten-page mimeD prepared by
Miss Putnam, an Egg Buying Guide, Shopper's Guide to U.S. Grades for Food,
(Home and Garden #58) and Food For Fitness (Leaflet 424).

Before leaving, each team of leaders from a club was asked to decide and
write out what their objectives would be and how they would share responsi
bilities in presenting the lesson. This idea apparently surprised several
of the leaders. Last year's leaders were introduced to this procedure, but
avoided it. It is one that should be stressed more, as evidenced from later

reports.

Reports from all of the clubs indicated that project leaders averaged better
than four hours in preparation time and about one hour in presenting the
lesson. One hundred eighty members and guests have been reached. Informa
tion has been exterlded to neighbors and to a couple of other women's groups.
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Topics from the lesson listed as being of the greatest concern to club
members included labels, learning brand names and quality, amounts to buy,
and sales (not always a good buy). Information on the relative value of
eggs according to size (weight) created the most interest. Individual members
have reported "taking time to think" about their purchases.

Gourmet Convenience Foods

The use and evaluation of convenience foods was an effective and interesting
leader training workshop conducted by Home Economist Weigen. The objectives
of the lesson were:

Homemakers to make comparisons of convenience food and its counterpart made
from scratch. Comparisons made were - nutritive value, time of preparation,
cost per serving, family acceptance, and storage space.

Homemakers to learn what's ahead for convenience foods.

The leaders prepared the same menu two ways -- one group using maximum

prepared foods and the other group using partially prepared foods. Results
the leaders discussed:

Convenience Foods Partially Prepared Foods

Less protein in main dish
Less calories in dessert
Took one-third the time
Total cost of menu only 30¢ more

Most of menu was as tasty as the
other
Would use this menu if time were

limited.

More protein in main dish
More calories in dessert
Took three times as long to p�epare
Cost was less

Very tasty
Would prefer this menu if time
allowed.

Guadalupe Homemakers Helped

Guadalupe homemakers participated in a six-week family living program which

began in March. This was a cooperative program provided by Extension, the

Y.W.C.A., and the County Health Department, with the backing of the Guadalupe
Organization. Planning conferences began in January and carried through
an evaluation meeting in May.

Two of the lessons concerned the use of surplus commodity foods since these
"are available to most of the families. Home Economist Putnam, in coopera
tion with Mrso Martha Tosti, County Public Health Nutritionist, presented
these lessons.

On March 10, twenty-three women saw non-fat dry milk emphasized in demonstrated

recipes. These included beverages, chocolate pudding mix, peanut butter kisses,
Mexican corn bread and meat loaf. Twenty-one women (about half of them were

attending for the first time) participated in the demonstration using dry
split peas on March 17. The split peas were soon to become available in place
of the favored and well-accepted pinto beans. The split peas were presented
in the form of patties, sandwich fillings, soup (with canned chopped meat)
and baked (with rice).
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The soup was a big hit, with the baked peas a close second. Only one woman

was familiar with the peas. However, the group later requested that the

soup be included in the final "graduation" meeting.

Language was somewhat of a barrier. Although an interpreter (volunteer from
the YWCA) was available, she should have been used continuously. Because
the bi-lingual women entered into discussion and helped in the demonstrations,
the women who spoke only Spanish were unconsciously neglected. At the
evaluation meeting i� May, it was recommended that in the future an inter

preter repeat everything in both English and Spanish.

One young mother was quite anxious to learn, as evidenced by her intelligent
questions and perfect attendance.

Nutrition was presented as foods were prepared and through both Spanish and

English versions of the Guide to Good Eating Chart. The women requested
copies of all recipes, in English. The YWCA dittoed the recipes as supplied
by the home economist and Mrs. Tosti.

Prior to the meetings, home economist Putnam visited the grocery stores in

Guadalupe for an indication of the types of food available. Knowing that
the residents were classified as having low incomes, she was somewhat surprised
at the quantity of convenience foods in the largest store. A couple of these
were new and had not yet appeared in the Phoenix supermarkets!

The techniques of this program series were similar to the Glendale program
last year. Mr. Huggins of the Welfare Department's Surplus Commodity Unit

provided the surplus foods for demonstration purposes.

More Assistance Given

Mrs. Anita Yanochi�, County Public Health Nutritionist, has called on Exten
sion for assistance with her programs. For six months she used the "Use of
Powdered Milk" posters (on loan from the office of the State Extension

Nutritionist) in her programs at migrant camps. She estimated using the

posters "at least 120 times". She requested various bulletins for distribu

tion, particularly in her work with practical nurses and a geriatrics program
with the South Mountain Parks and Recreation Department.

Nurses from local high schools use Extension information, especially the
"Food for Fitness" guide, in work with their students. Dietitians also
received nutrition information for high school girls.

Homemakers are concerned about different methods of preserving specific foods.
When foods such as apricots, dates, figs, citrus or grapes are in season,
the majority of the contacts are for information about their use and preser
vation. News articles, mimeographed material and printed bulletins usually
meet the needs.

Representatives from the Washington Homemakers Club continued their monthly
family living lessons for the Pima Indian women at Gila Crossing through
March. At this time, Mrs. Green said they would be resumed in the fall.

They distributed Extension bulletins at each meeting, selecting those that
best met the needs of the Pima women or were requested by them.
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A series of informative meetings was taken to the women of Guadalupe, at their
request. The meetings, one morning a week for six weeks, started November 3.
The last meeting was a "fiesta". Topics covered in this series were health,
nutrition, cleanliness, surplus commodity foods, and making their homes more

attractive. The County Health Department and the Extension Service cooperated
in this effort as they did a similar program given in the spring.

Home Economist Nesbitt presented the first of the foods lesson, "Short Cuts
in Cooking", which included time-saving techniques as well as the use of

commodity foods. Mahy of the women do labor work and do not have much time
to prepare the evening meal. They were interested in using mixes, which
they prepare beforehand, to save time each day when they need it for other
things. Mrs. Martha Tosti, of the Health Department, presented the second
foods lesson, "Feeding Your Family".

Twenty women attended the lesson on "Short Cuts in Cooking". Two did not

speak English but one of the Health Aids interpreted. All were much more

enthusiastic than was expected and even asked for seconds at "tasting time".

Besides the actual foods being used as visual teaching aids, a large poster
with about a 1928 vintage car dpawn on it was also used. Four colors were

used in drawing the car -- red for the meat group; brown for the bread group;
green for the fruit and vegetable group; and blue for the milk group. This
helped emphasize the point that we need all these food groups, and in the

proper amounts, to make our bodies grow and go. The women seemed to catch
on to the similarity quite easily. A purple suitcase was also used to

emphasize the other foods such as soda pop, candy, etc., showing that is
extra, or added baggage.

The services of Extension were explained and Extension publications were

distributed. Some of the women have since come to the office to pick up
additional publications to hand out during the regular Health Clinic time.

Vista Workers Trained

The best way to reach the low-income people seems to be through other

agencies that are already helping them, whether the agencies are organized
to do just that or not. Home Economist Nesbitt and Health Department
Nutritionist Yanochik worked out a lesson plan demonstration for use in any
of the communities and it is hoped that a series, or group of meetings, will
be presented to these communities. It has been used once in the Cashion area.

The EOA coordinators in the Cashion area contacted Mrs. Yanochik wanting
help in bettering the nutritional eating habits of the people of the area.

Vista girls were then working in this area. Al Jimenez, area coordinator,
as well as the woman in charge of the day care center, and their cook were

included in the planning.

A demonstration of the use of commodity foods, incorporating nutrition, was

given by Nesbitt and Yanochik to four Vista workers and three
. poverty area

coordinators on September 20. They were also taught the basic principles of
how to demonstrate.
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Many of the low-income people do not use the commodity foods to full advan

tage; for example, they will use all the meat up in one week and never even

use the rolled wheat. They are also lacking in the knowledge of proper use

of vegetables and fruits. Many of these people are Spanish-American, but
some do speak English.

Out purpose was to teach the Vista workers how to demonstrate and how to

motivate the low-income people to also eat a balanced diet. The people are

interested in helping themselves, which is the main stepping stone to our

helping them. The Vista workers were to train leaders in the community so

they in turn could train leaders in the community so they could demonstrate
to their own people how to use commodity foods to best advantage.

This lesson was well received, but unfortunately never put into practice
because the Vista workers suddenly. were pulled out of the area.

Other foods and nutrition contacts made by Home Economist Weigen during the
year included:

1. "How to Stretch Your Pennies at the Grocery Store" for the Urban League
Guild's homemaker "Brush-up Conference".

2. Review committee for the circular "Drying Foods at Home."

3. Foods judge at - Yuma 4-H Fair; Tempe Girls Club exhibit; Valley of the
Sun Electric League Bake-Off; and menu judge for Fleishman Yeast Co.

Many other agencies and/or organizations have contacted Home Economist Weigen
for assistance. Most of them have been for circulars or bulletins. They
are: Maricipa County Hospital - Mrs. Frances Plenert, Nursing Supervisor;
Maricopa County Health Department - Mrs. Martha Tosti and Mrs. Anita Yanochik,
Nutritionists; Indian Hospital - Mrs. Betty Hendrickx and Mrs. Thelma Mathis,
Dietitians; Arizona State Hospital - Mrs. Irene Wingfield, Dietitian;
Bayless Food Stores - Mrs. Nancy Parker, home economist; Smitty's Big Town -

Bob Brower, office manager; Vista Workers supervisors Mrs. Charles Long and
Mrs. Lillian Watson; Alhambra High School - Mrs. Barbara Tejack, home economics

teacher; Phoenix Vocational School - Mrs. Dorothy Kelley, Supervisor of
Practical nurses; Mrs. Mary Wright of the Polar Food Service; Mrs. Geisler
of the Mesa Community Concerns Council; Medical Profession - Dr. Wm. McGarey;
and nutritionists Dr. Jessie Rannells, Mrs. Mary Wooldridge and Mrs. Mary
Wright of Arizona State University.

See Section VI, Youth Development, for 4-H Foods and Nutrition program.
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CLOTHING AND TEXTILES

Use of New Fabrics

This lesson was planned as a follow-up on Selection and Care of New Fabrics
studied in 1964. After learning what to look for in yardage and ready-made
garments, the women wanted to learn how to sew the new fabrics and how to

select patterns suitable for the fabrics.

The lesson included discussion, demonstration and participation by leaders
in:

1. Selection of Correct Thread Type.
2. Adjusting Tensions and Pressure Correctly.
3. Selection of Right Size Needle.
4. Selection of Correct Stitch size.

The leaders worked on laminates, jersey, velvet, stretch, fur fabrics and
simulated leather. They practiced making seams, seam finishes, hems,
pressing, and how and when to use interfacings.

After the workshop, different. types of patterns were displayed and discussed
for each fabric.

Results: All of the clubs participated in this lesson. Specifically the
club reports to the office included stateme�ts, such as: we learned how to

adjust tensions and pressure on machines for various fabrics; we learned that
one needle size does not work on all fabrics; we learned how to handle laminates:
stretch, jersey, and other fabrics; we learned what kinds of patterns are

best suited to the new fabrics.

Figure Analysis - Special Interest

This special interest phase was requested after a similar lesson had been

given in each of the clubs in 1963. Each participant had as her goal to know
her own figure problem, to improve this figure image through better posture
and/or special designs. This special interest lesson was divided into three
sections.

Prior to the start of these workshops, the women had their pictures taken by
Home Economist Weigen. Three views -- front, side, and back were taken,
against a backdrop of 6n�-inch graph paper.

The three sections included:

I. Analysis of Pictures

Each participant analyzed her own picture according to proportion.
(This included both length and width measurement�) Seventy-five women

and 4-H girls had their pictures taken; 68 attended the analysis
workshops.

Results were individual. They found out their proportions were in
direct relationship to their body build. Some of them discovered that
one hip was higher than the other and/or that one shoulder was higher.
Very few had a perfect figure. Psychologically� the women felt better.
They discovered that their figures were not as oad as they had thought.
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II. Line and Design

Homework had been assigned to the participants to find pictures which were

best suited for various figure types. The purpose of this phase was to enable
the women to learn how to create an optical illustion of a perfect figure,
even though they might be out of proportion in one area or another. This
was accomplished through use of lines -- vertical, horizontal, and curved.
These various lines might be construction details or in the fabric itself.
To create an illustion, one must break up larger areas into smaller ones

and shift emphasis to detract from defects. Specialist Church presented the
lessons on this phase of the project, in which 47 women participated.

Results of questionnaire asked the participants:

A. Have you used design information in analyzing your likes and dislikes
of present wardrobe. What are they?

1. I have only one dress with a modified princess line. I will use
this style more.

20 My dresses are too long from the waist to the hem.

3. The V necklines on some of my dresses are not as good for me as

the round line.

4. I have too many skirts and blouses -- dresses would be better for
me for my height.

B. Have you purchased or made any clothes since having the lesson on figure
analysis and design? Did the figure analysis affect your decision in
selection of design? How?

1. I used a skirt pattern that had two darts in front and back.

2. I used a skirt pattern that had center front and back seams for more

slenderizing effects.

3. I used the French dart rather than the underarm dart for low
bustline.

4. I used a side line for slenderizing effect.

5. I used the dropped waistline to have better proportion between
the waist and skirt.

6. I used wide collar to broaden my shoulders in proportion to my hips.

C. Did you make any other changes in personal improvement?

1. Let me hair grow a little longer because I have a long neck.

2. I cut my hair shorter because my neck is short.

3. I changed to a long-line bra for everyday wear at homeo

4. I try to stand with knees slightly bent and relaxed more.
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5. I am more conscious of standing up straight.

6. When I saw my side view picture, I decided I needed a new type bra.

These were some of the major comments from the 32 replies received.

III. Color Workshops

The final phase of "Design for You" was on color. All of the previous
participants were notifed plus the adult home furnishing leaders, and
advanced 4-H clothing leaders. Sixty-eight enrolled in this series of
four classes. Home Economist Weigen presented two of the workshops and
Home Economist Logsdon presented one.

The objectives were:

1. To help people to become conscious of the color around them;
2. To help women to make a choice of becoming colors that would provide

satisfaction;
3. To teach the participants how to use the charts as a tool that would

give them an assurance they had made the right choice;
4. To teach the women how to make a device to use that they could carry

with them -- a shopper's guide.

The workshops were held in three lessons - one week apart. They included:

1. Seeing color and anlyzing personal coloring;
2. Using Consumer Color Charts and selecting colors; 1

3. Application of color and design to one season's wardrobe using color
for dress. (This lesson was conducted by Specialist Church for one

section.)

Results were most gratifying as 60 out of the 68 pre-registered completed
the series.of four lessons. One hundred per cent said they became more

color conscious. Only one became dissatisfied and if she had continued, I
believe she would have found she was not so limited in the use of color as

she thought. Two clubs have indicated that more will be interested in further

workshops. Several have remarked, "I)ve been waiting for this lesson before
I bought any more clothes."

Other clothing programs included:

1. Pattern Selection and Alterations

a. 23d Ward L.D.S. Relief Society
b. State Tuberculosis Sanitorium (request of Mrs. B. Mealey,

Occupational Therapist)

2. Simple apron construction - Tanita's Migrant Labor Camp (requested by
Mrs. Dee Giltz, Cross Roads Methodist Church)

At the Tanita Camp, the women wanted to make quilts. Mrs. Giltz and

Mrs. Harmon helped them with this project. There were ten aprons made

and 15 quilts completed. The last day the women proudly displayed
their handiwork.
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3. New Fabrics Selection and Care - presented to Starlite Women's
Club, Glendale

Cotton Wives Field Day

Home Economist Weigen assisted with the first Cotton Field Day for Cotton
Wives. She presented information on the new stretch fabrics in eight
ten-minute sessions. In this portion of the program the following
information was given on stretch fabrics:

1. Methods used in obtaining the stretch in cotton fabrics.

a. Sodium Hydroxide solution
b. Crosslinking of resin

2. The before and after of stretch lace

3. Stretch denims, corduroy, gingham, and linings

4. How to sew on stretch (mimeographed handout).

See story under leadership training for further information.

See Section VI, Youth Development, for 4-H Clothing.

HUMAN RELATIONS AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT

A new area of study was introduced as a project lesson this year. Specialist
Carol Doty presented the training on "Family Communications". One phase,
Mothers and Children, was used. The objectives were:

1. To recognize the importance of communications;
2. To be aware of ways in which family members communicate;
3. To recognize problems in communications.

In giving the lesson, work sheets to involve participants were used along
with word association; body communications, using hands, facial expressions,
etc.; and the playing of recordings of situations.

The leaders felt confident in giving the lesson to their club members because
they had the records to play, discussion sheets to follow, and a leader's
guide. Other mimeographed information given out by Mrs. Doty included
communications betwee�

1. Fathers and children;
2. Grandparents and in-laws;
3. Husbands and wives.

Results showed that twelve clubs participated in this lesson. They asked
for more time to use the recordso
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The mailing list and requests for the "Young Homemaker's Newsletter", written
by Specialist Doty, continues to grow. A year ago the number mailed out was

210. This year the mailing list numbers 340. Since the format has been
changed, it is easier for many of the young-young homemakers to understand.

See Section VI, Youth Development, for 4-H Child Care Project

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Dr. J. N. Roney, Extension Entomologist, presented two leader training meet

ings on Household Insects for the homemaker clubs. The objectives were:

1. Homemakers to learn how to identify household insects and how to
combat them;

2. Homemakers to learn the correct and safe use of insecticides.

Dr. Roney told the leaders that an insect always has six legs and four
wings -- no more, no less -- except flies and mosquitoes. In controltng
insects, Dr. Roney stated that there are many ways in which it can be done,
such as:

1. Keeping houses clean, windows screened, and watching what one brings
into the house;

2. When airing clothes, look them over for insects that might be onl them;
3. Finally use insecticides correctly and safely.

During the second portion of the lesson, Dr. Roney showed and explained the

application of the various types of insecticides, which are: oil sprays,
wettable powders, emulSions, baits, dusts, and repellents. He demonstrated
the use of the hand sprayer as a safe way to apply insecticides.

Lastly, he stressed the safe storage of insecticides, away from children and
in original containers so they will not be used accidentally.

The project leaders used Dr. Roney's mimeographed material, the circular,
"Household Insects", and the leader's guide in presenting the lesson to

their members.

Results: Two clubs used this lesson in putting up their educational

displays for Achievement Day.

MObile Health Trailer Clinic

Tanita's Migrant Camp residents started to receive benefits from the Maricopa
County Health MObile Clinic in February. Home Economist Weigen knew the

right people to contact. Mrs. Dee Giltz, coordinator from the Crossroads
Methodist Church, had the cooperation of Mr. Tanita and the women in her
church. That's all it took to get the Clinic started coming to the camp
on a monthly basis. The Clinic is staffed by a medical doctor, two nurses,
a social worker and a nutritionist. They treated an average of 50 adults
and children each time they went to the Camp.
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According to final records, about 50% of the "residents" reacted to the
TB tests, many were anemic, and diarrhea was prevalent. Sanitation is a big
problem although they do have a community bathhouse.

The Clinic did not stop at Tanita's during the summer months, but began again
this fa1l.

Safety Classes at Town and Country Life Conference

Mrs. Othel Narramore, State Safety chairman for the State Homemakers Council,
was responsible for three classes in this area during the Conference. She
secured:

Capt. Gene Velasco and Malcolm McKay from the Tucson Fire Department to give
demonstrations on resuscitation;

Dr. Albert Picchioni, University of Arizona Poison Control Center, and
Dr. J. N. Roney, UofA Extension Entomologist, who both spoke on Poisons in
the Home and Insecticides on the Farm and in the Home, respectively;

Driver education at Tucson High School.

Sixteen women participated in these classes. All of them requested sufficient

copies of Dr. Picchioni's mimeograph on "Poisons in the Home" for distribution
to club presidents in their respective counties.
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VI. YOUPi DEVELOPMENT (4-H Clubs)

A. SITUATIONAL STATEMENT

Potential Continues to Grow

A County large in area with a growing urban population presents a potential
that would require several agents to adequately service the people with the
4-H program. There are 135,000 boys and girls attending school in grades four

through high school, inclusive. Each one is a potential 4-H member which

brings to realization the challenge we have as Extension workers. This poten
tial requires constant search for new and better methods in reaching these young
people with the 4-H program.

There is encouragement in the yearly increase in County 4-H enrollment; however,
the potential continues to outgrow the increase. The demands of the present
program in forms of leadership training and development, the problem solving
of organized clubs, and the continuation of county events, does not permit an

asserted effort in club organization in the many communities and local school
districts. The transferring of responsibilities from agents to leaders in

County events and activities is continuing to release the agents' time for

organization and education.

B. ORGANIZATION

County Enrollment Again Increases

There were 1,345 4-H members that pledged their Head, Heart, Hands and Health
in Maricapa County. A 10% increase in enrollment compliments the clubs and
leaders on the program being carried. The following is a three-year comparison
of the Maricopa County 4-H Club program.

1963 1964 1965
Number enrolled 1,016 1,219 1,345
Per Cent of Completion 80% 72% 76.5%
Per Cent of Re-enro1lment 49% 58% 52%
Total Number of Projects 1,642 1,950 2,098
Number of Clubs 38 42 43

Of the 1,345 members enrolled, 53% are first year members indicating the inte��
est in 4-H Club work. However, the re-enro11ment from last year was only 52%
and the average tenure is only two years. The average age of the county
membership is twelve years.

The geographic distribution shows 66% of the members live in the urban area.

This does not give a true picture in relationship to agriculture since many
ranchers and people of the industry live in the city. There was 16% farm
and 18% non-farm membership.

The 43 Clubs in the County are composed of community, home economics, agricul
ture and project clubs. The majority (28) of these are community and only (8)
as project clubs only.

Leaders Council Has Bigger Role

The 4-H Leaders' Council was active during the year meeting six times to

discuss activities and Council business. There are four Standing Committees
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consisting of leaders elected by the council members. These committees are:

Citizenship, Agriculture, Livestock and Home Economics. The committees meet
as needed to discuss project areas, fair changes and County activities. These
commi.ttees also serve as Advisory Groups to the Agents doing 4-H work.

A meeting was held with members of the Maricopa County Executive Board of the
Leaders' Council to evaluate the 4-H program in Maricopa County. Information
was given on enrollment, with a discussion of activities and events following .

the county statistics. It was decided to have the Citizenship Committee dis
cuss County Speech and Share-The-Fun nights to determine an alternative for
cutting down on time of each program.

The Executive Board includes the four council officers, two members from each

cOmmittee, two home economics leaders, two junior leaders and the 4-H Agents.

Economic Opportunity Act Studied

A meeting with Ray Weick, Acting State Club Leader, was held to discuss the
Economic Opportunity Act in relation to the 4-H program in Maricopa County
and to determine what could be done in the 4-H program to assist economic

depressed families. Two clubs in the county are working with members from
low income families - Palo Verde and Gila Crossing.

Along this same line, a questionnaire was received by Agent Moore from the
LEAP organization in Phoenix, which is working in the Economic Opportunity
program. The questionnaire included information on the 4-H program and
what was being done in the economic oppressed areas. The questionnaire was

completed and returned to LEAP office.

4-H Age Change Questioned

A reply to a questionnaire from the Committee on Club work on the elimination
of nineteen year olds from 4-H program was compiled. Questions included what
was and should be done with 19 year olds; Agent's desire for special 4-H
training; tours; and college course work.

Agent Moore discussed with Floyd Hawkins, President of the Arizona Farm Bur

eau, the age change for 4-H members that was incorporated this year. The

question came cm.t when Mr. Hawkins' son, along with other members in his club

were ineligible because of the age change. An attempt was made to explain
how the change came about to the best knowledge of this agent, pointing out

the fact that it was not put into effect until the final year that it was to

go nation-wide. Mr. Hawkins was not criticizing from the loca.l or state,
but rather was wondering if this was not a national move from the national

committee level. It effected an excellent opportunity to discuss the 4-H

program in Maricopa County and the objectives and goals that we are attempt-
ing to reach.

C. PROJECT WORK

Homemaking Popular in County 4-H

The foods project area had the largest increase in number while the horseman

ship project had the largest percent of increase. All home economics projects
showed an increase except Outdoor Cookery. Perhaps the reason for the drop in

Outdoor Cookery is due to lack of Advanced Units in project material.
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There were only three agricultural projects showing an increase in enrollment.
Of these, the Horsemanship was tops with a 28% increase and electric, second,
with 14% increase.

The popularity of the horse project plus the enthusiastic leadership continues
to keep the project growing in numbers. The change in the electric project
material will help to create more interest in this project. All other agri
cultural projects showed a slight decrease in enrollment.

The following is the enrollment in the home economics projects;

Clothing
Food Preparation
Food Preservation

465
526

6

Outdoor Cookery 40
Home Furnishings-Management 66
Child Care 29

Leaders Prepare to Judge Local 4-H Fair at Workshop

In preparation for judging clothing exhibits at the Maricopa County 4-H Fair,
a second series of workshops were held by home economist Logsdon on January
21 and January 22 for leaders in this project. This was a continuation of
the first lessons in January, 1964. Twenty-one leaders gained experience
in evaluating the workmanship, general appearance, and suitability of fabric,
pattern, and findings of garments. A total of 34 different leaders have now

been trained in judging.

Objectives and requirements for the clothing projects were discussed with an

emphasis upon "why" the particular techniques are stressed at each level. An

explanation was made of the check sheets and their use and leaders were en

couraged to make more use of these in their teaching. In a "practice" session

participants used individual check sheets to judge groups of aprons, coordin
ated blouses and Skirts, dresses, and pants from the new Unit III in a fair
like situation. After each person had decided her own placings, the group, led

by Helen Church, Clothing Specialist, reviewed each garment discussing placings.
There was amazing agreement on the placings. The group was very enthusiastic
in this activity.

Leaders Host Orientation Meeting Before Fair

The Home Economics Committee again this year held a get-acquainted coffee on

March 22, at the home of Mrs. Norma Simone, Tempe, with 30 4-H leaders and

mothers present. Five prospective 4-H leaders attended. This was conducted

entirely by the leaders with their answering questions concerning the coming
Fair and handing out entry tags. Home Economist Logsdon showed a much

discussed film by the Johnson Wax Company with information on line and design
in clothes, tips on food preparation and commentary on interior design by
Bill Pahlmann. Various subject areas studied in 4-H Club work were thus point
ed out for the people unfamiliar with 4-H.

Following this meeting, an informational letter specifying home economics judg
ing hours for the fair and announcing comments on exhibits by specialists was

sent to leaders in the belief that more prople are willing to help at the fair

when they are aware of a need. In addition, every home economics leader was

contacted for the same purpose by a member of the standing committee.

Clothing Department Largest Ever at 4-H Fair

The 4-H Fair Clothing Department was extremely well handled by superintendent
Mrs. Betty Gr¢Eory assisted by Mrs. Estelle Stevens, both of Washington. Eleven

leaders (6 in 1964) who had attended the prior judging les sons j'udged all of
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the classes with the exception of advanced clothing, which was judged by
clothing specialist Helen Church. The judges, who finished easily in one
day, are selected by the home agent and a member of the home economics
committee from those participating in the prior workshop. They were Kay
Deratany, Kay Olsson, and Chris Dorsey of Washington; Iva Henry of Northwest;
Audry Sowers of Madison; Martha Keck, Joan Palumbo, and Peggy Turner of Palo
Verde; Joanna Reismann of Thunderbird; Teresa TompkinS. of Roosevelt; and Zona
Miller of Laveen. There seems to be an element of prestige attached to being
selected to judge.

In answer to written questionnaires on this judging experience, all eleven
of the leaders said they enjoyed the experience of judging and ten out of
the eleven felt the experience would help them in their role as a leader.
Mrs. Joan Palumbo said she thought the judging was "very congenial and well
organized.

"
Mrs. Iva Henry said, "I just hope I did as well as the rest of

the judges. Thanks for letting me judge." Mrs. Betty Gregory said, "I
believe our leader judges were more conscientious than outside judges." Mrs.
Teresa Tompkins said, "thanks, for the opportunity of judging." This was only
the second year for 4-H leaders to judge. All of the questionnaires contained
good suggestions for specific areas in each unit of clothing in which leaders
need work or information. Because of the get-acquainted coffee and contacts
by telephone, there was adequate help during judging. �Certainly through actual
judging or assisting, leaders are more aware of construction techniques and
are more considerate of the problems faced in judging. Over-all leaders
become far more involved in the program through this experience.

Exhibits were moved this year from the Home Economics Building to the Agricul
tural Building at the State Fairgvounds; therefore, how to display entries
became a new problem.

Miss Helen Church, clothing specialist, gave judging comments on her observa
tions after all of the judging had been complet�d. Leaders say this was most

helpful but it is difficult for them to be present since so many of them are

busy in various departments.

Members are limited as usual to exhibiting three individual iterns. FollOwing
is a comparison of the members enrolled and exhibiting over the past few years
in each unit of clothing:

1963 1964 1965
FAIR FAIR ENROLL- FAIR

ENROLLMENT EXHIBITS ENROLLMENT EXHIBITS MENT EXHIBITS

I 165 289 219 275 243 30�
II 72 150 126 194 114 140
III 35 52 35 62 New 67 133
IV 18 26 26 47 Old III--IV 15 8
Adv. 25 51 26 50 Old IV--V (26 12

Advanced � 42
TOTALS 315 568 432 628 b36

Clothing enrollment continues to increase at about 8%. The enrollment in Unit

III and Unit IV for 1965 (67 plus l5.equals a total of 8�) to�ether represent
a good carry-over in members from Un�t I� (126.members) �n 1964. There had

been a sharp drop in enrollment after Un�t II �n 1964.
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Junior Leaders Prepare 4-H 'ers For Fashion Show

After a demonstration and the film, "Beauty, Charm, and Fashion Modeling"
was shown by Home Economist Logsdon on May 1st for the rehearsal of the show,
fifteen junior leaders who had previously had a special lesson worked with
groups of about eight each in practicing pivoting, walking, and answering
questions. These junior leaders thoroughly enjoyed this responsibility, and
it solved last year's problem of trying to handle a large group.

"4-H Fashion Dolls" Show-Off Sewing Skills

A total of 72 4-H'ers participated in the County Fashion Show this year on

May 8th at the ChriS-Town Auditorium compared to 81 last year. There were 52 in
the junior division (no Clothing I), which is the same number as last year, but
there was a decrease from 29 to 21 in the advanced division. The primary reason

for a lack of increase seems to be the timing of the event. Application forms
arrived at the leaders' homes during fair week with many not being opened.
Deadline for entry was two weeks later on the same day as County Demonstration
Day. At least eight leaders phoned with late entries and in 1964, there was

not one late entry.

Again with the approval of the Home Economics Committee, all girls were evaluated

�nd given gold participation ribbons rather than being placed in a blue, red or

white group, except for the top five who received championship ribbons. This is
the second year this form of recognition has been used, and it seems to be well
accepted by the leaders.

The special committee selected by the Home Economist and with leaders on it who
had never served on a committee before planned and put on the show. The theme
of the Show, "4-H Fashion Dolls", was carried out by the WaShington Homemakers
Club who assisted in the event by doing the decorations and cleaning up after
the show. Mrs. Lois Lundy of the club made special stuffed rag dolls which sat

haphazardly in spots around the stage and on the speaker t stable. Susan Reismann
of Thunderbird opened the show dressed as a big doll singing, "In My Own Little
Corner.tt Leaders provided cookies with junior leaders in the foods projects
serving. Kerry Owens, junior leader from Kyrene , narrated the junior show; Janet
Hawker, leader from Tempe, narrated the senior show. Judges were: Mrs. Betty
Jo Barney, former home agent, Mr. Ron Jacobs of Korricks Department Store, and
Miss Marilyn Voreis, home economist from Yuma County. Junior leader boys who
acted as escorts for the girls were Gary Owens and Victor Jimenez.

The girls selected to participate in the State Dress Revue at Roundup were:

Lynne Deratany, Washington; Sandra Owens, Kyrene; Dale Miller, Laveen; Willa

Shields, Tempe; and Patty Henry, Northwest. The judges I evaluation sheets are

returned to the girls so they will know where improvement is needed.

There was excellent attendance at the fashion show. The girls seem to enjoy
being in the show more simply for the "fun" of it rather than its being a

terrible choreo

Articles appeared in both the ARIZONA REPUBLIC and PHOENIX GAZETTE with the
GAZETTE sending a special photographer out for an advance picture on the day
of the rehearsal.
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New Leaders Taught at Workshop

Eight leaders actively participated in a Clothing I and II workshop conducted
by Home Economist Nesbitt at the Farm Bureau Building, September 29th. All
areas of required learning were discussed with the use of visuals and by actual
demonstrations. Attitudes and abilities of the younger 4-H members were
studied. The lesson included a judging class on the sewing boxes and aprons.
Leaders made a sample drawstring bag and steps in the construction of the
lingerie case. They were also shown how to make their own yarn drawstring.

Leaders Learn To Teach

On October 22nd, seven new 4-H Clothing leaders participated in the Singer
4-H sponsored workshop. Mrs. Vi Campbell of the Singer Store, taught the
lesson that was arranged by Home Economist Nesbitt. This lesson included
"Know Your Sewing Machine", and equipped the leaders with knowledge and skill
on its care and use, so that they may more effectively work with 4-H clothing
members at various stages of development. The new Touch and Sew machines
with self-winding bobbins were used.

Many questions were answered by Mrs. Vi Campbell, concerning new fabrics, a

conrustngcsubyect because of the constant array of new fabrics on the market.

All the leaders who signed up were contacted by telephone, an effective way
of getting leaders to attend classes.

All reported being helped tremendously by this training.

Interest High in Sewing with Stretch Fabrics

Eight leaders attended a Clothing III workshop on September 17th, conducted
by Home Economist Nesbitt. There is a great interest in this unit due to
the emphasis on play clothes in the Valley of the Sun. Leaders altered their
own shorts and pants patterns to fit and were also shown hypothetical altering
examples. One hundred per cent Cotton Stretch fabrics were emphasized. Sew

ing procedures and pattern selection for stretch fabrics were discussed and
demonstrated. The leaders feel this project answers a great need on the part
of the girls for this type of clothing, not only cost-wise, but because it
also gives them an opportunity to repeat and further perfect learning from

previous projects.

The leaders made illustrative samples to use which cleared up some confUSing
ideas they had on particular construction problems, including zippers. They
were also shown available commercial material which would help in their teach

ing.

Clothing Leaders Attend IIBrling-Your-Problemslt Session

Eight advanced clothing leaders actively participated in a catch-all lesson
on November 10th, taught by Home Economist Logsdon at the Farm Bureau Building.
The lesson included:

1. A demonstration by Esther Matchak of McCall's on the

selection of patterns related to current styles,
colors, and newer fabrics.

2. Reviewing ideas for accessories.
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3. Discussion of McCall's filmstrip on "The Process
of Making a Dress", "Basic Stitches, Seams
D t '1 "

d "F .
,

e al. s ,an aCl.ngs, Collars, and Sleeves."
Demonstration by Joanna Reismann leader from
Thunderbird, on pressing and pre�sing equipment.
Tips on sewing with different fabrics and new

sewing notions such as extra width seam binding.
Making a sample collar.

4.

5.

6.

The group discussed individual problems brought up from time to time by
leaders present.

4-H Leaders Learn About Color

4-H leaders and homemakers learned about the world of color in a workshop
series of 3 lessons given by Home Economist Logsdon in September at the
Cotton Research Center. Attendance varied at the sessions from 22 to 16.
The lessons were built around a new MUnsell color chart set designed as a
color relationship reference to be used as a mechanical device to lean on
when making color selections. This is an area in which most people need
assurance. The lessons included:

1. Learning what color is and the dimensions of
color--hue, value, and intenSity.

2. Understanding the use of the charts and the
notation system.

3. Determination of individual value and intensity
type and making match-stick color fan to be
carried as an aid when one is shopping.

4. Planning the wardrobe and what influences choice
of color, (texture, faShion, occaSion, personality)
and combining colors through blending and contrasting.

Each lesson started with a review which leaders said was very helpful. There
were many, many questions throughout the series and much involvement of the

group. For example, all made 'selections of fabrics for themselves from some

on hand at the workshop and then explained to the rest of the group the color
dimensions of the particular fabric and why it was right for them. A section
on the emotional force of color was inserted in the lessons. This was because
facts alone don't necessarily make one change wearing one color over another.
An awareness of one's feelings about color is often revealing and helpful.
Each person also presented and discussed her own plan for additional purchases
for her wardrobe wi.th the group.

After the first lesson there was notable resistance or "show me" to these

new color ideaso It was only after the second lesson that there was the

beginning of a breakthrough for some and for many not until the third lesson.

There seemed to be a sudden acceptance by practically all after this third

lesson. This seems to point out the need for a series to allow a normal flow
of looking it over and finally, acceptance. It is doubtful whether a one

time lesson would result in change.

Many of these 4-H leaders were passing along information to girls in advanced

clothing as we progressed through the series.
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Leaders expressed satisfaction in the subject depth of the workshop. Many
times since the workshop new color selections or changes made as a result of
the lessons have been pointed out to the HOme Economist.

Sewing Pays Off For 4-H'ers

At the State "Make It With Wool Contest" on January 9th at Chris Town, a

former 4-H club member, Janet Dorsey of Washington, won a Singer Sewing
Machine, the top award in her division. 4-H members Patty Henry of Northwest
and Lynda Birchett of Tempe won $50 Savings Bonds.

Judging Day Continues As Learning Activity

One hundred and twenty-nine members representing 13 different clubs judged
clothing classes in: Pattern and fabric selection, buymansbip of sweaters,
labeling, and apron construction. Leaders handled the scheduling and

operation of classes with the home economists giving oral reasons in separate
class rooms in a discussion manner to involve more 4-H members. The time

period between their finishing judging and hearing reasons was shortened
this year and more youngsters stayed for reasons. Written reasons were re

quired for all home economics classes for all senior age members this year
which put more of a time pressure on them. Leaders and members comment they
think this is good experience.

Child Care Project Off To A Good start

The new project in child care with an enrollment of 24 members had 55 exhibits
of good quality at the 4-H Fair. Fran Bessey of Mesa and Bernice Woodward of
Roosevelt in charge of the department met with specialist Carol Doty, and
other leaders in a general evaluation of the exhibits and the project. Leaders

appreciate the written comments by Mrs. Doty on the individual exhibits as well
as the oral ones.

Leaders continuing the project the second year out of the five who started it
the first year are, Mrs. Ruth Bigelow of Palo Verde and Mrs. Kathryn Irwin of

Washington. Participating in a lesson on this unit on September 2nd, they
commented that they liked the emphasis upon desirable and undesirable aspects
of children I s books and the encouragement of songs and finger plays. Both

plan to use the office tape of songs in lessons with their 4-H members.

"Getting Along With Children" Is Topic At Child Care Lesson

TWenty-four 4-H members and leaders discussed their reactions and observations

on March 11th, at a lesson taught by Home Economist Logsdon to the films, IJSocial

Development", and "AnswerIng the Child's Why". The possible long-term effect

upon a child whose curiosity is continually curbed made an impression on the

youngsters. Evaluating toys was discussed, then the group examined several

dozen toys making spontaneous comments. Cost, safety, purpose (social, mental,
emotional, and physical development) were pointed out. All school children

had the day free since it was rodeo parade day; therefore, coming to this

lesson was turned into a special outing for them, with some having a picnic
in the park beforehand.
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Favorite Food Show Reaches All-Time High

For the seventh year, participation in the County 4-H Favorite Food Show in

creased, reaching an all-time high. One hundred and two members, compared to
91 last year, set up and explained their displays to a varied audience. These
members represented 20 project clubs from 12 4-H communities. A few of these
areas were represented for the first t:ime. Approximately 2CY/o of the total mem

bers enrolled in the food preparation projects participated.

The program, presented at the Carl Hayden High SchoQl gymnasium on January 16th,
deviated somewhat from previous ones. Basically the objectives were the same

for members to learn and to coordinate all phases of their foods projects
through planning, buying, preparing, and serving foods for satisfying meals
or snacks.

Leaders Mrs. Betty Gregory, Washington; Mrs. Laura Shields, Tempe; and
Mrs. Marian Barmore, Northwest; assisted Home Economist Putnam with the plan
ning from October, 1964, until after a final show during the 4-H Fair in April.

Because the Fair emphasises baked products almost exclusively, the committee
recommended that Favorite Food Show participants be restricted to foods from
the milk, meat or fruit-vegetable groups. Displays were set up and evaluated
according to these food groups rather than by project units.

Another change was in the method of evaluating. Only participants were allowed
on the floor while "judges" worked. During this time they were free to view
all other displays. Afterwards the Show was open to the public for an hour.
In this way members were compelled to remain near their exhibits, thus having
opportunity to talk to more people.

Eight "judges", working individually, evaluated the participants and their dis

plays. Evaluation was on the basis of the favorite food; its display in an

appropriate table setting, along with the recipe for the dish and a suggested
menu to balance out the meal; the exhibitor's understanding and verbal presenta
tion of her display; and originality.

Evaluation sheets were returned to the leaders with the request that they review
and discuss them with the members. All participants received a certificate
of participation.

Seventy-seven percent of the entries came from the Foods I and II units. A

breakdown of displays by project units and food groups shows:

FOOD PROJECT UNIT MEAT MILK FRUIT-VEGETABLE TOTAL
--

1 41 6 5 4 56
2 14 5 2 2 23
3 6 3 4 13
4 2 1 1 4
adv. 4 2 6
TOTAL b7 16 "8'4 '7 102
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It becomes more evident each year that this event appea'Ls to the younger
members. Leaders favor it because it helps prepare the youngsters for taking
part in speech and demonstration programs. It also gives them a good opportunity
to pick up ideas and an indication of advanced work.

The group of judges selected 10 members (and 5 alternates) to present a Favorite
Food Show as a scheduled evening event during the 4-H Fair in April. This
show was presented in the Foods Deparment, located in the Agr�culture Building.

MOst of the participants were nervous from having to use a public address
system, having their tables moved in near the microphone and talking to a

seated, but fluctuating, audience. (At one· time about 100 people were seate�)
As a result, their presentations were brief.

Mrs. Betty Jo Barney, Mrs. Joanna Reismann and Mrs. Lois Hall, representing
Extension, leaders and parents respectively, served as judges. Contestants
were scored on the same basis as during the county show, but were awarded blue,
red or white special food show ribbons.

The response was greater than expected. Several people, none directly associated
with the 4-H foods program, commented favorably on the presentation and recom

mended that it be made a regular feature of the Fair.

Foods Judging Attracts Many

The County 4-H Judging Day, held February 27 on the ASU Campus in Tempe, attract
ed 140 members to the Food and Nutrition contest. This was the largest contest
during the day. The number participating was a slight increase over last year.

Four classes were set up: Breakfasts, Yeast Rolls, Consumer Buying--flour for
making muffins, and Educational Nutrition Exhibits (same as used at 1964 Round
up).

Any 4-H member could judge 0 However, only those foods members who met State

Roundup requirements and who judged and wrote reasons for all classes could be

considered for the 1965 Roundup. The three high scorers from this group won

the right to represent the county at the state Foods and Nutrition Judging
workshop. (Maricopa County's team, composed of Susan Reismann and Debbie Karons
of the Thunderbird Club and Kathleen O'Neill, Tempe, placed second.)

This project-related activity is conducted to lend emphasiS to the leaders'

teachings, develop decision making and reasoning abilities, provide another

opportunity for leadership development, and serve as a competitive outlet.

Brownies and Biscuits By Bushels

The County 4-H Fair continues to grow in size and scope and the Foods Department
does likewise. Mrs. Norma Simone, Tempe, and Mrs. Ruth Cheatham, Laveen, co

superintendents did an excellent job. This year members exhibited 758 entries.

This exceeds the last high number of 708 in 19630 Exhibits in Foods Units I and

IV made significant increases, whereas the other units held their own or de

creased slightly. Approximately 48% of the total exhibits came from the Foods I

projectct
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Junior leaders served as Foods I judges again this year at the 4-H Fair
in April. This opportunity was extended to about 25 junior leaders who had
completed at least the Foods I and II projects; 10 responded.

All ten received materials and instructions before judging. Only four had

judged the previous year. The girls worked from 4:00 P.M. until they completed
judging most of the 361 entries. (As compared to last year, there were four
less judges and about 90 more Foods I exhibits.)

Most of the girls seemed quite capable, and took their responsibility seriously.
HOwever, they should have had more special training beforehand and some specific
guidelines while they judged. From the six who responded to a questionnaire
sent out by Home Economist Putnam afterward, these comments were repeated: Place
more emphasis on writing suggestions for improvement on the back of the exhibit
tag; tell them "how hard" they should judge, but then let them make their own

decisions--they should not be afraid to give white ribbons or no awards; assist
ants should not taste and judge as they attach ribbons or record. It is true
that some leaders were critical of the way the junior leaders judged some items.

HOwever, the girls all felt that their attitude toward judging had improved and
that they could better understand the capabilities of younger club members. One
indicated that her learning to compromise was important. The judges worked
in pairs.

Following the schedule inaugurated at the Judging Workshop for leaders in

January, 1964, local 4-H leaders judged all but the Foods I entries. Mrs.
Joanna Reismann, Mrs. Loretta Hawker, Mrs. Myrna Birchett and Mrs. Marc Watson
did excellent jobs.

Food Demonstrations Draw Interest

Though participation in County Demonstration Day is decreasing, foods and
nutrition demonstrations continue to interest the largest number of members
in any project. Thirty-one members presented demonstrations, which were clas
sified according to the four food groups and food preservation, on April 24
at Riverside School. Junior members gave 12 individual and 5 team demonstra

tions; advanced members gave 6 individual and 1 team demonstration, half as

many as two years ago.

Leaders and junior leaders assisted with the program. Three members of the
U of A 4-H Service Club judged: Jana Shields, Sharon Haverty, and Janice Cald
well. Mrs. W. W. Pickrell also judged. The gi:rls had a wonderful approach
toward the demonstrators, and were quite liberal with their ccmments, complimen
tary and constructive.

Jean Hawker, Tempe; Diana Barmore, Northwest; and the team of Pam Lanford and

Arlene Parker, Palo Verde, represented the county well at the State 4-H Round

up in foods demonstrations.

Demonstrations, the original core of 4-H Club Work, should be emphasized more

to leaders as to purpose and values. Encouragement is needed when the atti

tude is that demonstrating "is too much work.". This attitude has developed
slowly and particularly since this county event is one o� �he la�t scheduled

during the club year. Regulations allow members to part�c�pate 1n only one
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state 4-H Roundup contest. Once they have won a trip to Roundup in any
category, members are reluctant to compete further.

4-H took a spotlight at the Arizona Milk, Inc. annual meeting on March 2.
Caryl Cox, Roosevelt Club, presented a 25-minute demonstration of "quickie"
recipes featuring dairy products -- milk, sour cream, cottage cheese and ice
cream.

Caryl was selected after LeRoy Gavette asked Agent Putnam to be responsible
for this phase of the program. One general conference including all three
persons and several individual contacts resulted in a well-accepted demon
stration.

Food Judging Workshop At Roundup

The Foods Judging Workshop conducted July 27-29 during the State 4-H Roundup
proved to be a learning experience for the instructors as well as the 26
participants. Members became involved in nutrition, buymanship and exhibits
as they competed and learned in their workshop activities.

Home Economist Putnam directed the session on Consumer Buying of LUnches and
Snacks. During this 3 hour period members did the following:

16 Judged and gave oral reasons for a class on the selection
of ground beef for hamburgers.

2. Observed actual foods in specified amounts and recorded
their �stimates of energy ,�lue (calories).

3. tlBought" lunches and snacks at two eating placed (Louie's Lower
Level on the U of A Campus and Mac's, near the Campus), then

reported on their purchases."

The judging class proved to be somewhat difficult, but through discussion

following the presentation of official placings the 4-H'ers became more aware

of different factors affecting the selection of meat. Learning was stressed
more than scores.

In the group reports on selections of lunches and snacks for specific situ

ations, the members were careful to state the nutrients provided by the
different foods. Vitamins C and A were frequently mentioned, an evident

carry-over from their workshop session the previous day.

Maricopa County's participants in this workshop included Susan Reismann and

Debbie Karons, Thunderbird Club, and Kathleen O�Neill, Tempe. As a team they
placed second.

Yeast Breads Go Visiting

A Yeast Breads Workshop for leaders was held November 16, at the home of

4-H leader, Mrs. Joanna Reismann with eight leaders in attendance. This

workshop, was previously scheduled for February of 1966, was changed so

leaders would have training in time for holiday baking. This will also give
4-H'ers practice prior to Fair time.
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The workshop was planned by Home Economist Nesbitt, Mrs. Reismann and
Mrs. MYrna Birchett, two key leaders in this project.

Some of the breads made in this workshop were frozen to be used in the
judging workshop in February. Different stages of bread making were

demonstrated along with different types of yeast breads. In making yeast
breads, many lands were visited--for example:

1. Limpa (Rye Bread) - Sweden
2. Kulich - Russia
3. Stollen - Germany
4. Sally Lunn - England
5. French Bread - France
6. Italian Bread Sticks - Italy

Each contributed some information new to the others, although each has been

baking yeast breads for years. All seemed pleased with the information and
this type of workshop and all said it might be helpful to even have a similar
lesson later in the year to cover some of the other fancier breads, with
concentration on shaping and added extras.

New Leaders Learn To Visualize The Basic Four

On October 5, eight new leaders actively participated in a 4-H Foods lesson
conducted by Home Economist Nesbitt. Some leaders reported they needed help
in using visuals to teach nutrition.

Using construction paper, they made five large envelopes, representing the
Basic Four food groups and the other food group. Each envelope was a color

appropriate for that group. Colored pictures of food were cut from magazines
for use on a flannel board. A turkish towel covering an old window screen

may be used in place of a flannelboard. Listed on the envelopes are the daily
requirements needed of these food groups and why they are needed. _,oThese visuals
can be used while emphasizing the Basic Four, for the whole day, one meal or
even the texture or color of the food. Leaders were pleased with this informa
tion.

As they arrived each was given a card with a nutrition question on it. Half

way through the lesson, each answered their question. This was another teach

ing tool which may be used�

Mrs. Nesbitt, HOme Economist, demonstrated different types of sandwich spreads.
Special interest was shown in one using liver mainly because of its nutritive
value and it is something many people dislike. It was a camouflaged liver
paste made in the oven.

Leaders were divided into groups, making biscuits and muffins, which were judg
ed later. Actual participation in making visuals, judging, and watching a

demonstration helps leaders feel more confident in leading a Club.

Home Furnishings Project Growth Continues

The home furnishings project enrollment continues to show an excellent in

crease as evidenced by the following comparison of enrollment and fair
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exhibits:

YEAR ENROLLMENT FAIR EXHIBITS

1963
1964
1965

27
42
66

43
65
114

The quality of the exhibits continues to improve slowly. Leaders seem to

definitely need the stimulation from the home economist or other outside source

for ideas or perhaps it is just having the time set aside for that particular
purpose. At the 4-H Fair, Specialist Corinne Stinson gave comments to about
12 leaders and junior leaders on her observations of exhibits after judging.
This is particularly helpful in this area since leaders have had few lessons
or other exposures in this area in comparison to, for example, clothing.

Leaders Learn HOw To Pick Colors For Problem Rooms

Fifteen 4-H Leaders and homemakers left a lesson on color on October 7 with a

swatched plan worked out for their own problem room setting. This was the 4th
lesson of a series on colpr with the first three lessons being on basic appli
cation of the charts as applied to the individual person and the wardrobe.
Lessons were built around a new �unsell color chart set designed as a color

relationship reference to be used as a tool to lean on when making color
selections--an area in which most people need assurance. All of the things
to think about in picking a color were discussed by the group with many personal
anecdotes being mentioned. A basic outline on using the charts for home furnish
ings as put together by specialist Stinson was followed with additional informa
tion being brought in on principles of design, and samples showing different
effects of changes in color in the same room. Each person reviewed her finished
plan with the rest of the class. Leaders were pleased to have a solution
in-hand when they left the lesson.

Leaders Make Own Designs At Workshop

Leaders learned to create their own designs for application to objects at a

workshop on October 21, taught by Joanne Giltner, instructor in art and ceramics
at the YMCA. Mrs. Giltner explained preparation of the article whether it be
new or something from the attic or junk yard before application of the design
and demonstrated painting the tear drop stroke with oil paints. She then used
it to make simple designs. After some practice, leaders put together their
own designs and applied them to metal trays to be used as a teaching aid. An

tiquing was also demonstrated since some leaders had expressed a special interest
in this. Mrs. Giltner showed the class samples of a decorated bucket for stor

age, a breadboard, a paper napkin holder, and a fabric wall hanging. Other
possible applications in the 4-H projects of these simple designs were discussed
as place mats, holders for jewelry and a portfolio cover. Five leaders and
HOme Economists Logsdon and Nesbitt participated in this Workshop. Leaders
liked the idea of encouraging revitalizing old objects or used furniture items.

Crewel Stitchery Introduced At Workshop

Leaders made colorful samplers of crewel embroidery stitches in a lesson on

Home Furnishings-Home Management projects on October 14. The workshop, taught
by HOme Economist Logsdon, also included:

1. Discussion of the objectives of these projects and reviewpf the units
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by year.
2. Placement of a judging class on closet storage.
3. Evaluation of time-use charts kept by the leaders.
4. Leaders acting out a string chart (time management) on

serving refreshments.
5. Viewing films on "Handicraftn and the nEnergy Saving

Kitchen II

Mrs. Mary Marshall of the Creighton HOmemakers demonstrated the outline,
blanket, chain, French knot, fly stitch, and long and short stitches and
showed articles decorated with crewel stitchery which she had made. Other

possible applications of this stitchery in the units was discussed. The
five leaders seemed to enjoy making this sampler and spoke of stitchery
of their Mother's or Grandmother's.

Fifty-Seven Members Practice Decision Making

Fifty-seven 4-H members representing eight different clubs participated in
the Home Furnishings-Home Management judging. This is about the same number
as last year but there seems to be more of an interest in general in this

subject this year. Project classes set up for judging were: selection of
table covers for a place setting, storage in the meal clean-up center, and
se1ection,of accessories.

Horsemanship Most Popular Animal Project

The following is the enrollment and member participation in the animal project
areas:

FAIR JUDGING DEMONSTRATION
PROJECT ENROLLMENT ENTRIES DAY DAY

Beef 132 172 125* 5
Dairy 56 87 55 0
Goat 17 54 17 2
Horse 286 721 75 6
Poultry and Pigeons 36 192 10 1
Rabbit 43 114 15 4
Sheep 52 102 125* 2
Swine 13 17 125* 0'

* Include classes in beef, sheep and swine.

The beef, sheep and swine departments of the 4-H fair have classes in three

types of projects - fat.) feedex:, and breeding. The entries were as follows:

PROJECT FAT FEEDER BREEDING SHOWMANSHIP

Beef
Sheep
Swine

86
26
8

13
16

15
22

3

58
38
6

Ear tagging cards were required on all fat animals to be shown at the County
4-H Fair. Agent Moore ear tagged 105 beef, 52 sheep and 8 swine.
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Three meetings were held with the livestock leaders and parents to select
the Livestock Committee of the Leaders' Council for the club year and to
hold discussion on the 4-H Fair and auction, with selection of superintendents
for the beef, sheep, and swine divisions. All but one superintendent from
the previous year volunteered to assist for the 1965 Fair. There were suggestior.
on changes in the Fair Book concerning the division by weight, tighter screen

ing of lambs, and the clause to keep the breeding classes from entering the
feeder class. A follow-up meeting was held with the Livestock Committee for
selection of chairman and Secretary-Treasurer of the Committee. The Commdttee
agreed to continue with the screening, and requested a letter be sent all
members turning in ear tagging application cards stating the animals would be
screened at average good, and all screened animals would not be shown in the
fat classes or sold in the auction. The minimum weight for lambs in the fat
division would be 80 pounds. The Livestock Committee and Leaders discussed
the screening of tat lambs for the 4-H Fair due to complaints received from
the 1964 auction. After some discussion, it was decided to leave the screen-

ing according to weight and teeth, but in 1966 to screen the fat lambs on

finish and to lower the mininrum weight to 70 pounds.

A livestock committee meeting was held on the 4-H Fair and auction with a

letter drawn up to the parents encouraging their securing of buyers.

A committee was set up to contact champion buyers, with various businesses to
be contacted by each committee member. The businesses included car dealers,
restaurants, and the oil mill companies. Volunteers were asked to contact

donors, livestock inspectors, and the securing of scales for the weighing of
animals at Fair time. Also, it was suggested by Agent Moore that the animals
be sorted by weight for sifting and judging. In the past the animals had
been sorted by weight for judging; however, it was the feeling that sorting
for st:rting would give an advantage to the members and would aid the sifting
committee in their selections.

Following the 4-H fair, a meeting was held with the Livestock Committee to
discuss the 4-H Livestock show and auction held during the County 4-H Fair.
It was decided that the class of a pen of 3 fat animals be discontinued for
future years. The committee felt this was unfair to members having only one

animal, since the pen of 3 could be sold as a group, permitting a member
to sell all of his animals while individual. entries can only sell one fat
animal. The committee also decided to purchase stationary and send letters
to potential 4-H buyers prior to July 1, in hopes that the 4-H program would
be included in their budgets. The stationary was purchased and letters were

mailed out to approximately 100 potential buyers. Included in the letter
were objectives of the livestock program, information on the average price per
pound of the past show, and an invitation for the business to participate in
future years,

Kiwanis Helps Out

Mr. Gene Pierson from the Northwest Club presented the possibility of having
a 4-H program at a county-wide Kiwanis luncheon prior to the 4-H Fair. This
luncheon would be similar to the one sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce
with an animal sold to create interest and to secure publicity for the 4-H
Fair and auction.
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The final plans were made for the Kiwanis luncheon to be held April 6, with
Isla Johnson to sell the animal, the Northwest Club to paint and help set up
the show pen, and Paul Oliver to furnish straw for the pen. Agent Moore,
along with Mr. Pierson and :Mr. Wright of the Encanto Kiwanis Club and Bing
Brown of the Salt River Project, drove to Palo Verde for pictures of Isla
Johnson and the Kiwanis representatives for publicity of the luncheon. Be
sides pictures for papers and magazines, a film was taken for a television
station to be viewed during their news cast.

The luncheon was held with approximately 150 people in attandance. Representa
tives from the U of A Extension Service and Salt River Project were present;
however, the representative from the State Fair Commission could not attend.
The program included talks by Lorraine Dorsey and De� Jimenez on their 4-H
work and their trip to the National Club Congress in Chicago. A Style show
was presented by members of the various clubs taking clothing as projects
to be shown in the Fair. The program then was concluded with an explanation
of the auction in procedures and the selling of a steer shown by Isla Johnson,
exhibitor of the Champion Steer of the 1964 Show. An exhibit was set up out
side the banquet room, with other Qroject areas having representation in the
exhibit. Two foods members presented a yeast roll and cherry pie to Mr.Pier
son and Mr. Wright in appreciation for their work in setting up the publicity
luncheon.

Dther Activities Help Program

Approximately 70 4-H members from Maricopa County judged at the Angus Field
Day held at the ASU School Farm. There was an excellent turn out for this

event, and the over-all organization was much improved over past years. The
main problem in working with 4-H members is to make them realize this is a

breed association judging contest and that they are trying to teach them
breed characteristics with the judging based on their breed standards.

The Arizona National Livestock Show gave a kick-off to the New Year. 4-H
members from Maricopa County participated in the fat beef competition and the
4-H Calf Scramble held during the National, along with two judging teams re

presenting the County.

Agent MOore assisted with the compilation of the judging scores at the State
Fair for 4-H and FFA members. There seemed to be a lack of interest by 4-H
in the State Fair judging. However, there may be some deception due to the
fact that several 4-H members were judging on FFA teams.

Local and County Training Help Members

Agent Moore assisted Doug Todd, leader of the Kyrene Beef Club, in a beef

judging training session held at the Todd residence. Classes in breeding
and fat animals were used to teach the selection and breed characteristics
used in judging the cattle. Mr. Gene Johnson from Arizona state University
served as official judge for the training session.

A fitting and showing demonstration for sheep and dairy goats was given at
the Bergero residence in Paradise Valley in preparation for the 4-H Fair.
The demonstration was open for all clubs; however the number of clubs attend
ing was small, with approximately 25 people attending the demonstration. Jim
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Bergero, 4-H club member, demonstrated the fitting and showing of sheep,
and Mrs. DeHaven, assisted by Dan Burner, 4-H club member from Paradise

Valley, gave the goat fitting and showing demonstration. Jim Bergero and
Bob Lewis of the Paradise Valley and Scottsdale Clubs were asked to give
a fitting and showing demonstration for sheep and beef to the Northwest Live
stock Club. The Northwest Club is a second year beef and sheep club with
several new members in both types of livestock. The report was excellent on

the ability of the two boys to work with the younger members during the demon
strationso

A Livestock Field Day was held at the ABC Ranch in Scottsdale with a 4-H
leader, Dick Hero, and John Hoyt organizing the event. It was an excellent
Field Day, with information on Horsemanship, Beef, and Dairy. 'rhe horse
information included control of worms, the proper training and showing of
a horse, blendshes and unsoundnesses, along with conformation, showing the
undesirable and desirable. There was also some question and answer period
on diseases and preventative shots for horses. The beef included a demon
stration on type and showmanship. Dairy included type, with a registered
Guernsey animal used as the model.

There were five horse shows held by local 4-H HOrse Clubs prior to the 4-H
Fair. These are excellent training. shows and are open to members from other
clubs. Approximately 200 members participated in the five shows.

County HOrse Show Rained Out - Held Later

The month of May started with the 4-H County Horse Show, rescheduled due to
the weather at our 4-H Fair. With the re-scheduling of the Show, participa
tion dropped to 89 members from the County. The Show was held at the Horse
Lovers Park, starting at 9:00 A.M. and concluding at 8:00 P.M. Two rings
were run during the start of the Show , with horsemanship in one ring and
trail classes in the other. Representation from the various clubs was very
good, and attendance to the Show was average; however, it is hard to estimate
the number of people due to the fact that people would come and go during the

day.

The 4-H HOrse training project�s assisted by Agent Loughead by judging
practice shows, fitting, grooming and showing demonstrations, individual
nutrition information and parasite control. Assistance was also given at the
Annual 4-H Horse Show.

State Wide Horse Clinic Profitable to 4-H Members and Leaders

A Horse Clinic was organized and presented in cooperation with Wa1l's Live
stock Supply. Topics discussed included "Selecting a Sound Horse", "What
to do 'Til the Veterinarian Arrives", "Fitting and Groomingll, and "Showing
a Horse at Halter."

Instructors were Dr. John Sparks, D.V.M., 4-H Leader from Wickenburg, Al
Lane, Livestock Specialist, Fran Romanaski from the State 4-H Office and

Agent Loughead. There were approximately 220 people present and all seemed

pleased with the information presented. People from as far away as Williams
and Tucson stated it was well worth the trip.

This is planned as an annual event and next year FFA will be included and
a Performance Clinic will be added 0
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Pony Show Includes 4-H

Agent Moore also met with the All Ponies Association to discuss 4-H classes
in their show to be held the latter part of April. The Association agreed
to have conformation classes for 4-H members with no entry fee required. All
other classes would be open to members; however, there would be an entry fee
for each event entered.

MUtual Admiration Society

Agent Moore also met with .Mr. Clow and .Mr. Siminoff of the Arizona Horse
Country Club to discuss the possibility of starting a horsemanship club. The
Arizona HOrse Country Club is a 6 million dollar facility being developed on the
Salt River Indian Reservation, with a potential of reaching hundreds of youth.
Mr. Clow and Mr. Siminoff would like to start a 4-H horse club with the members
who are stabling animals at the Country Club. Agent Moore discussed the program,
how a club could be organized, and gave them copies of the horsemanship project
material and leaders handbook.

Looking Forward to Next Year

A meeting following the 4-H Fair of all Horsemanship Leaders was held with a

discussion o� the County HOrse Show and County regulationso The Leaders voted
to make the following changes:

1. All members must own a horse to enroll. In past years
a member could borrow or lease a horse.

2. A family owned horse to appear in a class one time only.
3. No person is to ride project animal between January 1

and County 4-H Show date except member taking the animal
as a project.

4. The member is perInitted to take riding lessons for

personal improvement.
5. To keep the County Horse Show with the 4-H Fair if time

could be scheduled without conflict. (There has been a

problem of time, in having the show without conflicting
with too many other events.J

Cooperation Helpful to Dairy Members

A fitting demonstration was given by a representative of the HOlstein Friesian
Association for the Maricopa County 4-H Dairy members. The demonstration
was presented at the Kempton-Snedigat. Dairy prior to the 4-H Fair. The asso

ciation president has indicated this to be an annual event. There were 28
4-H members and parents attending the demonstration.

The r�llowing is information on enrollments and member participation in the

engineering, plant ��ien�, and related project areas:

PROJECT ENROLLMENTS FAIR
ENTRIES

Electric 89
Entomology & Bees 25
Gardening 39
Home Beautification 30
Photography 28
Rocks & Minerals 31
Tractor 37

66
38
86
269
38
31
24

JUDGING
DAY

18
7
57
32
22
o
o

DEMONSTRATION
DAY

1
1
o
o
1
o
o
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PROJECT ENROLLMENTS FAIR
ENTRIES

JUDGING
DAY

DEMONSTRATION
DAY

Weeds
Leathercraft

8
36

13
64

o
o

o
1

Enthusiastic Participation in Vegetable Judging

Up to a few years ago vegetable judging at county 4-H judging day was re

stricted to garden project members. And, the garden project bas been loosing
interest and participation as the backyard garden faded into history like the
horse and buggy. About three years ago Agent Foerman de-emphasized placing
of classes and emphasized quality recognition from a consumers point of view
and permitted any 4-H member to participate. This seemed logical realizing
dying interest in home gardens and decreasing likelihood of members future
involvement in vegetable production but all are consumers, and consumers

must know and recognize quality. This year 70 4-H boys and girls eagerly
participated.

Agent True assumed responsibility of flower judging at the County judging Day
and the holding of a practice session for Roundup delegates.

Electric Enrollments Increase

The use of the new electric material did not get a fair evaluation; however,
the interest of the 4-H leaders is very good. It is the feeling of the Agent
and Leaders, that the new project material will encourage enrollments in the
electric program.

increasing in a High Percentage

The photography and leathercraft projects are showing indication of increasing
in a high percentage. The material exhibited during the 4-H Fair was excellent
in quality and should help to stimulate interest in the projects.

New Rock and Minerals Project Material Available

Agent Moore met with Mrs. Cliff Watson to discuss and revise project material
in the Rocks and Minerals project. Mrs. Watson obtained copies from Idaho
for a three year program. The first two units have been revised and Unit I
has been printed for the 1965-66 club year. Copies were sent to Cochise and

Navajo Counties.

D. LEADERSHIP

ADULT

Leader Tenure Encouraging

Nine percent of the 241 volunteer 4-H Leaders in Maricopa County have been

leading 10 or more years. This compares to 2CJl/o five years and above in

leadership experience and should certainly encourage the 38% or 95 first
year leaders to continue in the leadership role. The average years of 4-H
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leadership for all volunteer leaders is 3.7 years. These volunteers serve

as Community, Project and Activity Leaders. Some are also assuming the

Key leadership role, with these Key leaders coming from the Advanced years
of leadership.

Mr. Louis Joslin, of the �lo Verde Club received his 30 year pin. No doubt,
the tenure of these leaders aid in the strong leadership in Maricopa County.
The Leaders· Council has continued to be active with the Standing Committee
accepting a greater role of leadership.

The evaluation meeting of the Leaders' Council Executive Board that is held
each May helps the Agents to plan and evaluate the various county activities.
Each committee also serves as an advisory group in the catagories they re
present.

The continuation of the leadership-in-depth program for new leaders included
topics on:

1. 4-H Program and planning.
2. Judging.
3. Demonstration
4. Records

The training was presented by Agent Moore except for the topic on demonstra

tion, presented by Ray Weick of the State office. A different topic was

given once each week for four consecutive weeks at the Extension office. The
attendance varied from 10 to 15 with the largest attendance the last session.
Agent Moore is also starting a short training session prior to the Leaders'
Council meeting. The first topic wax on the "Achievement Record Contest and

Catagories". Project training will be covered in the project section. The

Agricultural project training is given through field days and demonstration.

As State Chairman of the "BOyS and Girls Committee" on 4-H Work for the Arizona

County Agents Association, Agent Moore sent out forms for the "County Agents
State 4-H Leadership Award. The applications were then given to other members
of the committee for final selection. State President Underwood made the

presentation during Roundup.

Recognition of County 4-H leaders is given in various ways. The presentation
of pins and certificates of each club plus the recognition of each leader on

the five year basfs at the County 4-H Awards Banquet. The recognition of

leaders in News Articles and Radio Programs is also used.

The following is a list of leaders according to yea·rs of leadership:

YEARS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10-15 16-30

NUMBER OF LEADERS 95 41 32 14 13 11 6 5 3 12 9

Junior Leaders' Council Continues to be Active

An active council for active members may well describe the Junior Leadership
program in Maricopa County.
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The Junior Leaders' Council held their annual get--acquainted party for junior
leader members, guests, and potential members. The group worked the event,
planning the program, selecting the place and acquiring chaperons for the
event. This is the "kick-off" activity for the club year and is the start of
a varied and active junior leader program.

Agent Moore and Mrs. Lee W. Arnold, parent .. of a Mlricopa County member, attended
the Pinal County Citizenship in Action Workshop with 26 senior 4-H members from

Maricopa County. The reactions and comments from those present would indicate
a very successful workshop presented by the Pinal County Junior Leaders'
Council. There were suggestions that this become an annual event with the two
counties involved.

The Junior Leader float entered in the J. C. Rodeo Parade received the Mayor's
Trophy. The float had a theme of "Seeds of the Future" and included a large
watermelon slice plus a table and place setting, with 4-H members riding on the
float as "seeds."

Twenty-five junior leaders, one leader, and Agent Moore attended the Junior
Leader Lab held at the Shadow Valley Ranch in Prescott. Agent Moore presented
the workshop on recreation. The following information was included in the
Recreation Workshop: What is Recreation7 Where do we get help? What are the
areas of Recreation? What do we consider in recreational plans? The members
were divided into 4 groups, with part of each session given over to planning
by the junior leader members.

other activities were the sponsoring of Senior 4-H Camp, King and Queen contest
for the 4-H Fair, pop stand and straw sales during the fair and assisting in
various county or state events.

The Club Meeting programs were varied during the year with one of the top
programs, a presentation by past 4-H member and Peace Corps volunteer, Delores
Jimenez. Miss Jimenez showed slides and told about the Peace Corps training
and her work in the Republic of Columbia.

A Junior Leader meeting was also held with Miss Helen Church and Miss Alice Lynn,
Federal Extension Service, appearing before the group on the possibility of start

ing a new clothing project in Arizona. Agent Moore met with Misses Church and

Lynn earlier in the evening to discuss the approach to be used in presenting the

material to the group. Miss Lynn discussed the things that had been done in other

states, presenting several alternatives, and Miss Church discussed some of the

present program and the aspirations of starting a clothing program that will in

volve the boys. Six couples volunteered to work on a Clothing program for both

boys and girls but due to lack of follow-up the program did not materialize.

One of the Junior leader meetings was high-lighted by a talk by Paul Young, Juven
ile Probation Officer in Maricopa County. Mr. Young discussed the work of a Juven

ile Officer, telling the experiences received and how the juvenile courts attempt
to rehabilitate these offenders. It was very enlightening and an interesting
talk, with the discussion period having to be .atopped because c:ftim� The interest

of the junior leaders was quite evident by the number of questions that were

asked of Mr. Young.
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Agent Moore presented a talk on record keeping and the compiling of records
for recognition and awards. This is the second year this has been given, and
the interest seems very high in regards to records and trips that are avail
able.

There were 70 4-H members enrolled in the Junior Leader Program. There were

twenty-three boys and forty-seven girls from fourteen clubs in the program.
Mrs. Hale Tognoni was the adult advisor and Agent Moore was the Extension
Advisor.

E. ACTIVITIES

E�ghty-six Per Cent More Members Speak Their Piece

The Annual Maricopa County Speech Contest was held at the Salt River Project
with participation exceeding last years. There were 69 members entered in the

contest, with 52 members participating. The contestants were divided into
four groups, with the seniors competing .as a group, junior boys as one group,
and the junior girls divided into two groups, with a run-off being held from
the top three of each group. The Encanto Kiwanis Club of Phoenix presented
trophies to the first place winner in each the senior boy, senior girl, junior
boy, junior girl diviSions, and Mr. �IDrris Cohn of Best Cleaners presented
cash awards totaling $100. These were divided 12 ways, with the 4 first, second,
and third place winners receiving these awards. There was an 86 percent in
crease in the entries for the public speaking contest over 1963-64 club year.

Speech contest winners and Agent Moore attended the Encanto Kiwanis luncheon
on January 27 for the purpose of presenting the winning speeches from the

CQunty Speech Contest.

More People Have More Fun

The annual junior Share-the-Fun night was held at the Madison School #1 Audi

torium, with a 3t-hour program presented by members from Maricopa County. A

capacity crowd of 600 people watched 28 numbers presented by 245 members from
18 clubs. This compares to 24 numbers presented by 147 members from 14 clubs
in 1964.

New Area Added to Judging Day

Agent Moore presented a judging training session at the Liberty Community
meeting. The training included the processes of judging, with actual classes

being set up for the members to practice and use the fundamentals giyen during
the program. Information was also given on the County Judging Day -- the

classes and procedures on judging for the contest.

The County Judging Day was held at Arizona State University with judging
classes �et up in 14 project areas. The following is a break-down of

participation in the non-home economics project areas.

Dairy

1965

55
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Livestock
Horse

Dairy Goat
Poultry
Rabbit
Vegetables
Flowers
Electric
Entomology

1965

125
75
17
10

15
57
32
18
7

1964

113
85
14
13
l2
70
25
13
6

A new area of Photography was added in the 1965 judging section with 22 members

participating in this contest.

Number of Demonstrations Increase

The County Demonstration Day was held at the Riverside School with the follow
ing results: l2 clubs were represented with 36 members participating in the

agricultural division. There were 16 senior and 17 junior demonstrations. This

compares with 12 clubs and 35 members, 12 senior and 13 junior demonstrations
for 1964. The drop was in the demonstrations given by horsemanship members.

Junior 4-H Camp

Campers Like Nature Theme

A meeting was held with the leaders and Agents from Gila and Maricopa Counties
to plan the Junior 4-H Camp. The leaders were those who had served as counse

lors during the 1964 4-H Camp. A change was made from the handcrafts to nature
hikes and exhibits to be included in the camp program. The number of classes
was decreased, with classes to be presented with emphasis on the various arts.

The nature theme for junior camp this year seemed to be well received by the
youngsters. Certainly there are more strictly urban 4-H members in this County;
therefore, it is possible that a camping program of this kind would offer more

unique experiences for these youngsters and be more satisfying.

The Junior 4-H Camp was held at Tonto Rim Baptist Camp at KOhl's Ranch with
a capacity camp of 185 in attendance. There were 152 4-H members, 19 junior
leaders, 10 adult staff, and 4 agents.

There was a wait list of 25 campers and probably at least 15 more who didn't
bother to put their names on the list.

At the County Junior Camp, Agents and Staff members took campers by Groups
into the woods on all-morning nature hikes to study grasses, trees, etc., and
to collect specimens. In the afternoon they would work with these things to
create something for the nature museum or exhibit for their group or mesa.

These hikes were amazingly successful in stimulating youngsters. Practically
every member of one group wanted to make his own individual plaster cast of a

wild animal track by the stream, and woe be to the pal who stepped into a

track and ruined it. One group caught a rabbit and built a cage for it. There
were fOSSils, types of moss, a wild plant collection, and a bird nest. An in

teresting piece of wood which looked like a duck was oiled and mounted on a
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piece of burlap. The exhibits were judged on the basis of originality, the
nature theme, variety, and labeling and some were quite good.

The classes held at camp included song leadership, the making of pinatas and

moroccos, and a fun craft that included the participation of members in skits
and group appearances. It was felt that the latter class would help the .

members to overcome self-consciousness, and allow more participation by groups
during the various activities of camp.

A Big "Mess" At Camp

Looking forward to returning as cooks to the County 4-H Junior Camp near Kohl's
Ranch, Mrs. Juanita Stone and Mrs. Anna Lazar worked with Agent Putnam from
the first of May in planning menus, selecting recipes, and preparing the market
order. Both were nnthusiastic, and offered ideas of their own based on their

experiences from the previous year. They were a little optimistic, because
the work schedule proved to be more than two people could handle.

Meals were served to 190 or more prople during the June 13-19 camp. This was

40�re than last year, and is an optimum amount with the present facilities
at the camp.

One leader and four junior leaders worked full time in the kitchen. They assist
ed the cooks and directed the table setting and cleanup operations. Additiona!
help was recruited each meal to get the food on the tables. Other leaders volun
teered and worked well when Mrs. Anna Lazar became ill mid-week and had to be
taken to the hospital. If the camp continues at full capacity more help will
have to be hired so that there is no undue strain on anyone.

Meals were good with the food excellently prepared. Several complaints of
there not being enough food are not understood. There was always sufficient

food, though maybe not of a particular desired item. Vegetables and salads
were not popular; hot breads and desserts were overly so. Milk was served at
each meal, figured on the basis on an 8-oz. serving; more would have been used
if available. Fresh fruit was served as a mid-morning snack each day. Candy
was sold in limited amounts through the camp store. A suggestion for another

year would be to require each camper to eat some of each food served before he
could have seconds on anything. Foods that might be new to the youngsters
could be explained. (For example, this year apple crisp and tostados were

served. Much of the apple criSp was not touched because the kids didn't know
what it was. Many of the youngsters didn't know how to assemble their tostados,
and therefore did not enjoy the Mexican dinner - a prelude to their party -night
which carried out a Mexican theme.)

Many contacts were made in the Phoenix area regarding best buys for food and
kitchen supplies. With no definite guarantee that we could be serviced through
the Payson market we decided to haul everything ourselves. Junior leaders took
care of the delivery with two pickups and a trailer. The bulk of the order was

placed through Jim's Superette in Tempe. The owner, Jim McBroom, is a 4-H par
ent.

Despite problems that arose during the week, Mrs. Juanita Stone is already
talking about next year's camp. Mrs. Anna Lazar considers the 4-H campers and
camp staff "the most wonderful people I have ever met."
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Senior 4-H Camp

Largest Pow-Wow in Senior C�ing

The largest attendance to the Senior camp along with participation by Pima
County Junior Leaders made the Senior 4-H Camp a successful one. There were

fifty-one (51) Junior leaders and ten (10) adults staff attending the

camp-out at Indian Garden near Kohls Ranch. The members divided into five groups
with Indian Tribes for names, and the Indian theme for the program. The group
left early Friday morning and returned late Sunday afternoon.

The program consisted of evening camp fires with Singing, skits, campfire
stories and challenges, as the evenings program. The day activities in
cluded hikes, recreation, and a Sunday a.m. Worship Service.

Due to our type of camp, much time is spent for survival with the prepara-
tion of food over open fires and the sleeping in tents. This is an excellent

training.experience for the 4-H members in that they plan the program, plan the

menu, buy the food, select and secure the equipment with the adult staff super
viSing the preparation and the actual camping.

A problem was encountered through the new recreational bill that has been

passed, in that our camp was to get a group rate, however at the last moment
our members discovered that this had been rescinded and the regular fee of

fifty cents per person per day was to be charged. Agent MOore received this
news in late afternoon prior to our leaving for camp; however, through phone �

calls and in cooperation with the Forest Service we were permitted to use the
Indian Garden facilities.

State Citizenship Day

For Whom the Bells Toll

A meeting of the Citizenship Committee was held to judge the Citizenship themes
and select the Maricopa County representatives for the State Citizenship Day.
The method of selection was the same as past years, with the members submitting
a theme on "4-H --the Key to Citizenship.1I

Donny Birchett from the Tempe Club and Kerry Owens of the Kyrene Club re

presented Maricopa County in the Annual Citizenship Day. Mrs. Ivan Shields

from the Tempe Happy HOmemakers represented the Leaders' ,Council in the event.

State youth Conservation Camp

Agencies Cooperate on Camp

Agent Moore met with Carl Abel of the Soil Conservation Districts and Wayne
Kassler of the State Soil Conservation Service to determine the processing of

applications to the Arizona youth Conservation Camp. It was decided the appli
cations would be sent to the Extension Office to be forwarded to Wayne Kessler,
who in turn would send out a mailing with the camp program to each member.

There were 21 boys attending the camp from Maricopa County. These included
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boys from various organizations including 4-H and FFA.

National 4-H Club Week

4-H Takes to the Air

Mr. Phil Clemons of the Salt River Project volunteered radio time for National
4-H week. One minute spot announcements were written by Agent Moore and given
to the Advertising Department for Salt River Project. These were to be given
on all spot announcements purchased by the project. Agent Halvorson wrote

spots and mailed them to the radio station and slides were given, along with
the spot announcements to the four TV stations. Radio Station KOY used the

spots seventeen times during the week--this was the only station reporting
to our office. Other coverage included newspaper publicity, window displays
and talks before service and civic groups by 4-H members and Agent Moore.

F. EVENTS

County Awards Banquet

Using 4-H Speakers Meets with Favor!

The annual 4-H County Awards Banquet was held on the 23rd of October with 227
in attendance. The attendance and participation is about average for the
last two years. The high light of the banquet was a report on the Washington
Conference presented by Lynda Birchett, Maricopa County delegate. A speech on

"Learning for Living", was presented by Tom Adam, County winner in the public
speaking contest, boy's division. Both young people did an excellent job on

their presentations. All other people appearing on the program were Junior
Leaders or leaders, with the exception of the Extension Staff. (We have re

ceived many favorable comments on the banquet crediting the success to the
use of our 4-H members on the programo)

County 4-H Fair

Rain Dampens Members But Not Spirits

Mr. Bob Dykstra, Roland Miller, and Agent Moore met with the editor of the

Arizona Days and Ways to explore the possibility of an article on the 4-H
Fair. However, the Arizona Days and Ways works approximately six weeks to

two months in advance, and felt that the story would have to be a human

interest type before they would be able to use it.

Publicity on the 4-H Fair included pictures by Agent Halvorson for the Salt

River Project to use on TV and newspaper ads. Bing Brown and Agent Moore
also acquired pictures of a 4-H member in the Cactus Club for a special
article on the 4-H Cooking Project.

Added Fair publicity included a meeting with the Program Director of KTAR

and Charles Hilgeman, Vice President of the Leaders' Council, on the TV

show sponsored by the Junior Leaders' Council. A meeting was also held

with the publicity committee and assignments were made for contacts of the TV

and radio stations for possible spot announcements and appearances by 4-H

members prior to the 4-H Fair9 Agent Moore worked with the committee
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in preparing and distributing the spot announcements to the radio and
TV stations.

Bob Lewis of the Scottsdale Club was elected King and Kerry OWens of the �

Kyrene Club was elected as Queen. The Salt River Project and Agent Halvor
son were there to take pictures for a newspaper release.

The 1965 4-H Fair was one of the smoothest running Fairs that Agent Moore
has attended. The opening ceremonies were held on Thursday evening with
Bob Sowers, Leaders' Council President, serving as Master of Ceremonies.
Numbers were presented by a barbershop quartet from the Palo Verde 4-H Club,
followed by talks from Mr. Howard Baker, representative of the Extension
Service, and Phil Clemons, representing the Salt River Project. Bert Easley,
a local magician, presented a short program for the 4-H members. The opening
ceremonie$ were climaxed with the crowning of the King and Queen by Miss Isla

Johnson, 1965 J. C. Rodeo Queen. There was TV coverage by two local stations
of the opening ceremonies, which we have not had in previous years. There were

several representatives from the newspapersat the Fair taking pictures of

departments and members which gave very good coverage of the event.

The weather did not cooperate, with considerable rain causing the cancella
tion of the Horse Show during the Fair. It also created some difficulty
in the filming of the TV show due to the fact that we had to move into the
livestock barn and film in the stall areas. This did not permit a large area

for the filming.

The livestock auction was the largest in volume in the past three years, with
a total of $27,799. This gave an average of 56¢ �,:PQund on the hogs, 54¢ on

sheep, and 38¢ on beef.

There were 57 donors sponsoring the various awards at the 4-H Fair, plus the
Salt River Project, the over-all Fair sponsor. The Salt River sponsorship
includes publicity assistance, printing of Fair Book and financial assistance.

The following is a break-down of Fair entries by department in comparison to
the 1964 Fair:

DEPARTMENT 1964 1965

Clothing 715 758
Foods 758 837
HOme Furnishings 76 123
Child Care 57
Beef 164 -�ntries- 172

129 -animals- 86
Dairy 84 -entries- 87

62 -animals- 52
Swine 15 -entries- 17

11 -animals- 8
Sheep 98 -entries- 102

72 -animals- 69
Dairy Goat 40 -entries- 54

34 -animals- 44
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DEPARTMENT 1964 1965

Insects 32 38
Poul.try 82 130
Pigeons 75 62
Rabbits 141 114
Electric 51 66
Miscellaneous 325 309
Horticul.ture 414 355
Weeds 13 13
Tractor 27 24
Rocks & Minerals 22 31
Horses 445 -entries- 721

120 -anima1s- 200

State 4-H RounduE

Nine Clover and Shield Awarded to County Members

There were sixty Senior 4-H members attending State 4-H Roundup from Maricopa
County. There four individual and four team demonstrations given from Mari
copa County. Nine judging teams along with members competing in beef, dairy,
and lamb showmanship, dress revue, tractor rode, public speaking and Share
The-Fun completed the total participation by the county delegation.

There were nine of the twenty-six Clover and Shield Awards won by Maricopa
County delegates. The winners were:

Herminia Lugo
Susan Keck

Becky Tognoni
Pat Pierson

Troy Hamilton
Greta Abrahams
Dixie Ulmer
Gary Owens
Colleen Maloy
Elizabeth Arnold
Danny Brown
Caryl Cox

Agent Moore prepared and presented a Workshop on Recreation during Roundup.
The idea or theme of the workshop was, "Improving the Club Meetings through
Recreation." The members taking the workshop were cooperative; however,
there is a tendency to want to play games rather than have ideas, planning,
etc.

Achievement Participation Continues to be High

There were 81 record books submitted to the County office with the senior's

record books judged for State Competition. Of these, twenty-six were for

warded to the State office for competition. Six members were selected for
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the National Club Congress in Achievement, Entomology, Food and Nutrition,
Home Improvement, Automotive and Santa. Fe Achievement. One delegate and one

alternate was selected to the National Club Conference.

C. OTHER YOUTH PROGRAMS

Welcome Mat Is Out

Agent Moore assisted the YMCA representatives in scheduling host families
for six foreign students from the Dominican Republic. Each student was

farmed out to a branch YMCA Office; therefore, families in the areas of the
branch offices were contacted for a day's program for each student. Agent
MOore and Mrs. Moore attended a dinner given by Dr. and Mrso Bessey for one

of the students that the Mesa Community Club was hosting. These are bril
liant students, and have the ability to adjust to the different situations
very quickly; however, the language barrier was a problem, as many of the
students did not speak much English.

Agent Moore assisted a representative from Finland who was touring the
country observing youth activities by the various youth organizations. Mr.

Ayyppo worked with the Welfare Department and was with the Rural Youth Divi
sion. Visits were made to two 4-H members' residences depicting the differ
ent types of projects carried on by the 4-H members.

An opportunity was given to Agent Moore to speak to Peace Corps representa
tives who are in training at Arizona State University. The trainees were

divided into two groups who observed the 4-H members in action during County
Judging Day. This was followed by this Agent's talk on the 4-H Club Program,
Leadership Development and Project areas in the Youth Program. A question
and answer period followed each talk given by the Agent.

Other Youth Reached

Forty-two juniors at Tolleson High School learned about a career as an

Extension Home Economist when Agent Putnam spoke to two classes in February.
Mrs. Thompson, Home Economics teacher, selected Extension as one in a series
of lessons on careers. A few girls, one of them an active 4-H member, enthus

iastically responded to the presentation.

Agent Moore was asked to speak on the 4-H Program to a class at the Arizona
State University. The class was studying different youth organization, their
philosophy, objectives and activities. The talk covered the start of 4-H,
projects, activities, philosophy and objectives.

County 4-H Enrollment Bl Club

CLUB BOYS GIRLS TOTAL

l. Alhambra 11 11

2. Avondale 15 71 86
3.' Buckeye 8 31 39
4. Cactus 9 9
5. Carefree Riders 2 15 17
6. Catalina 10 10

7. Creighton Clovers 10 10

8. Creighton Community 2 9 11
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CLUB BOYS GIRLS TOTAL

9. Gila Crossing 11 14 25
10. Glendale 29 43 72
11. Goodyear 7 7
120 Isaac 6 5 11
13. Kyrene 32 24 56
14. Lafayette 4 15 19
15. Laveen 22 45 67
16. Liberty 19 14 33
17. Madison 23 38 61
18. Maryva1e 21 21
19. Mesa Community 10 2U 34
20. Mesa Homemakers 8 8
21. Mesa Sew and Sews 7 7
22. East Mesa 4 2 6
23. Northwest 62 111 173
24. Palo Verde 32 33 65'
25. Paradise 9 31 40
26. Paradise Valley 6 11 17
27. Peoria 11 26 37
28. Roosevelt Ag 2l 20 41
29. Roosevelt H. E. 10 10

30. Scottsdale Ag 10 4 14
3l. Scottsdale Clothing 9 9
32. Scottsdale Desert Drovers 11 19 30
33. Scottsdale Foods 9 9
34. Phoenix Sun Valley 15 27 42
35. Tempe Ag 7 6 13
36. Tempe Happy Homemakers 9 56 65
37. Tempe Lucky Clover 11 11

38. Thunderbird 11 11

39. Washington 15 76 91
40. West Phoenix 22 10 32
4l. White Tanks 3 3
42. Wickenburg 3 1 4
43. Westside Dairy 7 1 8

427 918 1,345
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It was brought out that we need to manage water to get the most for our

money.

1. Conserve - cut cost

2. Get best use for what we use

For example: a leaky faucet can lose four gallons of water daily, or more.

You can also pay for it going down the drain. When waiting for cold water

to get hot, 10 to 15 gallons go down the drain. Many need to set heat tanks

higher. Saving in each home could cut big chunk out of family water and

sewage bill. We need to motivate homemakers to adopt conservative habits.
If we talk about it enough, it will become a habit. Promote water safety
in the home. Problems won't be solved by one product, all have something
to contribute to the eonserving of water. This problem of water could be

brought to the attention of the public by news articles, radio releases
and meetings, adult or 4-H. Many commercial visuals are available for use

by our Agents.

Improve The Situation of the Poor

Agents Weigen, Logsdon, and Nesbitt attended the Arizona Home Economics
Association sponsored informative meeting on Arizona and the War on Poverty.
Robert F. Van Horn, area coordinator of the office of Economic Opportunity
was one of the guest speakers. He�discussed "An interpretation of the

Poverty Act." Others were there to discuss state programs in action. Dr.

Warren, Head Start; Wayne Pratt, Bureau of Indian Affairs; Reverend Lundgren,
Migrant Opportunity program; Lauro Garcia, Neighborhood Council were among
the speakers. The afternoon panel program included representatives of
Youth Corps, Head Start, Work Training, and the main point brought out was

that criticism of the War on Poverty is premature. They realize they are

not going to erase poverty, but they do have the opportunity to improve the
situation of the poor. A community may have from three to twenty different
types of programs. They don't know that all of these are needed, but for
the first time there is a community action organization working to help the

poor •••• there is a forum where the poor can be heard.

B. COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT SEEN AS FIRST STEP TO COMMUNITY PRIDE

Extension Has Opportunity to Serve

Home Grounds problems are demanding. Each day the county staff makes several
hundred personal contacts to the. home owners in the.�oenix area, either by
phone, office calls or home visits.

Each day an agricultural agent is assigned to answer all phone and office

calls, so five serve as Agent-for-a-day each week. Most of these calls

pertain to horticulture or landscaping problems. Calls on Family Living
are referred to the Home Economists and on Youth Development to the 4-H
Staff.

Many office contacts are served by the secretaries by finding an appropriate
circular or referring, them to the proper source. Some of the specific
activities are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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VII. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

A. EXTENSION SERVES COMMUNITIES IN MORE ADEQUATELY DEVELOPING
THEIR RESOURCES

Special Poverty Program Assignment

MrS. Betty Jo Barney, former home economist for the Extension Service, was

employed for eight weeks during May and June, to find out what educational

programs or assistance are available in the Buckeye, Liberty, Goodyear,
Avondale, Cashion areas for minority and low-income families; and if ttme

permits, to extend the survey to the El Mirage, Agua Fria, Surprise, and
Glendale areas; and to acquaint contacts with Extension educational programs
for youth and adults.

Mrs. Barney made a total of 122 contacts during the eight weeks she was on

the job. She found that there was a definite resentment between the people
in the migrant camps and the communities due to the type of programs planned.
Many agencies have been making inquiries and promises, but during the time
Mrs. Barney worked no follow-up had been made by them. Head Start and Youth

Corps programs were functioning, but other programs under the Economic Op
portunity Act were only in the beginning stages.

Mrs. Barney made a complete survey of all agencies serving the west end of
the county. She filed a complete record of each one, their location, services

rendered, and people in charge with the Maricopa Extension office.

Her recommendations are:

1. Extension may serve as a resource agency to assist communities in developing
an educational program to meet needs and interest of people involved. With

many agencies involved under E.O.A. Extension could become so involved in con

sulting and teaching capacity that an additional agent could be employed to

spend full time in this specific area.

2. Educational exhibits to create or motivate interest in specific subject
matter areas. Such as grooming, money management, credit, could be set up in

local areas such as community centers, lobby of apartments for low income

families, etc.

3. Extension could assist in the training of local leaders similar to set up
which exists currently in the Home Economics Program.

4. Since the Economic Opportunity Act was set up to organize the low income

groups it is suggested that Extension not organize.

Save Water a Natural Resource

Agent Nesbitt attended a Calgon Corp. discussion on "Challenging Problems of

Water." The ideas brought out are as follows: The problem with water today
is people. They believe there is no national shortage of water, no water

polution problem. They said both can be solved with money. Water is a per

petual motion molecule, it always returns to its original form. The problem
is a mismanagement problem, not a water shortage prob l.em, The cost of munici

pal water will be higher, the price of polution abatement. Every homemaker

will become more conservative of water because it will be more costly.
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Demonstrations Continue To Be Effective Teaching Method

Agents True, Foerman and Specialist Tate, in January, held demonstrations on

fruit tree, grape and rose pruning and care in several different areas of the

county. These demonstrations continue to be well attended, with particularly
good attendance for the rose pruning demonstrations.

Bulletins on the particular subject being discussed are distributed and other
available extension publications displayed.

True and Tate in cooperation with Dr. Hilgeman, of the Citrus Experiment
Station, held a budding and home citrus care demonstration at the Citrus Ex

periment Station in April. The attendance for this demonstration exceeded
500 persons, the largest attendance for any single demonstration held during
the year. The budding of home yard citrus and general care of home citrus
were discussed. Budwood of recommended citrus varieties for home use was

distributed to those attending.

True cooperated with Mr. Rogers, of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, in

holding four gopher control demonstrations in the county. Correct methods of

trapping and poisoning gophers were demonstrated and descriptive literature
distributed to those attending.

Horticulture Class and Employee Schools other Means of Reaching Gardening
Audience

. During the spring of 1965, Agent True continued a monthly series of Horticulture
classes in cooperation with the Valley Garden Center. These classes, covered
a variety of home gardening subjects, but were aimed primarily at new residents
in the area who need specific information on gardening in the desert. During
the fall of 1965, Agent True cooperated in a short course for nursery employees
sponsored by the Phoenix Nurserymen's Association. Information was presented
on plant diseases and citrus varieties and care. All attending employees
were advised of the publications available to themselves and customers from
the University of Arizona Extension Service.

Systemic Control of Elm Leaf Beetle Promising

After an initial consultation held August 11 by Agent Foerman with Pat Pon
toriero and Harold Dodge, representative of Sales Promotion of Shell Oil

Company, regarding the use of Bidrin (an experimental systemic insecticide)
for control of the eLm leaf beetle on Chinese Elm trees, a demonstration
treatment was shown by this agent at Encanto Park in Phoenix.

Following this demonstration, trial treatments were applied at the homes of

Dr. J. N. Roney and Harold Loughead. Results were encouraging, but treatments

may be too expensive for the average home owner since it requires profeSSional
trained men for treatment.

City Beautification Activities Increasing

Extension assistance was requested on several community beautification projects
during the past year. Agents True and Shields cooperated with the Valley
Beautiful committee of Phoenix in presenting a program on "Tree Varieties for

the Salt River Valley.1I Agent True met with a committee from the city of
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Glendale on two occasions to discuss the selection and care of trees to be
used in a city beautification program. True met with a similar committee
from the city of Tempe, again to discuss city beautification projects. True
has discussed the use of plant material along canal banks with the Salt River

Project, and conferred with Dr. Hogan of the Horticulture Department concerning
the securing of native plant material for canal plantings.

Agent True submitted information to Agent Halvorson for periodic newspaper
articles on horticultural and landscaping subjects. True revised the county
circular on Deciduous Fruit, prepared a mimeograph bulletin on Bulbs for
Maricopa county and revised mimeo sheets on "Dichondra and Lippia" and
"Gardenias and Camellias."

Agents True, Foerman and Shields made a number of calls each month, to identify
and give recommendations on home grounds problems. Agents True and Shields also
were contacted by several memorial parks and commercial businesses on turf and
landscaping problems. True established small trials with several relatively
new chemicals during the year to evaluate their effectiveness under local con
ditions.

During the year True and Shields were contacted by several golf courses concern

ing problems including insect and disease identification, soil and water analysiS
and overseeding of greens. True secured pure strains of turf grass from Dr.
Kneebone of the University of Arizona Agronomy Department which he established
at the Valley Garden Center as demonstration plots. True was contacted by
commercial turf growers regarding soil analYSiS, selection of varieties and
weed control. True was contacted by commercial flower growers on problems
of weed control, oil spray damage, disease control and soil analysis.

Bird Control Poses a Problem

A rural and urban problem is the control of pestiferous birds. Existing regu
lations make it difficult to control these pests. The following news article
was distributed to explain new possibilities of bird control.

"Believe it or not, firecrackers someday may be cLaased as a useful farm tool
here.

In recent years, especially since the arrival of the starling, birds of one

sort or another have become a serious pest in newly planted vegetables, grape
vineyards, and grain fields.

Desperate growers have tried all sorts of schemes and devices to chase off
the hungry feathered varmints. They have mined the area with plastic owls.

They have sabotaged roosting places with grease and electrically charged wires.

They have waged psychological warfare with squawkboxes, amplifiers, and re

cordings of bird distress calls. They have hired an army of men to patrol
their fields and vineyards with shotguns. And they have booby-trapped their
fields with carbide guns, which, automatically at regular intervals give out

with an ear-splitting report not unlike that made by a plane when it breaks
the sound barrier.
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To date, the carbide gun seems to be the best bet, if for no reason other
than it is the least expensive method. However, birds soon catch on to the

guns and scatter just before the report is heard. After the report comes,

they settle back down in the field or vineyard and feed just before it is
time for the gun to go off again.

In fact, they will continue to scatter and regroup at regular intervals even

after the guns have been shut off. While this may slow down the birds, they
still do extensive damage between the blasts. And this is where firecrackers
come into the picture •

.

Some enterprising individual tried stringing firecrackers at irregular intervals
on a slow-burning fuse, and the birds, unable to�establish a pattern, flew

away in search of more peaceful surroundings.

'There is just one hitch. At present, it is against the law to buy, sell, or

discharge firecrackers here. And a firecracker is a firecracker even when a

farmer uses it to scare birds away. Someday, however, the law may be changed,
and then perhaps cherry bombs will be put to work on the farm."

Varied Improvement Activities

Other activities in the area of home grounds and community improvement,
mcluded; participation in the University of Arizona turf conference by Agent
True where he served on a panel on "Research Needs for Home Lawns" and parti
cipation in the annual State Nursery Forum where he discussed, "Problems of
Home Lawns." Agents True and Shields spoke to many garden clubs during the

year on a variety of home gardening topics, and both participated in a weekly
radio broadcast concerned with answering home gardening problems.

Town and Country Life Conference

Thirty-eight women from Maricopa County attended the 1965 Conference. This
was the largest delegation to attend in the last eight years. Twenty-nine
of the women were members from ten Homemaker Clubs; seven were non-members.
The Washington Homemaker Club sponsored three Indian women from the Gila
Crossing Reservation. Mrs. Soke, of this later group, gave the invocation
at the opening meeting.

Building Public Relations among Vegetable Growers

During 1965, Agent Foerman met both formally and informally with the Arizona

Vegetable Growers, Arizona Potato and Onion Growers Association, Arizona Fruit
and Vegetable Standardization Service, Federal Market News Service, Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service, Arizona Farm Employment Service, and others. He
maintained a harmonious working relationship with the "Arizona Republic and

Gazette", the "Western Grower and Shipper", "Produce Marketing", the "Pro
gressive Farmer", and the "Sunset Garden Magazine." Frequently editors of
these publications contacted Agent Foerman for situational information on the
central Arizona vegetable deal.
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During 1965, Agent Foerman used "Vegetable Notes" quite effectively as a

public relations tool. Here, efforts were purposefully directed to various

segments within and without the vegetable industry and to all levels from
the grower to the consumer.

Training Film for Lettuce Thinning Crews

Last January Agents Foerman and Halvorson were asked by Carmel Films to view
and evaluate a training film for lettuce thinning crews. On September 16,
Agent Foerman invited representatives of the Arizona Employment Security
Commission to preview the finished film and evaluate it for their use. This
was another typical example of the working relationship maintainea between
the Maricopa County Extension office and cooperating agencies.

C. KEEPING PEOPLE INFORMED ON PUBLIC ISSUES

Pink Bollworm Regulations Clarified

The rules and regulations that are of concern to farmers are many and their
number keeps grOWing. Two new regulations, one pertaining to pesticide
permits and the other to clean-up of stub fields, generated a good deal of

� �anfusion among cotton growers in January. To help clear this confusion,
Agent Halvorson prepared articles explaining the why's and wherefore's of
the regulations. In the first instance, Agent Halvorson worked closely
with Robert Rayburn, head of the State Pest Control Applicators Board

permit division. In the second instance, he worked closely with the State

Entomologist.

Conservation - Good or Bad?

In April, at the request of the Arizona State Girl Scout Leaders Council,
Agent Halvorson participated in a panel discussion on conservation. In the

discussion, the fact was brought out that conservation in itself is neither

good nor bad. It all depends on the reason behind the conservation program.
He went on to point out that wise and beneficial use of this country's
natural resources is the best and perhaps only true form of conservation.

Allowing a tree to die and rot in a forest amounts to wanton waste of a

resource.

A class on conservation was held on the Arizona State University campus by
Dr. B. Ira Judd. Agent Shields presented a discussion and a talk on conser

vation of our natural resources to a group of 35 students.

D. OTHER PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Agricultural Tours to Many Groups

The Salt River Valley is unique in its irrigation projects and high yielding
agriculture. This attracts many visitors both stateside and from other countries.
The county agent's office was usually contacted when these tours were scheduled.
Over 25 such tours were recorded with one or more of the Agents actively par

ticipating. An information brochure was compiled for these tours and many
circulars supplied.
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Pesticide Talks

An active informational program on pesticides has been in effect the past
year. Fifteen talks on pesticides entitled, "Pickles Will Kill You", were

given by Agent Shields to various organizations including Rotary, Kiwanis,
Optimist, Toastmaster, Exchange, L�ons Clubs and to the annual meeting of
the National Health Federation at Long Beach in December.

News articles and radio tapes were also prepared.

Safety, A Public Affair

Farm Safety is a personal affair to the farmer and a public affair to the

community, especially if the farmer's safety or lack of it spills over onto

the highway. Beginning with Farm-City Week, Agent Halvorson at regular
intervals in news articles and radio reports urged farmers to install slow

moving vehicle emblems on their equipment. At regular intervals pesticide
safety was aired urging growers to follow proper safety precautions for the
sake of themselves and the public.

What's The Agricultural Image?

"Agriculture today has a lousy public image." This statement, made by an ad

agency executive in Phoenix, sums up the situation bluntly and accurately.
In an effort to change this at least somewhat, Agent Halvorson throughout the

year at every opportunity endeavored to explain the important role that

agriculture plays in the local and national economy. He also worked closely
with the Agricul�ural Council of Arizona toward the same end, appearing in a

panel discussion on the subject of agricultural public relations at the
Council's first annual meeting, and counselling with officers of the organi
zation.

Although some farmers and farm groups still tend to ignore this matter of

public relations, others are beginning to take an interest in the matter.

This interest has manifested itself in the form of open houses during farm

City week, and a general awareness of public sentiment concerning such matters

as air pollution, pesticide residue and sanitation.

Slowly a nucleus of knowledgeable persons interested in agriculture and its

public relations is beginning to form. This includes Gra Allen of United

Dairymen of Arizona, John Tribolet of Calcot, Ltd., Vaughn Pierce of Salt
River Project, Paul Hughes of Hughes Advertising, James Carter of Arizona
Cotton Growers Association, Wade Lacy of Arizona Cattle Feeders, Bill Davis
of Arizona Cattle Growers, Virgil Katterhenry of the Federal Land Bank, Don
Stewart of First National Bank, and others.

Screwworm Program Involves Many· Groups

In connection with the screwworm eradication program, Agent Halvorson and

Agent Loughead worked closely with small animals veterinarians, sportsmen's
groups, and other publics which stand to benefit from the eradication of
this pest but which have little or nothing else in cammon with the livestock

industry.
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In May, in August, and again in October, articles were written and photos
taken to show how hunters stand to benefit from the program and why their
support is needed. Agent Halvorson also spoke to the Phoenix Jeep Club
on the subject of screwworms, and provided screwworm material to sports
writers at the Phoenix Gazette, Arizona Republic, and Arizona Wildlife

Magazine. Agent Loughead served as advisor and educational director.
In April at the request of County Screwworm Chairman C. Lakin, Agent Hal
vorson set up a screwworm display at the annual county Farm Bureau picnic.

Peace Corps and Vista Programs

On several occasions, Agents of the county staff have given talks to Peace

Corps and Vista trainees. Agents Shields and Moore spoke to a group of 50
Peace Corps trainees this past year. Home Economists Weigen and Nesbitt
have been working with several Vista trainees and workers on the use of

surplus foods. Both groups have been uSing Extension booklets and pamphlets
quite freely. The job retraining programs, sponsored by the Department of
Labor, have made a number of contacts with the Agricultural Agents office
and are making use�of available bulletins.

Rural Civil Defense Program ProgreSSing

The most active portion of Extension involvement has been with the State

Department of Instruction, Adult Education. During the year Agent Shields
talked to 44 different groups totaling about 2,000 on the role of U.S.D.A.
in the Rural Preparedness Program.

The Arizona Round Table Television Series had as their topic, "Civil Defense,
What is It?" This was viewed by Sunday night audiences in the Phoenix and
Tucson areas. Agent Shields participated in a 30�inute panel discussion on

this subject.

Other meetings in Civil Defense include four Rural Fire Defense conferences,
six U.S.D.A. County Defense Board meetings, and two State Civil Defense
Directors meetings. Rural Defense circulars have been supplied upon request.

Rural Survival Reviewed

On April 15, at the request of Assistant Extension Director Howard Baker and
State ASCS Manager Steve Faltis, Agent Halvorson participated in a day-long
meeting of the U.S.D.A. Defense Board. Afterward, Agent Halvorson and Faltis
discussed tentative plans to start putting out news releases on the subject
of rural survival and civil defense.

An opportunity to prepare a meaningful article on rural survival presented
itself in May when a widespread power outage occurred in the area. Using
this as a news peg, Agent Halvorson prepared articles and radio tapes to

explain why farmers need to be prepared for any eventuality. The articles
and reports were especially meaningful to dairymen who had no emergency
aource of electric power and thus were unable to milk.

In May also, Agent Halvorson prepared an article having to do with the role
.

of the retail grocer in time of national emergency. This article, prepared
at the request of Steve Fa1tis, appeared in a trade magazine under the by-line
of Colonel J. C. Holloway, resource officer for the State Department of
Civil Defense.
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VIII. SUMMARY a OUTLOOK AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Today's research findings and "know-how" continue at an ever-increasing rate.

This technical information is then categorized into more and more specialized
areas and recorded in terminology peculiar to those areas. At the same time,
it becomes more difficult to adapt and apply such information because of the

interdependence and complexity of today's problems. To reduce the time lag
between the research and the field, communications lines must be shortened
and educational processes must become more efficient and effective.

Maricopa County, which lies in the midst of a large percentage of Arizona's
agriculture and contains a majority of the state's population, would profit
most if this could be accomplished.

To improve Extension's educational program in the County, emphasis will be

given toward obtaining the best and most recent information from all avail
able resources, and efforts made to extend this information to the specific
audiences so that they can be applied in an effective manner.

Farming Is A Science and A Business

Hit or miss farming has no place in modern progressive agriculture. Growers
can no longer resort to guessing or luck with all the technological complex
ities and regulatory involvements necessary to produce at a profit today.
The grower must not only become technically skilled, but a shrewd business
man. No longer can we say knowledge and skills are conducive to success;
they have become necessary and will grow increasingly more so.

Mechanization Will Come

MOre and more mechanization is inevitable. It has been hastened by the cost
of hand labor and the controversial loss of the bracero. This means that
the crop will have to be grown to best utilize machinery, and machines will
have to be developed and adapted to the job. Less flexibility can be per
mitted -- more precision is necessary. This is a tEemenduous challenge and
the need is urgent. Through the ages, man has developed his farming around
the oxen, the horse and the hoe. Now, he must adapt to machines in order to

profitably compete in this dynamic vegetable industry.

To prepare for mechanization, one must reach an understanding of the plant
and its responses to its environment. Stepped up research and instruction
in this area is a must.

The challenge of mechanization can be met with satisfaction by cooperation
between plant physiologists, horticulturalists and engineers, and between
institutions. Any future plans with any phase of commercial vegetable produc
tion must acknowledge the rapid, progressive trend to mechanization and adjust
accordingly. Both Research and Extension activities must be centered on all

phases of field culture to facilitate application of mechanized operations.
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The Extension program in 1965 was concerned with assisting commercial citrus
and grape growers with production problems and a continuing education program
in the areas of home grounds and community improvement. The tools used to

accomplish these aims included personal contacts, newsletters, news articles,
radio programs, demonstration meetings, office calls and telephone visits.
These areas will continue to be emphazised during the coming year.

The total County 4-H program has continued to grow and expand during the past
two years. Membership in the home economics program continues to out-number
all other projects. In the agriculture projects, horsemanship is leading
in number and per cent of enrollment.

The over-all leadership in 4-H in Maricopa County has continued to increase
in quality and in numbers, with a 30% increase during the past two years.
The Junior Leaders Council membership dropped slightly this past year;
however, the Council was very active and has helped to forward the County
program.

The acceptance of 4-H work is good as exhibited by the cooperation of the
local leaders and businesses, civic and service organizations. The support
by these youthrminded people totaled 80, not including fat stock buyers
and school facilities used for meetings.

This trend will continue the coming year with increases in total enrollment;
more participants in the Junior Leader project; and with new clubs being
formed in many of the outlying communities.

The adult home economics program in Maricopa CountyJ_is a well-rounded one.

The homemaker clubs try to plan for all areas so that everyone will have
some special interest. The total program must be flexible as new problems
arise and new programs or regulations are presented. Home Economist Weigen
will probably be asked to do more work with the low income residents. She
will continue to cooperate with other agencies in this program as much as

possible.



SCD SUPERVISOR MAX PACE, left, and Coun

ty Agent Chuck Farr examine a six-inch com-

paeted zone of topsoil caused by
on wet soil. (SCS Photo by Fooks)

··:rl'

-;�.
COFFEE BREAK at Morrison Bros. farm
north of Higley during a soil inspection tour

of several farms in that area. Milo Jones, in
hole, state soil scientist of SCS, is showing
clearage of soil structure to Mania'Mor-

rison, at right...Others pietured are Leon Kim
berlen, R. S. Swenson, Chuck Farr, Henry
Backer, jim AWn and Clyde Fincher. (SCS
Photo by Fooks)



COUNfY AGENT CHUCK FARR, left, and Marvin Morrison
of Morrison. Brp.s- Ranches inspects deformed cotton roots
caused by exeessiV'i) eChDpaction of their fine textured soils.
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Potted plants with lids can be compared to some

soil situations that exist at least temporarily
in cotton fields.

THE POT, THE LID. AND SOIL AERATION

Imagine the problems of a nurseryman who would use

Tempe adabe in claypots witho�t bo�tom drain holes, and
then sell the potted plants fitted with plastic lids
sealed around the plant stem. He would be using a tight
soil with no water drainage and no 'aeration, He would�'t
have a chance to succeed.

This exaggerated illustration is used to emphasize
why Cotton Progress repeatedly refers to the "lid" as

��ll as to plow sole layers and gerierally poor struc-
,·ture. Surface crust's, surface-puddling rains and irri
gations, extensive 'wheel row compaction, and layers at

about 6"-8" depths are .lids just as much as the nurseryman's plastic
lid. "Lids" definitely reduce aeration but so do lower compaction
layers which build up surplus water above the layers so as to require
"precision irrigation" (a specific manner of application).

NEW TECHNIQUE MEASURES OXYGEN MOVEMENT

Sin�e the December 3rd discussion of cotton yields, soil com

paction, and soil aeration, Univ.er.s"i-ty of C,alifornia .scientists
have reported o� "Soil Compaction. Ef f e c t s on Oxygen D'i.f-:6·usi:on Rates
and Plant Growth" in the March 3 issue of California Agriclultur-e.
A newer techniQue using a platinum electrode measures oxygen' travel
through a soil no matter how varied it is.

Water filling a soil drasticall.y slows oxygen diffusion (move-
__

-

ment) into or through a soil. Their tests showed that ,whenever the

pas sage of oxygen thr-ough 'soil ·wa.ter fi1.ms-· fell' below. .a certain
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�a�e of movement that root growth. was correspondingly reduced or

stopped for many plants. "In a soil with large pores where water
films fill only a small percentage of pore space, O.D.R. (oxygen
iiffusion rate) will increase as soil dries."

SATURATED SOIL
slow air diffusion

FIELD CAPACITY SOIL
(After gravitational water drains)

faster air entry into soil

water filmfilm

COMPACTION SLmvS AERATION GREATLY

"In compacted soils, however, even the thin water films fill a

large amount of the pore space and the O.D.R. may remain low."
Besides this they state, "As the plants grew larger and used more

water the presence of comp�cted:layers became more detrimental."

PERCHED WATER TABLE FORMED ABOVE COMPACTION LAYER

"After each irrigation a water, table formed for a short time,
depending on the size of the irrigation and the dryness of the com

pacted layer. It (C. P. comment: U ncompac ted top soi 1 wa s only 5"
thick and stored less water.) "Root tips submer-ged for long periods
were observed to die back and many branch rOQts would form from .

the sides of the original Toot after the water had moved into the

compacted layer. When some root tips did die, water consumpti�n by
the plant decreased and overall plant vigor appeareg � until
the new branch roots developed."

SOME SOILS HAVE HIGHER YIELD POTENTIAL

Some of these same scientists in earlier researeh projects
have shown that nutrient uptak� was decidedly. reduced with compac
tion and poor aeration. Since last fall, COTTON PROGRESS has
been emi>hasizing the importance of soil ae ratLcn in cotton pr-oduc ...

tion. Air moves into sandy loams and loams faster" even though
they will compact rather easily, and allows more even boll set.
These undoubtedly are major reasons why the loams and sandy loams
of Queen Creek and HarQuahala Valley with briefer farming history
have many high yIelds. Difference in humidity may easily be an

other reas('n.



OTHER POTS WITH LIDS
'

Just recently the effect of soil aeration
was reported by the Texas Agricultural Experi
ment Station with potted plants. It has not
been proven scientifically whether low oxygen
or carbon dioxide toxicity causes "drowning"
of plants where poor aeration exists, so their
short-term tests were designed· to isolate the
cause more specifically.

Deltapine cotton was grown in pots for 10
weeks, sealed at the top for testing, and 5
different .as mixtures used to study the effects
on plant transpiration. They demonstrated that
high carbon dioxide (C02) and low oxygen (02)
supply could change water (sap) flow in the
cotton plant greatly. (Sap flow was measured
by a thermoelectric method.) Carbon dioxide al-
most immediately caused a huge decrease in sap
flow rate and was followed by visible wilting
in 20 to 30 minutes. A change back to normal air made an increase
in transpiration (sap flow) in,2 minutes 1

Their evidence points to C02 toxicity as the major cause but
a relativ�ly low amount of oxygen will begin to reverse the process
so that some transpiration starts again. Normal air made a rapid
increase.

eal

NO BLACK MAGIC NEEDED
r

. :

!rl The se re search re suI ts and previous· re search show how impor-
tant good soil structure is to good yields. The causes of produc
tion problems are usually found in fundamentals proven over a

period of years. Unproven "black magic" products are not likely
to be the wonder-working remedy in very many instances.

The grower who has soil conditions resembling a nurseryman's
potting so�l with 'good drainage can usually make good yields with
the: standard irrigation and fertilization practices if he controls
them carefully.

Remember, compaction is accumulative, progressive,
and sn�y �

k
,/

//_ ... �/.". '

�.'--�.'i » t •
,.;=--.--- ./ (�'.' /1 :J

(/ ../I,.L/t, \_". <, .

""-_. .'
.

Charle s R CJ Farr
Agricultural Agent

CRF:tjs
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YELLOW COITOO
A consid�rable number of cotton fields have shown yellowing

in the past four weeks. This indicates soil problems where "pre
cision irrigation" can be used to advantage.

PLANT INDICATORS ARE WORTH WATCHING

This yellowish (or pale green) color has usually been due to

waterlogging and not nitrogen deficiency. It may not hurt some of
the fields now but it is an indication that water management should
be carefully' handled during the high blooming periods in July and
August.

WHERE WERE YELLOW FIELDS FOUND?

In the M�sa, Gilbert, Chandler, Tempe, Phoenix, Glendale, and
Buckeye areas. The Queen Creek area showed little of this. Heavy
soils, caliche soils, and medium soils over cemented caliche layers
displayed this situation most. However, sandy loams over dense
layers showed this characteristic also. Fine sandy loam in the
Gila Bend area with land leveling compaction at the 15" depth and
fine sandy loam with thin layers of heavier soil caused water-·

logging too.

REMEMBER PRESENT FIELD SYMPTOMS

Make a mental note of fields now because the large cotton plant
will not usually show yellowing or waterlogging symptoms as distinct'
ly as the small plant. Then become thoroughly familiar with soil
profile down to 5 or 6 foot depth.

IDENTIFICATION OF LAYERS

Look for any kind of layer with definite textural or density
change in profile from 15 to 50 inches deep. The deeper the layer
is located the smaller the problem may be.

YSE DEEP PRE-IRRIGATION AND SOIL PROBE

Until otherwise proven, continue to pre-irrigate deeply if
possible and leach out salts. After that r�fill root zone (check
it) without over-filling it. Using a soil probe will help you
avoid reduced yields from poor soil aeration.

*******
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COTTon �no WE�THER
GrOWing cotton in Arizona is called "a 13-month-a-ye�r job" by many

growers r�quiring a lot of work that sometbDes is monotonouS. Higb summer

temperatuf&S do not help a man's alertness when he is trying to get many
biS and small jobs coordinated and completed each day and·week.

Many little decisions are required that are distracting enough that a

grower hasn't time to record weather pattero8 and compare them with previous
years. Tbo.s,��evious years, however, have given the fa�er experience in
how to matia'ge cotton in relation to the weather-even if it meant looking
back on mistakes because he couldn't foreca8t weather changes.

PERSPECTIVE ALLOWS MORE PLANNING

COTTON MONITOR can give more perspective by packaging 2 or 3 weeks of
weather records for comparison with laat year, or a recent good or bad cotton

year. Most of us only remember the general character of a past season or

some higblight we have tied to a date. A specific review, however, traces

how this year compares week by week with last season to help judge how to

manage the water. It may allow a small, sandy field to be watered earlier
in the irrigation 8cbedule and increa8e yield in that field.

S1p?TING. QUAIL'

The sooner a quail emerges from behind a clump of bushes the longer
you have to t�ack the bird and bit the target.

The better picture we have of weather effect on soil moisture loss the
first 7-10 days after irrigation the better our chances for planning the

target date for next irrigation without over-irrigating or wasting water.

This is particularly true during a cool summer, a cloudy spell, a low
water-use period, or with soil witb high water-bolding capacity. This
knowledge will help less with short interval irrigation or �ith low water

supply that requires irrigation as fast 88 possible.
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�mATHER AND WATER-USE RELAtIONSHIPS

We have no exact method of telliag water u8e by cotton according to

weather figures but we do have approximate relationships that help us judge
losses and use. Some of these relationships are:

Higher daytime temperatures increase water use

Higher mid -day winds ".. tI

Pan evaporation (amount) indicates" .."

Hi8h ,l\ull!dity ,', decreases water use

High degree of cloudiness II.."

In addition to weather, soil type, larger plants, direction of rows

and skip row planting can �ncrea8e the loss or use of water from the 80il.

COMBINE WEATHER RECORD WITH EXPERIENCE AND MOISTURE CHECKS

The best guide to irrigation t�ing 1s the combination of soil moisture
examination with field experience, observation of weather, and the. behavior
of the cotton'plants. Since relatively few growers are making systematic
checks of acil moisture with a 80il probe, the practice is hlghly recommended.
If the grower is too busy, then a competent man should be assigned part-
time to the job. This additional tbne will be easily re-paid. I� same

cases this investment may bring the largest return on the farm.

Any continuous weather recoTd is better than none and if this com

bination of infoTmation is used, weather records can be a definite aid
to cotton p1:oduction.

�.' t/7-' _._.-//...
/'"

/>l;t
'

.. ;/i�·!Y(/ ,/ ,/ l_// c-

Charles R. larr
Agricultuaal �gent

CRF:tj6
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WEATH�R TRENDS AND COTTON MANAGEMENT

FlnnL IRRIGnTIOn
Final irrigation of cotton should be decided by
considering several factors to avoid income loss.

The pressure of 1964 costs and 1965 weather makes the grower think of

being sure the top crop has enough water. However, it is almost as

important to avoid excess moistu�e that delays harvest and indirectly
reduces quality of cotton. �

BASIS FOR DECIS!QN

Decisions to irrigate. s hc u Ld b�-:based on judging these variable factors:
;-' r- ;

�
. � ,

:.'

l�
2.
3.

Soil moisture content in root zone and amount needed.
Plant type and number. of potential blooms the next 8 days.
Weather trends.

WEATHER TRENDS

A cool fall will reduce the need for water and retard development of
bolls. Trends the past week:

TEMPERATURES-Weekly average (Max. Ternp.� Aropped from 104.6
to 96.0

WATER USE-Cotton use dropped to 2 acre-inches or less.

LetVs compare the first 9 days of September 1965 with previous years.

SEPTEMBER MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES
,

1955-64 1965 1955-64 1965

Sept. 1-10 Sept. 11-30

,-
- --

I

The first nine days of September 1965 have run 4° below the 10 year
average. Anything can happen to the weather but a continuation of
the present trend will make one of the very coolest Septembers.
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RAIN DURING OCTOBER

Rains delay harvest, lower cotton quality and sometimes affect plants
maturity unfavorably. Excess irrigation also delays maturity and
exposes more cotton to October rains. The October rainfall for 10 yeu�
averaging 4 locations (Buckeye, LitQhtield Park, Mesa, Chandler), sho�
how unfavorable it can be.

Year .!.ll '56 '57 '58 '59 '60 '61 .!.ll .!.§1 .!M
October
Average .12" .44" 2.59" .42" 1.94" 1.08" .09" .03" 1.14" .35"
Highest
Amount- B L C L C M B 8 L L
Location .34" .57" 3.56" .51" 2.38" 1.64" .12" .07" 1.23" .83"

THE FINAL DECISION

The final irrigation can make money or lose it. It involves more than
the cost or saving of the water. Alternate row irrigation may 'be
possible in some fields in order to s�pply a smaller amount of water.
Field needs will vary but some of the wiser decisions may be light
irrigation as soon as possible where moisture is low. After a few days
delay it may be too late in heavier soils.

Charles R. Farr
Agricultural Agen�

CRF:tjs
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rh� step of a man may compact shallow surface
soil more than a heavier machine. Sheep do an

excellent job of surface compaction,so high-
way engineers use �he sheepsfoot packer for
effieiency in making solid roadways. So wa�ch
your step that you don't overlook the efficiency
of your compaction operation to accept the

easy answers.

CONVENIENCE AND EQUIPMENT EFFICIENCY EASY TO CONFUSE
� I'·

Convenienc·e .is the watchwor.d·.r;nowadays and it is very ea8Y to

say. that plowpans are the main, ccmpa c t Lo n problem made by machinery.
This may be true on many loams and sandy loams where 'deep 'plowing
and deep ripping will help greatly. However, on heavier soils this
i8 a symptom of a much greater overall prob�em:.g�nera�. destru�tion
of 80il porosity and "granulation:'

"

.....; ""

.

.

�EEPEk TRAFFIC PAN. IS SYMPTOM OF LARGER PROBLEMS'

T�e. compaction layer at a 16"(or l8")depth is only the symptom
of �he effects of.abuse heaped on all the soil above that layer.
The fact that beneficial plowing temporarily broke up compaction
above the 16" layer and regained some part of its previous porosity
doeR not mean the problem is satisfactorily solved. The area above
the ,16" line is being stirred, crushed, wetted and inverted to gen
erally reduce aggregation and �ood structure as illustrated;b�low:

STIRRING
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The fact that we can't find a definite layer of compaction.
at the 3",5", or IOu depth shouldn't mislead us. This goes back·
to the December statement that after soil is damaged it may take "

considerable time to correct the lOIs of favorable aggregation
in the entire top soil.

Cropping System % Aggregates(over t mm)

Cotton 3 Years
Alfalfa 3 Years
Alfalfa 6 Years
Old grass meadow',

9
20
30
79

With continued traffic each year, the compaction layer at
the 16" depth becomes progr�ssively easier to create.

MAKE ALLOWANCE FOR SOIL DIFFERENCES

Light sandy soils have less inorganic colloidal matter which
can be an advantage under heavy irrigation. They have looseness,
friability, good aeration, good drainage and ·easier tillage. Their

disadvantages may be that they are too open to hold moisture
and nutrients but this is not so important with irrigation and
the availability of fertilizer.

On the other hand, heavy soils puddle easier and are.sl�wer'
to improve. Loss of water-atable aggregates may come quickly
with equipment traffic. Then irrigation water washes tiny part
icles into the tiny drainage channels slowing air and water move

ment more each year.

DON'T UNDERESTIMATE NEED FOR AIR AND WATER MOVEMENT

One scientist showed that coarse sand was about 1000 times
more permeable to air than fine sand. However, the coarse sand
had less pore space (38%) than the fine sand (55%). Remember
this when someone says clay hap much more pore space than sand:
it is important how air move� through the soil.

Other tests demonstrated a granulated loam was 50 to 100
ti�e§- ms;pe· permea.ble-·to· a.il:' thsil the same____s_oil. in the ._powder�d
Rtate!

AVOID A "LIDn ON YOUR SOIL

The same tests demonstrated tbat' .4" thickness of powdered
loam placed in the center of a·20" column of sand lowered per
meabilty 10 to 50 times 4�peiding on size of the sand particl�8!
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This emphaSizes the handicap of an imperrueable layer near

th� soil surface and how it can restrict aeration of the 80il
below it. This should be tied to the fact that well-aerated
soils will fruit more heavily at an earlier date and set fruit
more evenly during the unfavorable parts of the season.

All this adds up to more dollars profit from cotton in
Arizona if applied practically. Make use of Soil Conservation
Service personnel who map your soils and identify their special
characteristics. Then apply the soil information to your other

practices to improve soil structure and your chances for con

sistently good yields.

CijARLES R. FARR
AGRICULTURAL AGENT

CRF:mec

_ADDITIONAL INFORMATION :

Enclosed is a Leaflet title4: SEEDLING DISEASES OF COTTON

Next COTTON PROGRESS 8ubject:COTTON HERBICIDES
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19Gq GRVE POUR ODDS
Many cotton farmers are still puzzled by the,
excessively low yields pr oduc e d throug�o.�,:t·
Maricopa County in 1964�iTh� kind of odd�
growers played against when they gambled with
weather were not favorable.

INSECTS NQT tHE PRINCIPAL PROBLEM

Many blame insect damage as the main reason. It isn't that
simple, since some soil types, irrigation pa t te r n s and .cuLtur a I
practices cut directly a�ross the lines of in���t popql�ti�ns.

A November study of Maricopa County weather during .;the past
decade was very revealing, so let's take a look at the list fiv�
years for a clear-cut comparison.

YEAR 1962 1963 1960 1961 1964

II�L» COUNty AXEBAGE 131 XEA8S l213tf 1142� 1052/1 lO361i ?

Ranking from most (1) to least (5) favorable

April Air Temperature (Max) 1 5 2 3 4

April Soil Temperature 2 4 1 3 5

April Wind - Total 1 2 3 4 5

July,Aug., Sept. Sunshine 1 4 2 3 5

July, Aug.,Sept. Days Rain 1 5 2 3 4

July, Aug.,Sept. Inches of Rain 1 3 2 4 5
Humidity - July 2 1 3 4 .5
Humidity - August 1 3 2 4 5
Sept. Air Temperature 3 2 1 4 5
Lateness of Frost 1 2 3 5 4
Frost Date 1/12 12/13 11/28 11/15 11/21
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WEATHEif' HURT SEVERAL WAYS
I

This comparison makes it easier to see why so many growers
shoved an irrigation on early to establish a stand. This also
explains why plants were 4" shorter than usual on June lOth.
No wonder verticillium wilt,. poor middle set, bollworms, and a

late maturing top set w�re., 'promoted by climatic factors. It
wasn't .Ln . ..the cards for many growers to make good yields.

LIMITING WEATHER CONDITIONS CAN BE MODIFIED

However, some very good yields were produced on some soil
type�. Reduced irrigation or better timing paid off in some

cases .on medium to heavy soil textures, indicating both weather
and s��l problems. Consequently, these results should be remem

bered' and related to �etter farming practices in 1965. Then
li�iti�g climatic factors can be modified by such things as

improved soil structure.

KNOW ALL FACTORS OF PRODUCTION

Th� more we know of soil characteristics, compaction layers,
wa�er 'penetration, root gr cwt.h , and other factors difficult to
se i,','

,

the, 'better our chances are of c omb a tLng unfavorable weather
conditioris. Any year can hand us upfavorable odds again.

� •• \ (J •

../

;/�(__J/_/
Charles R. Farr
Agricultural Agent

CRF:mec
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January 20, 1965

SOlt IllL�GE c�n REDUCE. YIELDS
The plow has long been essential to crop produc
tion but all of our cultivation efforts are not

completely beneficial.

The economic need for high yields puts a strain
on our cropping planso Intensified crop rota
tions and more cultivation. Increased nitrogen

applications and more irrigations extending later in the 'season crowd
more' cperatLcns on soils when' they are too wet.

The number of times the soil is stirred, crushed, and ground as we

disk, float, list, rotomulch, plant, drag off, thin, cultivate, spray,
defoliate, machine pick and pick up ground cotton makes a constant war

against good soil structure. The term TRAFFIC PAN has been suggested
for the result, but let's look,at what only one trip with equipment
can do.

WHb�ET: 18 A OK S

TIRE
Size: 'ix24
Load: 660lbs.
Press: 12 psi

9.24 llx24
1100lbs. l650lbs.
12 psi 12 psi

13x30
2200 Ibs.
12 psi

G>
U
C1S 8 .

�(f.t
12O�

r-i=S
16G.HI)

�
20'r-I

fIl'�
4)0 24
..dCll
u 28
s::
H

SOIL WITH NORMAL DENSITY AND WATER CONTENT

Figure 1

This diagram shows
the difference in
soil compaction
pressures by dif
ferent loads. Tire
sizes are selected
proportional to
the loads. Maximum
compaction pres
sures will be same

for each. However,
a larger tractor
will transmit pres
sures deeper and
over a wider area.
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'l'hi s diagram shows
the effect of soil
moisture �n c�m

paction p�eg&ures.
All three 'tire� �re

tlie same size and'
loaded the same.
The wetter the soils
are the deeper the
pressures are

transmitted.

Figure 228 Har .Dry Soil Soil w Nor-·. Wet Soil
mal Density
� water cont. , '.

(Information from: Soehne, Agricultural.Engineering, May 1958
and Cooper, Cotton Trade Journal International Yearbook 1960-61)

These diagrams show the potential damage equipment can do, particularly
at the wrong�. The· compaction will vary-with different soil types
but moisture content greatly affects the soi1!s susceptibility to .:

compaction. One operation at the wrong time m do great harm .!2 the "

soil. One alfalfa field recently plowed and furrowed out for cotton
has a hard layer 10-12" deep before any water has been applied.

Water.quality, crop rotations and tillage practices over a long p�riod
have .important affects on soils. What we did with a field 10 years
ago, we may �ot be able to do today' and still obtain high yields •..

CRF:sr
Charles Ro Farr
Agricultural Agent
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DEAR DAIRYMAN:

The following is the 6th letter dealing with the general subject of mastitis
detection and quality milk production.

RUNNING AND READING THE CMT

The CMr was basically designed to be used at

the cow. A white plastic paddle with four shallow
cups, marked A, S, C, D can be used to collect a

sample from each quarter.

Each cup can also be used to run a composite
sample from individual cows such as a DHIA
sample. Or, bulk milk tank samples can be
run, one per cup.

When the paddle is turned to a near

vertical position the recommended am�unt
of milk (2 milliliters) will remain in
the cups. An equal amount of eMT re

agent (reddish-purple liquid) is added
to the milk usually from a plastic
squeeze bottle. Too little or too

much reagent may cause faLse results.

The paddle is rotated gently to mix the milk and reagent thoroughly. This
mixing takes about 10 seconds. The rotation is continued as the milk is

graded or read. After the reading is taken, the paddle is rinsed in clean
water, shaken to remove excess water, and is ready for the next test.

The following page gives a word description of the grading and interpretations.

As you can see, skill and experience are desirable to develop a constant routine.
This is why it is best to have one person read all the tests. By working together.
however, different persons can develop the same interpretations for practical
purposes and, after all the GMT is designed for PRACTICAL PURPOS S.

�.��LOtis G. Lough
Agricultural AgentOGL:a

250 c



Symbol Suggested
meaning

GRADING AND INTERPRETATION OF CMT

Description of Visible Reaction Interpretation*

- o - 200,000 cells/cc
0-25 per cent PMN.

T

1

2

3

+

y

Negative

Trace

weak

positive

distinct
positive

strong
positive

alkaline
milk

pH 7.0 or

over

acid milk

Mixture remains liquid with no evidence
of formation of a precipitate

A slight precipitate fo�s and is seen

to best advantage by tipping the paddle
back and forth and observing the mix
ture as it flows over the bottom of the

cup. Trace reactions tend to disappear
with continued movement of the fluid.

A distinct precipitate but no tendency
toward gel formation. With some milks
the reaction is reversible, for with
continued movement of the paddle the

precipitate may disappear.

The mixture thickens immediately with
some suggestion of gel formation. As
the mixture is caused to swirl, it tends
to move in toward the center, leaving
the bottom of the outer edge of the cup
exposed. When the motion is stopped,
the mixture levels out again and covers

the bottom of the cup.

A gel is formed which causes the sur

face of the mixture to become convex.

Usually there is a central peak which
remains projecting above the main mass

after the motion of the paddle has been

stopped. Viscosity is greatly increased
so that there 1s a tendency for the mass

to adhere to the bottom of the cup.

150,000 � 500,000
ceUs/cc

30-40 per cent PMN.

400,000 - 1,500,000
cells/cc

40-60 per cent PMN.

800,000 - 5,000,000
cells/cc

60-70 per cent PMN.

Cell number generally
over S,OOO,OOO/cc

70-80 per cent PMN.

This .symbol should be added to the eMT An alkaline reaction
score whenever the reaction is distinctly reflects depreSSion
alkaline, as indicated by a contrasting of secretory activity.
deeper purple color. This may occur either

as a result of ittflam
mation or in drying
off of the gland.

Distinctly acid milk
in the udder is fare.

When encountered. it
indicates fermentatioD
of lactose by bacter-
lal 'action within the

gland. �

Bromcresol purple is dlstinctly yellow
at pH 5.2. This symbol should be add
ed to the score when the mlx�ure is

yellow.

* �� • Polymorphonuclear leukocyte
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DEAR DAIRYMAN:

The enclosed booklet represents a good part of the research work your Dairy Science

Department is doing for you.

You should read Dr. Stott's report on the calcium-phosphorous balance problem. Note
how the calcium-phosphorous ratio widens during late lactation and the dry periods
as alfalfa tends to make up an ever increasing part of the ration. There is no

easy solution, but you can see why you should attempt to feed about one part of
phosphorous for each two parts calcium as a cow moves through her lactation and dry
periods.

Dr. Brown's initial milo-barley comparisons will cause many of you to raise your
eyebrows. Is milo really equal to or a little better than barley as cow feed? With
the normal price structure it would seem desirable to pay attention to this con

tinuing research project.

Dr. Gardn� fast growing calf and heifer project on "simple" rations should get
your close study. It is probably backwards from what you "know is right," if you
react like many dairymen did at the Field Day. However, are you � that a period
of SlOl'1 growth and "roughing Lt;" makes better cows? I suggest you follow Gardner IS
experiments very closely before you close your mind on this subject. Let's give
these heifers a chance to perform as cows before final judgment is made.

!p�eer Frank W�ersma�! story will set you to figuring how you can add cooled air
to your shades. Many more cattle settled during the summer and fall, plus more

mi lk 100M; 1 ike a winner.

fI!nk Whiting reports how the ornery residue gave researchers the slip once again.

Dr. Stull's tough assignment is to explain how and what effects the make-up of milk
fat. �lliile you may not see the immediate importance of this research, it is real

important to milk processors who have to sell the finished �product to the consumer.

You just flat miesed rr. Schuh's and Dr. Nelson's discussion and demonstration of
the C.M.T., Wisconsin Mastitis Test, and mastitis sensitivity testing.

Perhaps another time soon - - -

.»: ';tf�L
G. Lough (/

Agricultural Agent

OGL:aj

250 c
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INDEMNITY PAYMENTS TO DAIRY FARMERS EXTENDED

This refers to milk removed from the market due to pesticide residue
content. I hop� this will be interesting but not necessary information
fox you. FOR COMPLETE DETAILS SEE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET.

I/�\

A GENTLE REMINDER

When using drugs and pesticides

-Read the label.

-Follow the directions.

Note that 'the last sentence in the second paragraph of the Indemnity
Payment announcement reads:

"Producers, however, will be required to have adequate records citing
proper use of the chemicals involved, and in addition must meet other re

quirements established for indemnity payments."

/;;:re?f£ L�G. Lougb »
Agricultural Agent V

OGL:aj



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FEDERAL EXTENSION SERVICE

Washington, D. C. 20250

-

Cooperating With Land Grant

Colleges and UniV�Tsities

October 28, 1965

TO STATE EXTENSION CHEkICAL LkADERS

Subject: Indemnity Payments To Dait� Farmers

On October 9, 1965 the "Econoible Opp()ttunity Amendments of 196.9"1
Public Law 89�253, was signed into 1aw. Included in the amendments
is a provision to ektend the authorization for making indemnity
payments to*dairy farmers who have been removing-their milk from
commercial markets becayse it contained residues of registered
chemicals. The legislative authority granting this extension expires
June 30, 1966.

Thus, the effective expiration date for an "eligible farmer" or the
I

"application period" for receiving indemnification has been extended
from'June 30, 1965 to June 30. 1966. Dairy farmers who have been
directed to remove their milk from commercial markets because of
pesticide residues, in the time period January 1� 1964 to the present,
MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR INDEMNITY PAYMENTS. Producers, however, will be

required to have adequate records citing, prQper use of the chemicals

involved, and in addition must meet the other requirements established
for indemnity payments.

As of October 26, 1965, funds had not been appropriated for the indemnity
payments. However, we anticipate that funds will be made available.
We suggest that you inform dairy farmers who are "dumping" milk of the
current situation relative to indemnity payments.

Application for payments should continue to be made at the local offices
of the Agricultural Stabilization and Cons�rvation Service. For more

information concerning the indemnity payments consult your nearest ASeS
office.

Sincerely,

L. C. Gibbs, Coordinator
Agricultural Chemicals Program

AST&M D�177(lO�65)


